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More than ever, the world seems to be
changing right before our eyes. Over this
past year we have witnessed tremendous
changes In foreign countries, the United
States, and our own Bay Shore. The Berlin
Wall has crumbled into a pile of rubble, the
Soviet Union and Yugoslavia are no longer
unified nations; Florida has barely survived
one of the worst hurricanes in history; Fire
Island has eroded down to a thread of a
beach area. In the past presidential campaign, one of the three candidates came
from neither of the two traditional parties
which have dominated politics for decades,
and many changes have accompanied the
new president Into office. AIDS has continued to plague our nation and seems to
run rampant. Family values became a major Issue in the campaign and remains a
prominent topic for discussion. Detroit has
introduced an entire line of aerodynamic
cars with Increased passenger space.
These changes have affected the people
of the world as well as the students of Bay
Shore High School. We are students from a
generation of change. We want to look Into
the future and see not problems but possibilities. Acceptance of what Is new and
different In the world Is our key to coping
to this ever-changing world.
As students we have learned that many
more changes are necessary before a better
life can be guaranteed for every person In
society. Prejudice needs to be stopped.
People must be viewed as equals regardless
of skin color, race, sex, or ethnic background. Our attitude towards the environment also needs to be changed, as well as
our participation in the government of our
nation.
While such things as cultural diversity
and basic freedoms must continue to endure, there are many other things that are
within our grasp to change. With ~he education given to us at Bay Shore High
School, we have the knowledge and ability
to select what should change and what
should remain the same In order to create a
better life for the next generation.

(top)Jason Ramos and Lonnie Slater examined the changing
world beneath the lens of their microscope.
{mlddle)One of the changes was to hold an outdoor pep
rally In October, and most enjoyed the chance to get out
Into the fresh air.
(bottom)Peter Oosterom adapted to the ever-changing
music scene uslng computers to orchestrate his
composition .
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This year was marked with many new and exciting changes
at Bay Shore High School. For the first time in many years, the
traditional Pep Rally was held outdoors during an extended
eighth period. Students left the building eighth period and
headed for the bleachers. They were greeted by a warm and
sunny day, and the air was crackling with excitement.
The students were then addressed for the first time by the
new principal, Mr. Robert Consigli. The award-winning Marauder Marching Band entertained the crowd with its spectacular half-time show. The lively tunes and energetic spirit of
the band raised the energy level of the crowd. Mr. Mahoney, the
director of student activities, began introducing all of the
members of the various Varsity and Junior Varsity fall sports.
Members of each team were introduced individually to the
enthusiastic crowd of their peers.
As the pep rally drew to a close, the Varsity and Junior
Varsity Cheerleaders wowed the crowd with high-risk stunts
and pyramids. The crowd was brought to its feet by the
cheerleaders. Amid thunderous applause and cheering, the
students of Bay Shore High School were introduced to their
Junior Varsity and Varsity football teams.
Many of the students enjoyed the pep rally and went home
feeling enthusiastic about the coming football season. The
change in scenery from the traditional pep rally was met with
great approval. An outdoor setting made this year's pep rally
both a unique and memorable event.

(top)Monica Skala stopped at Aurora Rivera·s locker to borrow her
jacket.
(middle)Katie Werner stood on the river bank and found that getting into
a canoe wasn 't as easy as she thought.
(bottom)Cory Wallace walked to lunch with " his women," Saeeda
RQhaman and Joann Phifer, while Catherine Pope and Joe .Albury
S emors
enjoyed the" food
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Senlms

cJ

Rosemarie Abrams
Frances Acampora
Melissa Adkison
Michael Albergo
Joseph Albury
Brian Alinovi
Jeruti(er Alternative

Matthew Amodeo
Rebecca J. Anderson
Star-ella D. Arbouin
Eclward Artura Ill
JowidAzim
Maria E. Balanta
David M. Balsamo

Barbara Arut Barcia
Michael Barnett
Roseanne Behrho(
Ronald Beider
DanieUe BeUando
Georgina Bengel
Jeffrey M. Beringer

Ivanoff Bernier
Barbara Bienkowski
AmandaJaneBoff
Rebecca Marie Bonanno
Roger M. Bonilla
Nicole Michele Bordies
Tracy D. Brooks

How do you
define
CHANGE?
Seniors defined
change as ••.
"when something differs from a
uniform pattern."
-Jeanine Romain
"how things become different
from the way they were."
-Michele Sanchez
"when something different
starts happening, hopefully for
the better."
-Allison Troise
"a differentiation from its origInal state."
-Paul Johnson
"the way to get rid of an old
thing to make room for something new."
-Ivan Bernier
"a switch to new ideas or ways
of doing things."
-Maria Balanta
"any difference or detour from
normalcy."
-Christian D'Angelo
"a revolution."
-Jose Infante
"what you get back after making a purchase."
-Jeff Bunge

~

Senlo"' Bmwn- Co•tella

Dianna BrotDn
Joluutna BrotDn
Marques BrotDn
Tamika BrotDn
Keoln J. Brunner
Jeffrey A. Bunge

Bernie Burgos
Brian W. Butler
Rory Byers
Shella Ca«aroay
Patrick Capone
MiclaeUe Cappiello

Aleda M. Cardenas
Deborah Lynn Carr
Pamara Carter
ChtftJta Ann Ciccone
CoUeen Ann Close
Stephen P. Coates

Brian Cohen
Michael L. Cole
Rena ConneUy
SalatJel Correa
Dennis Cortes
Lauren Costella

Senlo"' Bcown- Costella
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Senlocs' Cotto- F<anco

Arlene Cotto
Victoria C. Coughlin
Martin J. Coyle Ill
Karen A. Craig
Elizabeth F. Crespo
Joseph T. Croce
Christian D'Angelo

Tamara Tania Dangiade
Thomas John D;wide
Carla Della Vedooa
Karfne P. Derfyn
Kenneth H. Dignon

Laura Jeanne Doran
John P. Dromerhauser

Scott Aluander Dumala
KeUy Elizabeth Durant
Samuel Duoal
Laura E. Eichhorn
Patricia Anne Eichhorn
Maria Estrada
Joseph Ewald

Audra Dare Falco
Jessica Fernandez
JiU AUison Fifield
Candice Marie FUangerf
KeithFUuld
Elizabeth Flynn
Seth Franco

Timothy M. Fuco
Joseph Gancedo
Uzzette Danisa Geigel
Ricardo Gelpi, Jr.
Nick Georges
DoUy L. GU

Tarsha Glooer
Dominick Gomez
Eric Gonzalez
Gregory Gordon
Keith Gordon
Denise Gwendolyn Green

Gregory Green
Keith L. Greenwald
Jessica Greiner
DanieUe Guarascio
Tonga Hammond
Sonia Pamela Harper

Stacy-ann Harris

Tanya Harris
Vlsna Harris
Alta( Hassan
SWJSy Hidalgo
John Paul Hieronymu

~

Senimso Fu•co- Heiconymou•

What

CHANGES
would you
make?
Seniors would
change . ..
"the homeless, so nobody
would ever be homeless and
hungry again."
-Michele Sanchez
"the way people view each other. People need to see each other as human beings and not
worry about color"
-Paul Johnson
"abuse of the environment and
deforestation.''
-Christian D'Angelo
"the way the politicians don't
focus on the issues."
-Jose Infante
"the amount of disease in the
world so that we can live without the worries of sickness."
-Daniela Rianna
"the negative outlook we have
on life."
-Eric Ruiz
"all the racial prejudice."
-Rodney Clementi
"money.lt shouldn't be as powerful and controlling as it is
now."
-Jeanine Romain

Senia.so Fu•co- Hlemnymou•
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Senlo"' Hill- Kowalski

Gregory Thomas Hill
Michelle Himaya
Brian Allan Hoff
Eric W. Holdsworth
Daniel C. Holmes
Christine Howard
EciiDard Hubbard

Kenneth Hurt
Amanda Imhoff
Jose Infante

Jabari Jacbon
Billy Joe Joluuon, Jr.
Paul Joluuon
Heather Jones

Robin Ann Kahl
Keith Elliot Kastner
James KaDa.n.a.gh
Colleen A. Kay
Keith Patrick Kelly
Amina Terryl Kendrick
Jed Kenedy

Joshua Lee King
Jennifer KinDan
Theresa M. Kistner
Keith John Knacke
Lauren Knuth
Robert IYUe Kohl. Jr.
Lori Ann Kowalski

Senlo'" Hill- Kowalski

~

Michael Vincent Kuhlman
Jessica Ann LaMantia
Stephen LaTorre
Richard Edward Lane IV
Regina LaJD
Gina Ucata

MetlnUka
Simone IV. London
Catharine Loughlin
Jadeine LudiDigsen
Anthony Lulsi
Joseph Madden

WUUam J. Mahler Jr.
Diana L. Mahr
Scott Mi4/or

Faith Angela Malave
John Philip Maniscalco
John Vincent Maresca

Blaisa Maroldi
Donald Dougbu Maroney
Louie AndreiD Marshall
Terrance Lamont McCray
Kimberly Ann .McDonald
Patrick McGee

~

Senlo<S' Kuhlman- McGee

" When I first started high
school , the most Important
thing was my friends. Now I've
realized that the one person
who can make my life successful Is me. My advice to all the
underclassmen is to strive your
hardest In everything you do In
the future. It will definitely pay
off."
-Theresa Kistner

" I now realize that the most
Important lessons I've learned
weren't only taught In the classroom. My only regret Is not
having been more Involved In
school activities."
-Brian Butler

Seniocs' Kuhlman- McGee
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Senlo"' McGovem- Panchal

John Patrick McGooem
Catherine McGrady
Jason McGuigan
Amy McKay
Nadine Renee McKenzie
Jason K. McLaurin
Douglas James Meehan

Howard Vincent Meehan
Elizabeth Ann Mehler
Michael P. Meisenholder
Pablo Mfdia
Simone Mickle
Christopher MiUer
MUdre E. Moncion

Cheryl Moore
TraDis Morek
Mark Murray
Robert Musacchio
Suzanne Napodano
Matthew Murray Nash
Kim Thi Hoa Nguyen

Tfen Ngoc Nguyen
Sandra No~ll
Nicole Notaro
Peter J. Oakes
James Slaa!Dn Oosterom
James Pacheco
Krupa Panchal

Senloc" McGovem- Panchal

~

Joseph Papandrea
Carlos Pardo
Kyung Shik Park
Eric Pascale
John Christopher Payne
Brian J. Pepita

Mary Persson
Karen Norma Pfalzgraf
ThuyPham
Joann Euette Phifer
Renee Kristen Pickett
Stephanie Rose Piraino

Joseph Pizarro
Catherine Pope

Georgia Pournaras
DiaUoPowell
April Pyatt
Cerise Maria Qulntyne

Saeeda Rahaman
Sean Vernon Ratcliff

Amie Rettalfata
Daniela Rianna
Simone Richardson

Aurora Riuera

~

Senio<>' Papand,ea- Rlve<a

What should
never
CHANGE?

Seniors
would never
change . ..
"their goals in life. They should
rise to a higher standard, not
fall to a lower one."
-Eric Ruiz
"the cultural diversities of all
people."
-Daniela Rianna
"love and respect."
-Gary Williams
"friendship."
-Michele Sanchez

What should
CHANGE now?

Seniors would
change ...
"stereotyping ethnic groups."
-Dave Brooks
''discriminatory thinking.''
-Maria Balanta
"the economy."
-Michele Sanchez
"the lack of equal opportunity
for every race and color."
-Paul Johnson

Senlo"' Papandcea- Rlveca

CiJ

Henry Rioera
Anthony Rodriguez
Inez Rodriguez
Nancy Rodriguez
Thomas Rodriguez
Jeanine CoUette Romain
Raymond Rosado

DeoanRosen
MicheUe Ruhl
EricRuiz
Jeremy Roger Sabiston
Joann Salentina
Tammy Ann Salentina
Michele Sanchez

Maria Santiago
WUliam Sawtelle
Craig Robert Schar(
James Lawrence Schmidt
Zachary Matthew Schmidt
Richard J. SciammareUa
Robert ScuUy

Jennifer Selzer
Melissa Sluuo
Deborah Ann Shl.ffman
Anna Marie Siddons
Ricardo E. Simmons
Anne Marea Simons
Monica Lee SkaJa

~

Senlon'

Rlveca~ Skala

Senio"' Rlve,a- Skala

~

"Coming into the High
School in my senior year has
helped to toughen me mentally
and enhance my character for
when I take my next step up
the ladder of education. Bay
Shore High School has given
me experiences that I can rely
upon in the future."
- James Taylor

When I was younger, the
school year seemed to drag by,
months seemed to last years.
Once in high school, I participated in many different and exciting activities that made
these past three years fly by. It
seems like only yesterday that I
was in elementary school, and
now I'm a senior.
-Colleen Kay

~

Senlo"' Smith- Weme<

Charmaine Smith
Edeliz P. Sotomayor
Adam J. Steinhauer
Bryan Stewart
Catherine Stiles
Robert J. Stocks

Cheryl Stoutenburg
John Szeka&ld
Michael Tuhbook
Jama D. Taylor
AluandraT4/adll
Rorude R. Thomu

Toni Ann TorTeS
Allison TrofH
Trade Lynn Van Dina
Mark A. Van Schaick
Jennifer Velez

Leonardo Viana

Craig J. Wagner
Corry Wallace
Cluistoplter Ward

KamlWard
Kerry A. Ware
Katherine Lynn Werner

Senlo"' Smith- Weme<

~

Kai Wetzel
John WlUiams
Jakemia Monet Wilson

Thomas J. Wilson Jr.
Jason R. Wltteck
Jonnie Lynne Zammetti

Additional Members
Class of 1993
Leticia Arce

Cristian Aoaria

"Suddenly I find myself a
senior, and I often see a little of
the person I once was in the
faces of this year's freshmen.
It's funny how people take
things for granted until those
things are gone, but the friendships and the memories I've
created will last me forever."
- Howie Meehan

~

Rasheed Berry
Joseph Bono
Jason Boreman
Felicia Brewster
Daoid Brownstein
Rodney D. Clementi
Karly E. Dieudonne
Dwayne Dorsett
Daold Ferrer
Jodi Fescine
Jessica M. Gomez
Raymond J. Gonzalez
I.uls A. Guzman
Tara HUlin
Dwayne Hobbs
Larry Key, Jr.
DanieUe J. Miles

Darius Mobley
Erika Murray
Jason Murray
Susana M. Pellin
Keith Pitt
Carlos Jaoier Rodriguez
Luciano Rodriguez
Kerri A. Sabella
Nicole Sanders
Jason M. Sears
Agustin Soto, Jr.
Regan Stephenson
Matthew Stumpf
Jeffrey Theagene
Ronald Thomas
Jonathan R. Tuscanes
Gary Williams
Dwayne ZoUinger

(top) Brian Cohen and Mike Tashbook worked diligently on their musical masterpiece.
(middle left) Kaml Ward entered the second floor on her way to another chemistry class.

Senio"' WeUel- Zammettl

''I'm really happy about all of
the new changes that are going
on here In the high school.
When I think of the younger
students who have more time
to enjoy all of these changes, I
get a little envious. There's a
little bit of envy In all of us.
That's rather too bad now, isn't
it?"
-David Balsamo

"High school has made me
grow up by giving me more responsibilities and making me
more independent. I learned
how to handle stress and worries, and everything has turned
out O.K."
-Greg "Sugar" Hill

(middle right) Christine Howard and Lori Kowalski pause In the hall on their way out to lunch.
(above) Seniors with late arrival are also known as members of the "breakfast club."

Senlocs

~

Not Your Average
Gym Class
"What?" This is the question that about thirty seniors have been hearing
each time they mention their gym class. Outdoor Ed, officially known as
Outdoor Education, Is a senior elective gym class that was offered for the
first time this year. The students in the class are mainly athletes who are
already in good physical condition. Mr. Rick Damore, the instructor,
recognized that gym can become mundane after years of playing the same
sports and not learning any new skills. With the Outdoor Ed class, Mr.
Damore aims to introduce students to activities that can be continued
throughout their adult lives.
Class time is spent learning basic skills that pertain to the numerous field
trips taken by the class. One morning, students in the building were puzzled
to see tents being erected on the track and football field. There was no need
to worry, though. It was only the Outdoor Ed class preparing for Its
upcoming camping trip.
The first trip the class took was a canoeing trip to the Carmens River. In
preparation the class learned about weather patterns, tidal changes, and
paddling methods. Once on the river, students found practical application
for their classroom knowledge. Maneuvering the canoes took a little
practice, but soon everyone was paddling like pros. Students even learned
to laugh at being caught in brush or stuck on rocks. The end result of every
field trip was that everyone got to experience something new and have a
great time in the process.

(ebove)Mary Persson end Renee Pickett enjoyed their
lunch etop the roots of a petrified tree.

Seniors

(top)Piaylng follow th leader, Terrence McCray end Tersha Glover tried to keep up
with Carlos Perdo end Ronele Thomas on th winding river.
(ebove)Brlan Hoff plunged Into the cool waters to help Carlos Pardo g t his canoe out of
the mud.

In Memory of

Derek Hatcfter
1975-1992

Derek. ((Dink.y" Hatcher was a man wfio Coved tfie worfc(
and was Coved 6y it.
Dink.y dreamed of 6ei119 a 6ase6aff star)
aLways wishing to make that winni119 hit.
His gentfe manner touched many [ivesj
his cfieeifu£ smiCe 6fi9htenuf each cfay.

Dink.y) your generosity) kindness) and jrierufship wi[ 6e
greatry missed.

Your friends at Bay Shore Hi£1h SchooL

The Underclassmen Years are some of the most formative
years in a person's development and maturation. They are important years of change when students go from adolescence to
the threshold of adulthood. During these years every experience
leaves its impact on the individual helping to mold him or her for
the future. No one is able to predict the future so each experience,
memory, and friendship remains stored away for further use. The
children of today will become the adults and leaders of tomorro .
Almost right before our very eyes, we can observe these changes
taking place and the influence they exert on our lives. The face
we see in the mirror today is rapidly changing to behold the
character of the person we will be tomorrow.

(left)T m Hurt, as Dr Sanderson In ~. made a very convincing psychiatrist.
(mlddle)Sue Caruso and Vanessa Loughlin were often seen between classes In the hallway
(rlght)Desplte his Injured leg Greg Marshall attended the Pep Rally

Unde<elmmen

~

(right) This group of friends has met every morning In the same place since
they were In their freshmen year!

(mlddle)Steve Wolfort, Jessica Loudon, Randl Paige, Rafaela Nlkas, and
Jennifer Hulse displayed their artistic talents on the Junior class banner.
(bottom)Katle Fortunato and Courtney Leggio hung out In the cafeteria
before the start of first period.

(rlght)Mrs. Reilly said,
"Open wide and say 'Ahh',"
as Erik Lee tried to get early
dismissal by complaining of
a sore throat.

As juniors raced to achieve independence from parents and teachers,
they quickly realized that their destiny was in their hands. Along with
this realization came a sense of urgency. College planning, senior portraits, and class rings were no longer
in the distant future . Time for planning was running out. The time to
take control of the future became a
sudden reality. Teachers continuously reminded students of the importance of junior year grades and SAT
scores. Recommendations, resumes,
and autobiographies were requested
by the guidance department. College
Days presented a myriad of possibilities which both helped and baffled
students. Visitations from Bay Shore
alumni brought the voice of experience and proved to be helpful in
answering many questions. With all
of these great decisions facing them,
juniors realized that the responsibility
of the future lies in their hands.

(top)Chrls Vltolano did some research In the quiet atmosphere of
the library.

(left)AIIson Roth assisted Jaime
Forlano In picking out her class
ring.

Juniors

Pet Peeves
Is it an exotic breed of animal? Or perhaps an animal illness? NO! Pet peeves
are those things in life that really bother or annoy people. After taking an informal
survey of some juniors, we discovered that these annoyances vary as greatly as
the individuals in the junior class. Here is a sample of the eleventh grade "pet
peeves.''
''I hate when people mispronounce the word,
'ask,' and say 'axed.' I personally would
rather be asked to do something rather than
axed to do it. "

''I get really angry when I walk into my
kitchen with just socks on and I step into
something wet because I have to put on a
new pair of socks every time!"

Colleen Krowl

Dennis Owen

"I get really annoyed when we get a Thursday off but not a Friday because then we
end up with a two day weekend instead of a
four day weekend."

"It really bugs the life out of me when people
sing along with the radio and their voices are
terrible, especially when I leave subtle hints
that would normally tip them off, but they
think that they are blessed with their
voices.''

Matt LaPenta
"My one and only pet peeve is the sound of
cardboard being scratched to a pitiful nothing."
Kim Slater

Laurie Stack
''I hate it when people tell me something and
say 'ya know.' "If I knew, I would've
stopped them before they told me."
Brian Dieumegard

"It really gets on my nerves when people
wear socks or pantyhose with sandles.''
Jennifer Saracco

"I can't stand it when my parents don't
believe that I'm going to my girlfriend's
house after school to study."

"I hate it when I'm in the shower and my
tenant gets in; she steals the hot water, and I
have to stand all soapy and wait for her to

Tom Ehlers

get out.''
Dennis Thomas

"What bothers me most is when people ask
'What's wrong?,' or 'How are you?' when
they really don't care what your response
is."

'i'\ pet peeve of mine is when I'm sitting
down talking with somebody and after /' m
done, another person will ask me 'Do you
know them?'. Of course I knew them or else I
wouldn't have been talking to them in the
first place!''

Jeremy Davis

Juniors

Katie Dennis

"It drives me crazy when people constantly
tap their feet, or bang their hands on things.''

Liz Heering

Heather N. Alleyne
Jean Amodeo
Archana Barot
Helen Barrett
Krlstlan Becker
Jason Berrios
Mllllnta D. Berry
Jennifer Besendorfer

John S. Bodolal
Renee Bonello
Yudelka J. Bonilla
Joe Bono
Nick Bradley
Michelle A. Bruno
April F. Carhart
David Casciano

Christine Castellano
Codell Castillo
Deborah Jean Chadwick
Melinda Lee Charrlez
Sharon A . Coates
Rosemary A . Carozza
Erin Coughlin
Michelle Cruz

Theresa Cusick
Roy Dana
Jeremy C. Davis
Thomas J. Deleon
Christa A . DeVIrglllo
Ross DeVore
Jennifer L. DeWitt
Richard D. Dean

Danlelle DellaGuardla
Katherine Dennis
Kerrl M . Dibble
Eric Dieckmann
Jennifer Doran
Christie Driscoll
John Thomas Ehlers
Mark Ervin

Jennifer Ewald
Eric Fesefeldt
Raymond Fifield
Agrlplno Figueroa
Vincent A . Flllgenzl
Jaime R. Forlano
Kathryn Fortunato
Patrick E. Fox
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Diane K . French
Christian E. Gelpi
Gregory Giarratano
David Glbblngs
Brian Glsh
Michelle Giuliano
Teshla Glenn
Scott L. Golder
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Juniors
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It Costs How Muclil
Towards the end of October, juniors and seniors flocked to the large cafeteria for the first of
several mini-college days that were held this year. The objective of these college days was to
provide the students with the necessary information to make rational decisions about their
college careers. Being able to speak directly with the representatives from the different schools
enlightened many students about the curriculum offerings, school life, and extra-curricular
activities of each of the various colleges. The college search can often be daunting but these
representatives helped to make the task less formidable. The wealth of information provided by
the representatives and the catalogues they distributed helped many to put their futures into
perspective. As junior Jaime Forlano said, "The College Day was extremely beneficial for me
and helped me to start making my plans early to alleviate the pressures In senior year."

(top) Andy Sennes filled out an Information request card
for Temple University while Glenn Rajotte watched .
(right) Rafaela Nlkas stared In disbelief after hearing the
tuition for Bonaventure.

Kim Slater and Michelle Graham were Impressed with the offering from the College of
Insurance.

(above) Laura Jemison collected brochures and filled out postcards
for additional Information.
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Peggy C. Gomez
Kevin Goodman
Dawn Marie Gordon
Kurt Greenwood
Gayle Gregory
Marlela V. Guarino

Michelle L. Harell
David Harris
Elizabeth Heerlng
Enelda Hernandez
Bryan Christopher Hodge
Jonathan W . Hoff

Timothy K. Horatschek
Randolph Howard
William Howard
Glenn A. Howltz
Kate Hucke
Jennifer E. Hulse

Kareem Hyman
Laura Jemison
Christine Johnson
James W. Juers
Andrew Karlson
William Knoth

Peter Kramer
George Krill
Daniel Kroger
Colleen Krowl
Edward Kunz
Matthew LaPenta

James Lawlor
Brian Charles Lawrence
Kevin P. LePrell
Elaine Lee
Erik Lee
Alison Legat

Courtney Leggio
Dawn Lewis
VIncent Littmann
Charles Loachamln
Louis Lodato
Thalia Lopez

Juniors
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Cynthia Lorenz
Jessica Loudon
Vanessa J. Loughlin
Usa Lowe
Kevin A . Lyons

Megan A .Mahoney
Gregory Philip Marshall
Gln11 J. Mauro
Raymond Mazza
M ichelle McC11rthy

Shawana Mcintyre
Daniel Mejia
Tatlana Mejia
Candice Meltzer
John A . Messing

Patricia A . Micallef
John William Michel
Mandel Natasha Mickel
Tlto 0 . Miles
Sunshine Mills

Kenneth C. Milton
Oscar Ruben Montano
Eileen Morales
Maryann Morano
George J . Morris

Erika Murray
Gregory G. Murray
Nicole Musso
Catherine Napolitano
Nicholas T . Nappi

Jonathan Navratil
H011ng Hal Nguyen
Rafaela E. Nlkas
Kimberly Nornes
Herman Ouffre

OJ

Juniocs

Junior Stude-nt Counci(
I

With the new principal stressing the Importance of student
government, the year began with many changes for the junior
class. Mr. Consigli held meetings with the officers of each class
to discuss what each class was planning to do and to get first
hand student input about what was going on around the building. The meetings began in September with Mr. C. Campbell,
the advisor, and the election of the officers- Jessica LoudonPresident, Christie Driscoll- Vice President, Randi Paige Treasurer, and Kim Nornes- Secretary. The first decision of the
year was the selection of a class word. They chose "pride"
because so many of the juniors demonstrate their devotion to

Bay Shore High School through their participation In the
various activities that our school offers. It was a fun-filled
year which included many junior sponsored events, such as
the Junior Winter Wonderland Dinner Dance, the JuniorSenior Prom, Battle of the Classes, and community involvement projects among many other successful activities.
Under the leadership of Mr. Campbell, and the enthusiastic
officers, the junior class showed much enthusiasm and
involvement within the school, and looked foward to a senior
year that will be just as memorable!

(top left)Jesslca Loudon
and Randi Paige checked
the tickets.
(above)Michelle Graham
listened to Laura Jemison's suggestion at a class
meeting.
(left)Kim Nornes, Randi
Paige, and Christie Driscoll led the meeting
along with advisor, Mr.
C. Campbell.
(below)Jen Rajkowski
and Liz Germano lent a
hand by numbering the
tickets.

Juniors

Dennis Owen
Rand! Paige
Fernando Panjoj
Bryant Parks
Jaime Ann Pasquerella
Jennifer Payne

Ruben Penalbert
Alfonso Perez
Joan Perrone
Thomas Pers
Stephanie Pickett
Dena Poggi

Jeananne Pohl
Lynn Pohlmann
Tervon Quinones
Jenny Rajkowskl
Glenn Rajotte
Llssette Ramirez

Paul Ramos
Dana Rappaport
George Raynor
Craig Reine-VItale
Veney Reyna
James Rice

Mildred Rivera
Scott Rivera
Michael Rodriguez
Angel Rosado
Alison Roth
Marc! D. Rothman

Ruby Rubin
Sheron Ryan
Jason Saffore
Robert Salerno
Diane Sanchez
Marla V. Sanchez

Jennifer Saracco
Gregory Sassone
Natalie Schultz
Kelly Schulz
Shawnna Amber Seaman
Andrew Sennes

Juniors

Todd Seplavy
Elissa Sevier
Vlrat Ravlndra Shukla
Gregory A . Slben
Christopher Siegel
Kimberly Slater

Michael Smith
Lucy Softye
Harris Solis
Frances A . Sorrentino
Laurie Stack
John Joseph Stafford

Jennifer Stange
Richard Stasio
Sherry Lynn Stensaker
John Stocks
Timothy Stringer
Pablo Suarez

Roberto A . Suarez
Jason Szewczyk
Hilda M. Taveras
Peter Thall
Dennis C. Thomas
Angela Todd

Burt Torres
Debra Lee Torres
Francisco J . Torres
Justin Truglio
Christopher J . Tucker
Carol Tunstall

Reina Vera
Rachel L. Walker
Mathew Walters
Curtis Ward
Matthew Ward
Richard Watts

Crystal Denis Whitehead
Tlffanee Wimbush
Steven Wolfort
Felirleen Wright
Marian Wright
Van QJn Zhang

Juniors

Camera Sfiy
Sharif All
Melissa Amato
Curt Arvelo
Daryle C. Banks
Davina L. Banks
Kenneth Bogardt
Colleen Buksa
Jose A . Camacho
Holly Cappiello
April F. Carhart
Suzanne Caruso
Christian Dalln
Thomas J . DeLeon
Corrie Day
Craig DeMott
Daniel Dlaz
Brian M. Dleumegard
Trey Englehardt
Bruce Lee Evans
Andrea Evelyn
Robert A . Garramone
Dameka L. Gee
Jonathan E. Gerhardy
Elizabeth Anne Germano
Marcie Gorsline
Michelle S. Graham
Jeremy G. Griffith
Gregory Andrew Hansen
Tojuan Hawkins
Chlstlna E. Heller
Jason Hill
Christopher Hovanec
Luke Johnson
Brenden J . Kalinowski
Julia Kim
Sherr! Ann Lane
Daniel Leonard
Lewis M. Llebetruth
Matthew J. Linger
Caterina Longo
Sean B. McCormick
John L. Meltzer
Kenneth A . Mlcker
Kristin Miller
Thomas Modica
Rasheem M. Morris
Keith Napodano
Alex Ortiz
Michelle Panclarello
Timothy Parks
Dorene M. Pearce
Suzanne Pray
Christine Puntervold
John Resto
Jose C. Rivera
Orden Roberts
Anthony Rodriguez
Iris Rodriguez
Marie Isabel Romeo
Vlpul Sawhney
Max J . Sevilla
Albert Signorelli
Jason Simone
Don Smiley
Joseph B. Smith
Christopher Tomasino
Magdelene Torres
Willie Ulloa
Christopher Van Dyke
Ryan Vetter
Christopher Vltolano
Jabbar I. Wallace
Mlng-11 Wang
Curtis Ward
James Wyss

~

Junlo"

(top)Tom Ehlers and Rand! Paige enjoyed a moment alone.
(far left)Longtlme friends, Thalia Lopez
and Mildred Rivera posed on top of the
cafeteria wall.
(left)AIIlson Roth and Jen Ewald
brought dates from St. John's.
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Li9hts Outlll

On the eve of the "storm of the century," the Winter
Wonderland Junior Dinner Dance was held in the south
cafeteria, where the students in attendance experienced
some good food, good ambiance, and the camaraderie of
their friends . Dressed in a variety of attire ranging from jeans
and sneakers to velvet gowns and suits, students began
arriving around six-thirty ready to party the night away. The
chilly December tenth evening began with a Conga Line
which continued into the Limbo. Everyone laughed and
cheered as the dancers gyrated under the pole.
After two hours of dancing, chatting, and eating, the
festivities came to an abrupt halt when the electricity went
out right in the middle of the song "Blister in the Sun" by the
Violent Femmes. This unfortunate course of events forced
the disappointed students to disperse and find something
else to do. Even though it was cut short, the basic sentiment
of juniors who went to the dance was very positive. All
agreed that it was an immensely enjoyable evening which
helped to bring the members of the class together.

(top)Aprll Carhart and John Michel laughed at the photographer's funny
joke.
(bottom)Danclng the night away, before the lights went out, were Cynthia
Lorenz and Keith Napodano.

Juniors

(left)Laurle Jao, Melinda Greiner, Tara Hoffman,
Hyun Ah Park and Kerr! Harris swapped stories.
(below)Mackenzle Tyler stopped at Angelina
Schlmmentl's locker to pick up some books.

(rlght)Marllyn Santiago and Mike Vannonl
worked together on a
biology experiment In
Mr. Lundgren 's class.

~

Sophomo<e'

(below)Kim Macey and Kristina Nlfora worked
on the computer In the yearbook office.
(rlght)Anthony Sanchez lept with joy when he
heard his picture would be used In the yearbook.

After entering their second year in high school, the sophomores came to the realization that besides looking up to the
upperclassmen, the freshmen were looking up to and watching
them. This realization brought with it a sense of responsibility.
They were now taking on the responsibility as role models for
those younger than they. In addition, the resposibilities of
acadmeic life became their top priority. Striving to receive
those extra A's and making captain of the team was extremely
important. As tenth graders getting involved with schoolwork
and extra-curricular activities was a concern that must be dealt
with now. Many sophomores took the PSAT as a great preparation for the SAT tests in junior year.
As tenth graders, these students realized that understanding
the difference between right and wrong was extremely important. They realized that life is full of choices and that they
had the responsibility of making the decisions that would affect
their futures. Their lives would be what they made out of them.
As the members of the sophomore class become juniors,
they will continue the process of changing right before our
eyes. They will continue to meet new challenges and put their
lives into perspective. The Class of '95 knows what it wants and
realizes that the responsibility for their future successes will
rest entirely with them.

(mlddle)Rose Micari and Laurie Jao smiled radiantly
before the start of the Homecoming Parade.
1
above)Gina Calla was ready to show her sophomore
;pirit.

Sophomo•es
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Edwin James Acevedo
Douglas Acosta
Alenda D. Addison
Robert Amato
Samuel And11luz
Bryant Anderson

Rosallo Arrlaz11
Gerhard Barnett
Susannah Marte Barto
John Basile
Heather Ann Bayer
David Becker

Jessica Behrer
Sherlsse Danlelle Birch
Carla Boeree
Christopher Boone
Corinne Booy
Noelle Ann Brosch11rt

Glorlsh11 L. Brothers
Lamek11 Nicole Brown
Oclllvla Brown
Klmberely Bruno
Justin Butler
Bradley Callahan

Janlne Merle Cappiello
Joann Marie Carbone
Scott Casey
Michelle Catalano
Christopher Cavuto
Jennifer Cheung

Patrick Cheung
Renny Cheung
Win Cheung
Jennifer Clesluk
R11lph Francis Costello
Robert Costello

Anthony Coughlin
Jason Raymond Craddock
P11ul L. Crisafi, Jr.
Jamie Crispo
Denise D'Alessandro
Jason Dadlomoff

~

Sophoma.es

Bathsheba C. Daniel
Michelle DICicco
Lisa DICicco
Melissa Dell ' lsola
Braullo De Leon
Genesis Dawson

Linda Dllegge
Eric Douglas
Karen Lynn Dromerhauser
Frederic Duncan
Marybeth Epplg
Nadege Excellent

Danlelle Faggart
Kareem Farmer
lmellza M . Fernandez
John William Ferraro
Jason Howard Finger
James W. Finnerty

Simeon Amlel Forstell
Kelly Ann Forster
Juan Jose Fuentes
Luz R. Fuentes
Anthony Galvin
Harriette Gardner

Quincy Marcel Gibbs
Christopher Glels
Kasandra Glover
Kelly Anne Gmelch
Krlstopher P. Goebel
Krlsty Green

Melinda Greiner
Eric Gronert
Francisco Guerrero
David Guest
Jill Marie Gwinn
Kerrl Harris

Robert John Hawkins
Alfred Heckel
Kelly Ann Heeralal
Shawana Tallka Hill
Katie Marie Holmes
Tara Hoffman

Sophomores

What is Your Favorite
Period of the Day?
After interviewing a number of students at Bay Shore High studies courses accounted for these being rated favorites. Bay
School the Marauder staff found that, to no one's surprise, lunch Shore kids seem to enjoy learning about the different cultures of
and study hall were the favorite periods of the day. The social the world both past and present. Eleni Xikis told the Marauder,
studies and business courses were the third and fourth favorites, "Social studies is my favorite class, besides music theory, because
my teacher, Mr. Cash, makes the subject interesting. " Also inrespectively.
cluded about the social studies classes was
The reasons for so many students fathat students want to learn about their
voring lunch and study halls were quite
government.
Through these classes they
obvious. Students enjoyed having the free
were
taught
about
the ideas which the govtime to talk with their friends. Lunch was a
ernment
is
based
on.
great opportunity to finish any homework
The business courses were considered
that was left uncompleted from the night
on
top of many students' lists because the
before. During this free time, students also
information
would be helpful in their futook advantage of Bay Shore's weight
tures.
For
example,
balancing a check
room to tone their bodies and stay healthy.
book,
budgeting
personal
finances, and
For any students who felt they needed to
getting
started
in
the
business
world were
talk over a problem or get advice from Mr.
topics
that
carried
a
personal
relevance
for
McGowan or one of the peer counselors,
all
in
the
class.
After
graduation,
these
lunch was the perfect opportunity to visit
skills will be very important in careers and
the Time-Out Room. Mike Vannoni said,
"My favorite period is study hall. I like to be able to go where I household management.
Each student in school has, of course, his or her favorite period
want. I can go to the Music Theory lab or to the Orchestra room to
practice my music." "I love lunch because I can finish last night's of the day. Which is yours?
homework," commented Scott Widor.
The interesting information that students learn in the social

(top)A group of students
gathered In the lunch room.
(mlddle)Krlstln Scharf and
Mike Tierney discussed their
favorite classes.
(bottom)Some guys seemed
to be enjoying the gourmet
lunch.
(rlght)Everyone tried to get
Into the picture.

OJ

Sophomme•

Femafe vs. MaCe

/

One of the changes this year was
the first Battle of the Sexes, sponsored by the sophomore class. This
was a great opportunity for the guys
and girls of the class to battle it out In
a series of activities that were fun,
and yet maintained a strong competitive spirit. Participants did battle
In such challenging activities as crab
ball, volleyball, musical chairs, eating
contests, and relay
races. The males
and females went
head-to-head in
each event in an effort to determine
which was the dominant sex. As the
end of the night approached, the score was tied and the
win depended on the final event- a
volleyball game. After many near
wins throughout the game the guys

proved to be victorious by a score of
35 to 25.
An added feature to this event was
that the profits were donated to a
good cause. Admission price was one
can of food which was then distributed to needy people in the community who didn't have enough money to purchase a Thanksgiving
dinner.
Everyone who attended enjoyed the
competitive atmosphere and the opportunity to demonstrate their talents
and athletic prowess. The sophomore class showed
that it really is possible to combine community service
with an evening of fun and excitement.

(top rlght)Chrls Cavuto and Brett Lewis helped blow up balloons.
(top left)Mr. Mahoney timed Mike Tierney as he ate a piece of pizza for the eating contest.
(bottom left)John Ippolito had fun being wrapped In toilet paper.
(bottom rlght)Everyone took to the floor for a game of crab ball.

Sophomores

Ryan Horvath
Haslyn Howard
Can XIong Hu
Jarett Hubbard
Kate Hurt
Timothy Hurt

Sandra Lucia ldrovo
Andrea lndemalo
John Ippolito
Coyet C. Jenkins
Jacqueline K . John
Allyson Johnson

Jennifer Johnson
Prltl Kalra
Daniel Patrick Kavanagh
Megan Kearon
Paul Kelly
Cindy Kennedy
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Laura Ann Kinney
Cathleen Kumberger
Sean Albert Lammens
Jeanette Lanla
Shaun Leggio
Kathryn Leishman
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Brett Richard Lewis
Greggory Fortune Lewis
Elizabeth Lopez
Kerl Ann Ludwlgsen
Kevin Lyons
Kimberly Anne Macy

Marlo Manzo
Patricia Marcotte
Jennifer Maroney
Raykel Martin
Gillian Mattlmore
Melissa Mayer
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Amanda Mazzarella
Roy McCloud
Kelly McGovern
Michael Authur McKee
Colleen Mary McNulty
Michelle Melendez

__
Sophomores
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Lena Nyree Mercado
Christina Miccio
Debra Ellen Milton
Paul Mirabella
Trlsha Moore
Daniel Morales

Rebecca Moran
Joel Moreira
Melissa Mountain
John James Mulqueen
Laura Ann Mulroy
Amy Mundo

Authur Murray
Justin Murray
Ann Theresa Najdek
Allison Mary Navratil
Annlsha Nazlr
Peter Nerwlnskl

Mattew Newman
Kristina Nlfora
Danlelle J. Nixon
Sara Nock
Judy Norris
Jocelynn Tara O'Brien

Peter J. Oosterom
Tracy Orlando
Adolfo Ouffre
Patricia Owen
Jlmena Pardo
Hyun Ah Park

a
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Jessica Parker
Allen Parrish
Amy Perez
Debra L. Perez
Lorraine M. Perretti
Deana Marie Perrone

Erin Phelan
Rhlna Pizarro
Michael Posllllco
Gerrlanne Puntervold
Jason Ramos
Bernadette Rapisarda

Sophomores
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CCotliif19 StyCes of 199 3
What was everyone at Bay Shore High School wearing this
year? At one time, students were wearing slouchy socks and
overalls with the straps hanging down. People were also wearing
sweatshirts inside out and in flourescent colors. As ayone can see
by looking at the students in the corridors, tastes have certainly
changed.
This year most people were again stocking up on oversized
jeans and tops. The college look was popular and clothes from The
Gap were worn throughout the student body. Cross Colours were
the hip thing worn by many. B.U.M. Equipment which is sold at
many popular stores was also a hot commodity. In footware
clodhoppers, combat shoes, and keds in unusual colors were being
worn. Doc Martens also made the scene and set the trend for
many students.
Classic fitting jeans, button-down shirts, and rugby shirts in
classic colors continued the preppy-college look that was popular

in 1992. V-neck sweaters and t-shirts offered a casual alternative
to the fashion-conscious students.
The rap look with baggy jeans and pants in a full array of colors
continued to be popular. Cross Colours was a brand sought by
many in the local stores. Making a fashion statement of his own,
designer Calvin Klein sent his models down the runway with their
jeans backwards and baggy following the young rap sensation
Kriss Kross.
Starter jackets with their school and team logos kept students
warm throughout the winter months. Georgetown, Notre Dame,
The University of Miami, and The L.A. Raiders were popular
among the students.
Tastes in clothing seem to change right before our eyes. Stores
continue to do a booming business as students were lured in to buy
more and more to keep up with the latest trends.

(rlght)GIIIIan Mattlmore and Michele
Catalano wore the casual preppy
look.

(left)Mike Albergo caught on to the
" B.U.M.' " fad .
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Brian Dleumegard and Jeremy Griffith wore Starter pullovers with matching hats _

{left)Matt Newman, Lorraine
Perretti, Frank Velardo, and Melissa Mayer proved that Starter
jackets were suitable attire for
both males and females.

(far left)Matt Junior, Ramon
Rasado, and William Jaramillo
showed the diversity of styles

of'93.
(left)Coyette Jenkins and Sandy
Glover modeled their casual attire.
(below)Footwear looked alike,
but allowed the wearers' to
maintain their Individuality.

Sophomoces
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Heather Ratcliff
James Riccobono
Ricardo Rivera
Jantel Roberts
Robby Roberts
William Robinson
Jeremiah Rockfeld
Marla M. Rosado

Sara Ruppel
Nicole Sabo
Patrick Sean Sabol
Anthony Sanchez
Victor Santos
Kristin Sarrapede
Debra Ann Schaaf
Kristin Scharf

Cynthia Marie Schiavone
Henry Charles Schwindt
Craig Thomas Sears
Pamela Seebald
Jennifer Marie Serviss
Dina Marie Shaw
Jan Patrick Shea
Peter Sheehan

Jonathan Sholder
David Alan Sltone
Michelle Stack
Nicole Steffens
Jill Steinhauser
Keenan Stephenson
Richard Stretch Jr.
Arneathla Strickland

Lauren Stutsky
Christopher Torge
Mackenzie Tyler
Danny Ulloa
Rico Valderrama
Margarita Vega
Frank Velardo
Phillip Vlgliotta

Catherine Warren
Alexander John Werner
Terry Dlon Whitehead
Timothy Wldor
Alsha Williams
Andre Williams
James Williams
Jonathan Williams

Shanique D. Williams
Jenny Lynn Wilson
Tara Wireman
Michael Yenusonls
John C. Zimmerman
Rachel Zipkin
Cara Zottarelll
Dawn Zuchtmann

Camera Sliy
Charles Alejandro
Carlos Anaya
Judith Bellina
Anthony Biddle
Christopher Bonomo
Chenoa Brathwaite
Cheryl Buranen
Carlos Cabrera
Edwin Cabrera
Gina Marie Calla
Anne Marie Cassara
Thomas Caswell
Brett Michael Clyne
Perry Coleman
Nelson Caiazzo, Jr.
Matthew Costantino
Jason Coyle
William Datkun
Robert Francis Davlde
Bernarda DeJesus
Michelle A. Delisle
Laura DellaVedova
Kathy Durant
Jason Ehrllnger
Derick A. Evelyn
Aubrey Fane
Edward Flint
Marcia Flores
Franslsco Fuentes
Anthony Garafola
Wanda German
Kendra Gibbs
Wilhelmina Gonzalez
Nlja Griffin
Eric Heaton
Moses Hernandez
Jessica Hudson
Zachary Humphrey
Kareem Hyman
Kaseem Hyman
Laurie Jao
Raheln Jones
Willie Jones
Eric Kern
Trlsha Lea Knight
Hau Yun Kult
Matthew Lauckhardt
Michael A. Lewis
Tanya Mancini
Mukul Mathur
Kevin Meehan

Christina Merenda
Rose Mlcarl
Sandra Mitchell
Efraln Molina
Farrah Moncion
Michael Montanez
Bryan Montello
Eric Morales
William Nichols
John Oswald
Robert Oswald
Melissa Paradlne
Kendrick Pena
Phaeryn Phillips
Marilyn S. Pollns
Tervon Quinonez
Llssette Ramirez
Franslsco Ramos
Elissa Rezac
Cindy Rodriguez
Joana Rodriguez
Marcelino Rodriguez
James Ryan
Bunnie A. Sabella
Joseph Sadler
Marilyn Santiago
Angelina Schlmmentl
Robert Sclammarella
Lonnie Shelton Slater
Antoine Smiley
Lolita Smiley
Marc Anthony Smith
George Stiles
Lakesha M. Strickland
Jenny Suarez
Kimberly Suarez
Kristine Marie Swenson
Steven Taylor
Robert Teamer
Kory Thornberg
Michael Tierney
Tamlko Tolliver
Emily Torres
Carol Tunstall
David Valdez
Michael Vannonl
Ivan Ward
Corey Williams
Elenl Xlkls
Jun Qtan Zhang

Haslyn Howard listened while waiting for
the end of his lunch period.

(top right) Harlette Gardner, Melissa Dell'lsola, Chris Bonomo,
and Glorlsha Brothers anxiously awaited the start of biology
class.
(middle left) Jlmena Pardo checked her textbook for Information
In computer class.
(bottom right) After performing at Hofstra, Chris Cavuto relaxed
on the bus ride home.
(bottom left) Katie Leishman, Andrea lndemalo, and Gerrlanne
Puntervold prepared for class during study hall In the cafeteria.

Sophomores
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Sophomore Unity
I

The sophomore student council, led by president Kristina
Nlfora, vice-president Llza Fernandez, secretary Elissa Rezac,
treasurer Gillian Mattlmore, and historians Jocelynn O'Brien, Laura DellaVedova, and Katie Holmes, was busy planning many trips
and activities for their class this year. Their efforts came through
with outstanding results.
In October they worked hard on their banner for the homecoming activities. In November contests in volleyball, crab ball,
relay races, and obstacle courses were the determining factor in
the males' victory at The Battle of the Sexes. To promote the class
holiday food drive, admission to this event was a can of food for
the needy. To get the class Into the holiday spirit, the officers
arranged a trip into New York City to see the Christmas Spectacular at Radio City Music Hall. The students also collected "Toys
for Tots" in Bay Shore to give needy children something special
for Christmas. They held a very successful formal dinner dance
where members of the class enjoyed exquisite cuisine and danced
the night away. Another excltng event was the Open Gym Night In
March. On this evening, students were invited to come to the
school gym to play their favorite indoor sports. In April, the
sophomores went Into the city again to see the Broadway hit
"Miss Saigon". Everyone who saw the show was impressed by the
excellence of the cast. The annual trip to Great Adventure in June
was also a success. It proved to be a great way to escape from
school and all its pressures for a day.
Through all these activities the class of '95 proved that when
everyone pulled together and worked hard, anything can be accomplished. "Unity" is the best word
to describe the sophomore class and
their officers.

(top left) The The banner of the Class of "95
which was paraded down Main Street for the
homecoming parade.
Oeft) Advisor Ms. B. Thomas, Historian Katie
Holmes, Historian Laura DellaVedova,
President Kristina Nifora, Treasurer Gillian
Mattimore, Vice President Llza Fernandez,
Secretary Elissa Rezac, and Historian
Jocelynn O'Brien were the uniting force
behind the sophomore class.

Sophomores

(clockwise from top left) Bruce Lee and Melanie Mickle shared a quick hug before heading off to class.
Nicole La Puma, Natalie Lawson, and lmelyn Fernandez cheered on the home team at their first
Homecoming as high school students. Freshmen hurried to their lockers before beginning another day of
studies. Craig F!laskl was amazed at Mr. D'Antonl's energy and enthusiasm.

As the students of the class of 1996 climbed the steps
of Bay Shore High School on the first day of school, they
were struck by the many differences between the High
School and the Middle School. Many freshmen shared
experiences similar to that of Tasha Morales. "When I
first entered the High School, I was scared. I knew I was
going to get lost, and I did. By the third day, I was starting
to get used to the school and the kids."
Before entering high school, the freshmen were the
oldest and biggest students in the Middle School. As the
youngest members of the student body again, they have
the burden to adjust to a whole new set of rules, teachers,
and responsibilities. Freshmen faced harder courses with
many new challenges. Although some freshmen may
have found the changes difficult to cope with, they became more independent and mature people because of
these changes.
Along with changes in their courses, the freshmen also
had the opportunity to join a much larger variety of clubs
and activities. Some, such as student government, sports,
and the musical, are old favorites. Other activities, such
as Moot Court, Status, and SADD, were new to the
freshmen. These many diverse activities have fostered an
interest in a new field of study or a career choice. After
school organizations also allowed freshmen to interact
with students of all grade levels. As they got to know the
upperclassmen, the freshmen no longer felt lost as they
walked down the corridors of the High School, for they
had many new friends to talk to.
Although the beginning of the freshman year of high
school can be traumatizing, by the end of that year full of
change, the freshmen have found their niche in the
school. By June, they are, in the words of Tasha Morales,
"Not afraid to foce tomorrow or anything that may come
their way." Many of them also agree with Elizabeth
Munoz when she says that, "This school is well ...
AWESOME!"

(top) On her way to class, Usa German made a statement about her beliefs through her choice of wardrobe.
(abov~) Rebecca Ramos and Tasha Morales cheered the Varsity football team on to victory.

F.eshmen
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David Amerlco Alves
M ichael Joseph A lves
Melinda Anastasi
Roberto Anaya
Kristina Anderson
Veronlque Antunes

Sandra Arrlaza
Juliet Nicole Artura
Nlchole Auer
Jose Aviles
Damlen Salley
April Lynn Balbi

Steven Balsamo
Jayesh Barot
Kenneth Bauer
Kara Becker
Teresa Benitez
Kerf Berka

Gerard L. Bernard
Erin Beyer
Catherine Blscogllo
Nicola Black
Marlka Zsu Bodolal
Andrea Boff

Carlos Bonilla
Latasha Boyd
Christina Boyle
Chlstopher Brancato
Charlie J . Brandl
Jessica Brech

Sean M . Broderick
Dwanetl Brooks
Camille Brown
Heather Bucher
Robert Bucko
Russell Thomas Busch

David Bustamante
Gllberto Cabreja
Melissa Cahill
Vloleta G. Camacho
Caroline Campos
Christopher Cancel

Rachel A .J . Caprio
Chris Carballo
Susan Carpenter
Michael Castaldy
David Chandler
Devon Chandler

Jill M. Chichester
Jesus Claudio
Kelly Claudio
Tina Conklin
Catherine Joy Conley
Jamie Connelly

Michelle Conrad
Robert Vincent Carozza
Mill Coughlin
Kelll Crean
Dennis Matthew Cronin
Chante A. Dally

Stacey Damaso
Michelle De Angells
Leigh Ann De George
Kerry Delaney
Lavon Dennard
Nicholas J. Derby

Judith DIMatteo
Jerry Domingos
Annette T. Donofrio
Christine Doxey
Aristotle Dreher
Tara Driscoll

Corinne Dunnigan
Leila Duval
Brian Ehlers
Scott Elfleln
Eileen Esposito
Susan Fabrizio

Anna Feliciano
lmelyn M. Fernandez
Anton Fiala
Christy Field
Jason Fifer
Craig Filaskl

Freshmen

Changes In Our
Community
Throughout the past year, there have been a number of
additions to the Bay Shore community. Some of these exciting
attractions include a supermarket, a YMCA, and two clubs.
The arrival of the new YMCA, which opened to the public last
September, has added much to our community. It offers the
atmosphere of a health club with programs geared for the
family. The "Y" also offers swimming lessons, karate, weight
training, and volleyball. Many students and teachers here at the
High School took full advantage of the new programs. There are
also special classes for teenagers, pre-school classes, and gym
classes for young children.
Hollyrock, a new twist on the traditional movie theater,
recently opened on Main Street. This theater1club offered
current movie releases at prices rarely found on Long Island.
For four dollars, adults viewed movies while relaxing in comfortable chairs, as opposed to standard cineplex styles. While
patrons enjoyed a movie, they could order food ranging from
appetizers to elegant entrees. Hollyrock also became a popular
place for children's birthday parties.
The newest supermarket in Bay Shore is Finast. From the
start, at its grand opening this past summer, customers flocked
there because of the low prices and friendly atmosphere. As a

(above)Finast welcomed shoppers during the holiday season.
(above rlght)The marquee of the Holiyrock was used as a community bulletin board as well as to announce the latest Hollywood
hits.
(rlght)The YMCA attracted people of all ages with Its Innovative
sports facilities.
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Freshmen

result, all the supermarkets in town began lowering their prices
and announcing great sales to lure customers back. An additional benefit to customers was that many supermarkets
updated their interiors, thereby making shopping more convenient.
The newest attraction for the teen scene is a dance club
called Streaks. A dance floor complete with colored and strobe
lights allowed teenagers to dance to the year's hottest music
each weekend. While the reggae, rap, techno, and house music
played, dancers could take a break to enjoy some cold soda and
snacks or even a game of pool.
Business in downtown Bay Shore has dropped over the past
few years. Along with plans to revitalize Main Street, the
openings of the "Y", Hollyrock, Finast, and Streaks have made
the future prospects of the community brighter. Plans for a new
pedestrian mall on Main Street, which were first introduced
about ten years ago, were once again being considered quite
seriously. The new establishments and visions of the mall have
created a great deal more business and provided residents
opportunities to gain new experiences in the areas of shopping
and entertainment. Bay Shore certainly is experiencing some
changes right before our eyes.
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Lauren Fischetti
Kevin Franklin
Caren I. Galbrols
Alexandra Gaines
Danlella Gancedo
Christopher Gardner

Oslyn Gardner
Melissa Gatto
Jimmy George
Talnah Georges
Philip John Geraci
Ellie Gerdes
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Lisa German
Emily Germano
Jermall Gilbert
Jessica Glels
Dorine Glenn
Ramon R. Gomez
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Steven Gomez
Nicole Green
Yashlda Groce
Scott B. Grogan
Karina Guarino
Apryl Nyema Hargrove

Brian Hawran
Angel Hernandez
Gaspar Hernandez
Keith Herrador
Lucleta Hewlett
Katrina Ann Hill
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Shellls Jendayl Hill
Nicole Holloway
Tasneem Hoque
Meghan E. Hudson
Robert Hulse
Aja Hunt
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Cory Hutcheon
Tina I. Jackson
Sharyll Jaffe
William Jaramillo
Lakesha Jenkins
Mark Rubin Johnson
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Freshmen Favorites
Terrific TV Shows
When asked about their favorite TV programs, freshmen responded ...
'" Family Matters' because the way Steve is portrayed is
hilarious."
-Nick Derby
'"The Wonder Years' because it is very realistic In its partrayal of teen life. It looks like they put a teenager's life on
video."
-Dave Mills
'" In Living Color' because I like the jokes they make about

Paul A . Johnson
Arnold Jonassen
Joseph Jones
Klmberlee Jones
Linda Jones
Marlsa A. Juers

Matthew Junior
Lauren Kahl
Melissa E. Keckler
Steven Klnyk
Emily Kirchner
Carleen Ann Klumpp

Robert Knapp
Damlen Knoth
Andrea Knussman
Kimberly Kofahl
Ralph Eric Kohl
Michelle Kramer

Nicole L..aPuma
Natalie Lawson
Martin Leader
Bruce W. Lee
Jonathan Levesque
Luis Locastro

celebrities."
-Jason Rajkowski
"'Married With Children' because they don't take life seriously."
-Tina Conklin
" 'Beverly Hills 90210' because It Is about the lives of
teenagers and their friendships . Even if they fight, they are
always there for each other."
-Kristy McDonald

Favorite Flicks
When asked what their favorite movie Is, freshmen answered ...
"Miser because It keeps you In suspense. It Is also very disgusting and gross."
-Shellis Hill
"Boomerang because I like how Eddie Murphy gets all of those women at the
snap of his fingers. If they look good but have ugly feet, he can afford to get rid of
them."
-Eddie Scott
"Bo z In the Hood because It told the truth about how black kids have to live and
how they survive in the ghetto."
-Luis LoCastro
"Malcolm X because I liked the way Spike Lee related his message about how
people try to help you, and when you reach the top they become jealous."
-Gerald McClary
"Juice because It has mad, fly boys in it. It also shows how your friends can
betray you.
-Kim Jones

Acting Greats
The Freshman class's favorite actor's are ...
"Jack Nicholson because he Is able to play
crazy characters with ease and life like realism."
-Keith Herrador
"Whoopi Goldberg because she Is not only
funny, but also she can be serious about certain subjects."
-Shellis Hill
"Charlie Sheen because he Is very versatile.
He can play any role from funny to dead
serious."
-Jessice Stas
"Anthony Hopkins. The way he plays his
parts sends shivers up and down your spine."
-Steven Sansone

Gregory Loehr
Niesen Londono
Nicholas Loughlin
Michelle Madonna
Jessica Mahr
Dominick Mannone

Laura Manzarl
Daniel Marcotte
Jessica Martin
Natalie Martins
Janlne Mazzie
Gerald McClary

Krlsty McDonald
Shaun McGovern
Robert E. McMahon
Joesph W. McNulty
Olga Megas
Christopher Lee Meo

Craig Joseph Meyer
Nicole Meyers
Erik Anthony Micallef
Bryan Miccio
Andrew Michel
David Michel

(below) Margarita Wilder, Nicola Black, Latasha Boyd, and Talnah Georges
made plans for the weekend after a tough day of school.
(right) In English class, Jeff Pepo had a special smile for the girl next to him.
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(above) Aja Hunt found something hilarious, but Christina Boyle doesn't get the joke.
(top left) Elizabeth Munoz wearily trudged home after an exhausting cheerleadlng practice.
(left) Kevin Franklin took the bus home after a satisfying day of learning.

Freshmen

(right) Lisa Sfalanga would rather be sleepIng.
(above) On a warm autumn day, Erin Beyer
enjoyed a varsity football game.
(top right) Martin Leader studied diligently
for an upcoming math test.
(left) Melanie Mickle, April Boynton, and
Temeca Williams headed for their Global
Studies class.

Freshmen

Melanie Mickle
Faith Miller
David Mills
Efraln Molina
Andrea Montalvo
Kevin Michael Moore

Raechel Ann Moore
Alan Morales
Andrew Morris
Anthony Morris
Nakela Morris
Nicole Mott

Elizabeth Munoz
Frederick W. Murphy
Jilllan M . Murray
Peter C. Najdek
Herbert Najera
Gabrielle Nlstlco

Jennifer O'Connell
Thomas James O'Grady
Richard O'Neill
Adam Oliveira
Jason Ouffre
Kelly Anne Pascale

Anthony Patterson
Adrienne M. Patti
Amanda L. Paxson
Ashley Payne
Warrick Pena
Channelle Pender

Jeffrey Pepo
Vicki Perez
Christian Pfeffer
Karen Ann Phelan
Michael Phillips
Anastasia Pinkham

Michele Polley
Francisco Ponce
Jason Rajkowskl
Dorlz Lee Ramirez
Rebecca Ramos
Michael R. Rebalko

One Worli(, One Chancel
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Oeft)Peter Najdek helped to
keep the environment clean
by recycling batteries.
(below)Tara Turpel, Karen
Phelan , Steve Balsamo,
Nicole LaPuma, Nick Loughlin, and Ke ith Herrador
proved they loved the environment by hugging a tree
on campus.

For years people watched as our precious ecosystem became unbalanced and
our environment was destroyed through pollution. The time has come for people
to intervene and stop this self-defeating cycle of wasting and polluting. The
students of Bay Shore have accepted the challenge to save the environment.
Although some problems, such as the hole in the ozone layer, are irreparable,
other destructive tendencies can and should be rectified before permanent
damage occurs. Enlightenment about the condition of our environment has given
birth to a determination to save our environment before it is damaged beyond
repair.
Because polluting the environment is as natural to us as driving a car or turning
on the air conditioner, a new ideology has to be instilled in the population.
Students at the High School expressed great concern over the state of the
environment and what should be done to save it. April Boynton said "Recycling
shouldn't be a choice, it should be a law. People fail to remember that the place
they litter is the place they live in." Carrie Teufel added, "I wish people would
realize what they are doing to our earth. They should take charge by recycling
and becoming more efficient."
Deforestation of the rain forests is also a major concern of Bay Shore students.
Danny Riviera pointed out, "Workers in the rain forests are destroying 60% of our
world oxygen supply. I think most of our efforts in protecting the environment
should be concentrated on the air supply."
Positive steps are being taken. Both Bay Shore and Brightwaters have
established recycling programs that recycle plastics, styrofoam, glass, and
paper. By recycling paper and using products made of recycled paper, fewer
trees are needed to make new paper. A battery bin has been placed in the main
lobby of the school to help limit the amount of toxins which are leaked into the
ground.
Before our environment can be saved, every person needs to admit that they
commit a crime every day. It is not a crime against the state, but against the
future. We only have one chance and one world.

Leonard Reddy
Daniel Riccobono
Michael John Rlso
Daniel D. Rivera
Jeffrey Robinson
Elizabeth A . Rodriguez

Joseph Rodriguez
Jose A . Rodriguez
Detra Rogers
Gregory Roth
Erica Sandier
Joanne Sanchez

David Sanders
Steven Sansone
Jasmine Santiago
Amy Saracco
Timothy J . Sassone
Jenny Scheele

Theresa Schimmentl
Albert Schombs
Edward Scott
James Senn
Mary Ellen Seplavy
Nadia Serrano

Zachery Sevier
Lisa Marie Sfalanga
Ed Reese Sherman
Joseph Shockley
Jennifer Slbrava
Valerie Simmons

Scott Slnram
George Slavik
Donell Smith
Mark Sosa
Priscilla Soto
Tracey Stark
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Matthew Starrantlno
Jessica Stas
Kenyata Stewart
Kelly Striplin
Jaime Szewczyk
Daniel Terr
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Carrie Teufel
Jennifer Thomas
Michael Tonnessen
Juan J. Torres
Megan Tortora
Todd Troise
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Adam Tucker
Richard Tudor
Adam J . Turner
Tara Turpel
Robert Tuthill
Llzette Valdez
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Freshmen

Robert J . VanDyken
Vanessa Varela
Lorena Vayas
Angelica M . Vega

Jodi Velardo
VIncent Robert Velez
Darlene VIla
Michael Vogt

Salvlltore Voulo
Joseph G. Wahl
Chantel Wallace
Toni Ann Wallace

Ann Ward
Jason Warth
Mark Warth
Alison Washko

Alex Wegner
Michael Weinstein
Scott Wldor
Margarita Wilder

Karlma S. Williams
Sherry Williams
Lisa Williams
Temeca Williams

Shameka Wombley
Brady Woods
Jacqueline L. Wright
Marlsa Ann Wyckoff

Camera Sliy
Daniel Berrios
April Boynton
Julio Angel Burgos
Angellque Burton
Joseph Canale
VIncent Carnelvale
Jose J . Carrion
Joey L. Carter
Sanjeev Chopra
Arturo Cosme
Michael D. Crosby
Cynthia Cruceta
Darrell Davis
Thron Dennard
Jarrod M . Douglass
Walter Dowden
David Drew
Tina Duffy
Ady R. Estevez
Joseph Fazzino
Tyson Fields
John Gazza
Edwardo Gerena
Richard Gmelch
Felix Gonzalez
Terrell Gordon
Acqullla Green
Juan C. Guanlpa
Olivia Guerrero
Nora Del Carmen Guevara
Damian Joseph Gunst
Alsha Hamilton
Sheresa Hernandez
Amy Hogan
Mark Havonec
Shannon Kelly
William Kopf
Carmine Lanla
Takasamaya Long
Janelle I. Lugo
Robert Mahr
Jennifer Manfra
Kenneth McConville
Laura Isabel Medina
Joseph Modica
Tasha Morales
Michael Musacchio
Ralph Myree
Reginald Myrick
Matthew A. Nelson
Michael Palran
Christopher Passlas
Demlan Payne
Rosa Ralda
Catherine Reynolds
Yvette Reynolds
Tennille Rogers
Ramon Rosado
Gregg Sanders
David Santiago
Charles Scharf
Amanda Serrano
Rashid Shirley
Amy Lynn Silverman
Jazalla Sotomayor
Richard Todd
Christopher Tunstall
Juan Carlos Urla
Jose Vazquez Rivera
George Williams
Robert W. Willington

Freshmen

(clockwise from top rlght)Susan Fabrizio met
Michelle Polley on her way to the cafeteria.
Erin Beyer portrayed her role model, Marilyn
Monroe, for her acting class. Lauren Kahl and
Christy Fields enjoyed the pep rally with Miss
Picco. Olivia Guerrero caught up on the latest
r.
news stories in the library. Students In
D'Antonl's English class made use of • e
school's writing center. Tina Conklin studied
for an upcoming test In the library. After lunch,
Brian Miccio, Danny Ulloa, Bruce Evans, and
Steven Balsamo strolled to gym class.

Freshmen
Student Counci(
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Led by Mrs. D. Kaplar, the freshmen class had a busy year.
Instead of a traditional slate of officers, the class elected four
representatives to share the responsibilities equally. These
representatives acted as officers during the class meetings and
represented the class of '96 at the student government meetings. Elizabeth Munoz, Tasha Morales, Rebecca Ramos, and
Erica Sadler were elected unanimously to this position. They
worked closely with Mrs. Kaplar on various activites that the
freshmen class sponsored. They also helped to revise the
school constitution and the student code of conduct. They
attended bi-weekly meetings and student government meetings
with Mr. Consigli and Mr. Mahoney.
Many freshmen became Involved In the Homecoming Parade
tradition of Bay Shore by helping to make the class banner
which this year replaced the usual class float. Those who
participated in the banner-making agreed that the experience
was, in the words of Rebecca Ramos, "Great!" The freshmen
class also made centerpieces as decorations for the Homecoming reception.
During the Christmas season, the class adopted a family with
funds raised during their years at the Middle School. The
freshmen class also sponsored an all-school dating game for
Valentine's Day.
All of the students involved in the freshmen student council
said that being a member of the student council helped make a
smooth, easy transition from the Middle School.

(above left)Freshmen class representatives Erica Sadler,
Rebecca Ramos, Elizabeth Munoz, and Tasha Morales

(left)Mrs. Kaplar brainstormed upcoming events at a class
meeting.
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(right) The sign on the front
lawn welcomed the new principal.
(below) Mr. Conslgll proudly announced the members of the
Varsity Football Team.

Jerry Berka
Board of Education

~
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Harry Brown
Board of Education

Robert Conslgll
Prlndpal

Arlene Schwartz
Asststant Principal

Rose Bonanno
Director of Phys Ed

Who is Bay Shore High
School's New Principal?
This year began with many new changes facIng students as they returned to school in September. The biggest change was the lack of a
principal to lead the school, although many studentjs were unaware that Mr. J. Okulski had left
Bay Shore. When school started on September
ninth, Mrs. A. Schwartz took on the position of
Acting Principal. Within a few weeks, the Board
of Education ended its search by appointing Mr.
Robert Consigli, former principal of Jamaica
High School in Queens, to the position.
Mr. Consigli started teaching in Brooklyn in
1962 where he taught social studies in grades
seven through nine for six years. In 1968 he was
appointed to Jamaica High School where he
remained until his move to Bay Shore. While at
Jamaica, Mr. Consigli became the assistant principal of social studies and
then principal in 1987. He is
very proud of his accomplishments at Jamaica especially since not too many
teachers rise through the
ranks to become a principal.
Upon arriving at Bay
Shore, Mr. Consigli was
faced with many changes.
One such change was a
smaller student population in
Bay Shore and a totally diverse ethnic background.
Mr. Consigli described the arrival of students on
yellow school buses as "weird" since his former
studen~s used public transportation to commute
to school.

James Hopkins
Director Cultural Arts

As principal of Bay Shore, Mr. Consigli brings
with him a fresh perspective on how a school
should be run. One of the first changes he made was
to implement a new non-homeroom schedule. Mr.
Consigli also planned to "update" the school. He felt
that there is a lack of technology here at Bay Shore
and would therefore like to see more computers
brought into the school.
Mr. Consigli plannned to add some additional
courses and programs such as an affiliation with
surrounding colleges so students could visit their
science and performing art departments. He also
planned to implement a program providing a full
scholarship to Stony Brook University. New clubs
and activities were formed to increase student involvment. Mr. Consigli also aimed at opening the
lines of communication with the student body by
activating the student government and making personal appearances in social studies
classes.
"Being principal in a new
school is a challenge," Mr. ConsigH said. He felt that it will take
time for him to get used to all of
the policies and programs here
at Bay Shore. He added that he
has a high regard for the teachers of this school. He looked
forward to working with them
closely as well as getting to
know the students better. Having a new principal at
Bay Shore High School is just another change happening right before our eyes.

Sylvia Aday

Jean Baker

Maxine Bedford

English

Latin

English

Robert Bell
Business
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Will You Watch
The Baby, Dear?
Reynard Burns
Music

Carl Campbell
Chemistry

Emily Caqulas

ESL

If you are looking for a class that gives you
real life experience in child raising , you need
not go further than Mrs. Dipane's parenting
course.
Students In the class learn many of the
things that they will need to know when they
one day decide to have children. The course
covers everything from early pregnancy to
child raising. A health conscious diet for pregnant women was discussed. Guest speakers
lectured the class on early child development
and dealing with pregnancy. Children from the
community were brought to school for the
students to observe. This year the classes also
made stockings for the babies at Southside
Hospital.
The highlight of the course is the week of
simulated parenthood in which students must
care for their children (dolls) throughout the
week. By doing this, students gain insight into
the difficulties of parenthood. In the beginning
it was really exciting. Everyone thought that
the babies were cute and cuddly. The parents
had to treat the dolls as if they were real
children. If they wanted to play gym or to go
out, they had to find a babysitter for the child.
The parents also had to deal with various
childhood diseases and problems, such as a
heart murmur or club feet . By the end of the
week, the novelty and cuteness had worn off,
and the students began to understand how
hard an occupation parenting actually is.
All the students agree that this course offers powerful insights into the career of
parenting.

The proud parents, Pat McGee and posed with t heir " baby."

Bruce Cash

Social Studies

Noel Certain

John Cody

Margret Cohen

Social Studies

Earth Science

Special Education

~
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Michael Cohen
Mathematics

Joseph B. D'Antonl
English

Oeft) April Pyatt held on to her baby while classes
changed In the hall.
(below) Mrs. C. DIPane knew the Importance of
the parenting course.
(bottom) Even Principal Conslgll had to babysit
while the babies' mothers went to class.

Marla Fagan
Business

Josle Eichenlaub
Music

Eleanor Eckman
Physical Education

Wayne Duprez
Occupational Education

Rick Damore
Physical Education

Mary Dennis
Art

Catherine DIPane
Occupational Ed.

Greg Domoff
Earth Science

Donna Doyle
Social Studies
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Lending a Helping Hand
(below) Mrs. Petralia, the head of the Guidance Department, oversees the work of her
fellow counselors as well liS giving advice
to the student population.

Besides the cafeteria, the guidance office is the second busiest location that is frequented by
the student population. Under auspices of Mrs. Petralia, the department consisting of five
counselors and four secretaries assisted students In fulfilling their goals. As well as helping
students with their schedules, the guidance department aides students In finding jobs and
becoming more successful. The counselors also give students suggestions on study skills and
advice and counceling in their personal problems. Guidance offers special programs for each
grade level. For freshman, conferences are held in which the students, their parents, and their
counselors talk about how students can maintain their academic goals. For the sophomores,
guidance offers help preparing for the PSAT's; for Juniors they have conferences on college
awareness, and for the Seniors they have financial aid workshops.
Whenever students need help, assistance, or support the guidance department and its
friendly staff of secretaries stand ready to l_end a hand. Because of the pleasant atmosphere
students feel comfortable to seek out the counselors and the secretaries who enthusiastically
help each student reach his/her potential.

(above) Sitting at her desk, Mrs.
Resnick waited to help students with a
smile on her face.
(right) Mrs. Brown helped a student
reschedule her math class.

J~~ne F11r11CI
Mllthematlcs

~
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K11thleen Faulkner
Business

Llnd11 Flnneg11n
English

Helen Flowers
Librarian

Frank fonUnell
Englsh

Mr. Braddish Returns to
the Classroom
In a decision to put his education to work in the political
arena, he took a leave of absence from his twenty-two years of
social studies teaching four years ago to devote his time and
energy to local politics.
Well, t"!e's back! Mr. K. Braddish returned to the classroom
this year as a high school social studies teacher. After the time
away from working with students he returned to the academic
life and his first love. His hiatus was spent working as an elected
official and President of the city council in Long Beach. He also
worked on the Clinton presidential campaign. Mr. Braddish
feels that politics are a great responsibility in that he was
elected by his fellow citizens because they felt that he would
best represent them.
Between teaching and politics, Mr. Braddish doesn't have a
preference. He treats the two as separate entities and derives a
great deal of pleasure from both. Said Mr. Braddish, "It's been
really enjoyable being back." He didn't find any major differences between teaching Middle School students and those of
high school age- teaching each day is an exciting challenge with
any age group for him.

Thoma Ford
Engl h

Werner Goebel
Mathematics

Ross Goldin
Dean

Mary Ann Gomez
Spanish

John Ouzas
Mathematics
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Scott Hecht
Dean

(rlgh t) Prlti Kalra and A nnlsha Nazlr remained after school to put the finishing
touches on their art assignments.

Double The Learning,
Twice The Fun

Jack Hessel
Psychologist

Every year new courses are added and old ones deleted from the student course
catalogue. One type of course which has been received with considerable popularity
and has expanded each year is the Interdisciplinary course. Simply known as
"Humanities" It reflects some of the latest changes in educational philosophy. Through
this course students are enabled to earn three credits for two periods of work each day.
The humanities class provides students with an opportunity to learn and understand
literature, art, and culture as the subjects relate to one another. Taught by three
dedicated professionals, Mr. J. Nash, Mr. P. Palumbo, and Mrs. P. Ponzi, the students
of this class are intrigued. The combination of the subjects and the teachers "makes it
easier and more fun to learn, " said Katie Holmes. Jen Maroney added, "The subjects
come together in a way that makes learning exciting." With the enthusiasm eveyone is
showing and the results being as great as they are, this Is a course that is sure to remain
popular among students and faculty alike.

(rlght)Mr. P. Palumbo showed Karen Dromerhauser and Melissa Mayer how to Improve their
perspective drawings.
William Hofmann
Physics

Carol Jones
Art
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Charles Jones
Social Studies

Denise Kaplar
Biology

Karen Kauer
Physical Education

Charles Kavanagh
Mathematics

(left)Students listened Intently as Mr. Nash read a
poem during a Humanities class .
(below)Rachel Zipkin and Ivan Ward worked diligently
to finish their essays on time.

Jean Kranzle
English

Thomlls Kumpf
Physiclll Science

Maureen Leddy
Dean

Donald Lemp
Mathematics

Anthony UBrlzzi
Social Studies
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How Much Have
They Changed?
Can you tell who these people are? Since the
theme of this year's book is "Changing Before
Our Eyes", the staff decided to include a special
section to see how much some of our teachers
have changed from when they were students
here or their early days as teachers in the building. We dug into the Marauder archives and
found these pictures in some past yearbooks.
You can find the key to these photos on page
123.
4.

8.

9.

ames McGowan
Soc a! Worker
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John Morrison
Eng! sh

Peter Morrison
Bology

1.

z.

3.

5.

6.

7.

Crag Mo row
Chor

John Nash
E:.ngl sh

RoseAnne orman
Specal Ed

RonO

eU

Engl sh

Sharon 0 obona
French
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Presidential Campaign '92

Kimberly Picco
Spanish

Frank Pitelll

Patricia Ponzl
Social Studies

Rosemary Reilly
urse

Academics

1992 was a busy year for the American public. Trying to
keep track of who was In the presidential race kept voters
guessing right on through to November's Election Day.
Without any formal party's endorsement Ross Perot entered
the race at the beginning and then abruptly withdrew without
giving any viable explanation to his supporters. Bill Clinton
ran on the Democratic ticket and eventually won the contest
with his promises of change for the American people and
their ailing economy. The incumbent George Bush attacked
many of Clinton's policies and especially his somewhat
"shady" past.
Bill Clinton campaigned by traveling across the country
with his bus trips trying to reach as many segments of the
American public as possible. The highlight of the whole
campaign was the television debates watched by millions of
viewers. Perot's wit won him many new supporters, but
many of his arguments lacked substance since his experience was more In the realm of business than politics.
Some of his tactics might have worked well in dealing with
commercial difficulties but were questionable when dealing
with an entire country and a Congress to oversee his actions.
Many felt that had he stayed in the race from the start he
would have had a better chance of winning. George Bush
held firmly to his trickle down economy theory and his
"low" tax plans, but had little else in his favor except his role
in the Desert Storm Operation.
As the campaign wore on, Americans wondered what
changes in their lives would come from each candidate if he
were elected. The country's economy and healthcare status
were major issues that each candidate promised to improve.
Clinton won the election by an electoral college landslide and
In his inaugural address stated, "There is nothing wrong with
America that cannot be cured by what is right with America.
At the edge of the 21st Century, let us begin anew with
energy and hope, with faith and discipline, and let us work
until our work is done ... " The world is watching to see what
changes will be affected by our 42nd President.

Ray Richardson
Social Studies

James Romansky
Earth Science

Richard Rosener
Social Studies Chairman

Henry Ruter
Occupational Ed Chairman

In Appreciation . • •
Those of us on the Marauder staff would
like to make special mention of Mrs. Carol
Jones and Mr. Joseph D'Antoni. Their dedication to this publication over the past five
years has been Immense. In addition to their
full class schedules they are also the directors
of Bay Shore's outstanding drama program.
Both the play and the musical require them to
put in very long hours each day. Whenever the
auditorium was needed, Mr. D'Antoni and
Mrs. Jones have also taken care of the lighting
and stage work.
Along with their dr.ama work, they have
always been here to, among other things,
design more layouts and improve articles.
They've put up with us through long hours of
searching for pictures and struggling to make
deadlines. We feel that their work has gone
way beyond the call for school service and we
wish to thank them for it.
Mrs. Jones and Mr. D'Antoni, without your
help and encouragement, this book would
never have been completed. Your tireless efforts and superb dedication have been greatly
appreciated.
Between scenes of the play rehearsal, Mr. J . D'Antonl and Mrs.
C. Jones did a final check of the proofs before sending them
back to the publishing company.

English

Occupational Education
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A Year of Change

Andrew Stern

Soc al Stud es

Academics

Andrew Sullivan
Span sh

Beth Thomas
Spec al Education

Candace Thompsett
Spoc al ducat on

Jam s lhomp on
Spec al Ed c t on

These magazine covers represent some of what has changed right before our eyes. From popular culture like Tom
Cruise's fame, changes in clothing styles, musical groups, television stars, to the hit movie, "Malcolm X," which
brought Its namesake a resurgence of popularity, the year was filled with excitement and activity. The media did not
neglect serious issues either. Issues such as abortion and AIDS among teenagers and sports figures such as Arthur
Ashe received considerable attention. Hurricane Andrew, which destroyed part of Florida, was also covered
extensively. Locally, our own town was under the national eye when little Katie Beers disappeared. The famed "Long
Island Lolita" story of Amy Fisher was even made Into movies on three national networks. And just when we thought
our military could rest for a while, they were called to Somalia. These times have been quite intriguing and have kept
the media and the American public on their toes.

Jack Twyman
In-School Suspension

Ingrid Vetsch
Mathematics

Sue Warshay
Foreign Language

Nina Wolff
Eng sh Dept. Cha rman

Marcia Wright
E.SL
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Building Blocks of the Future
Students looking to get ahead on in the competitive business world while still
students in high school have at their disposal a variety of challenging, practical
business courses as part of the occupational education department. Students, taking
the courses, sought to improve their business skills and learned how to market
themselves more effectively. The courses offered a wide range of topics including
bookkeeping, computer technology, and business law. Other topics included preparing
for a successful job interview and how to budget money. The students were amazed to
learn of the many fraudulent practices found in consumer markets today. They were
taught how to spot the frauds and how to avoid them. As a result, they acquired some
practical skills and became wiser consumers at the same time.
Two questions often asked by teenagers preparing for their futures are "What career
should I choose?" and "What type of goals should I set for myself?" Through these
classes, students learned various ways of looking at the questions and were shown how
to determine the answers for themselves.
The business world is continually growing and changing. It is fast-paced and
extremely impersonal. The training received here taught students how to prepare for
the frustrations and pressures of the outside world while opening many avenues for
future careers. By using these building blocks, the students were getting a head start on
the road to success.

Secretarial
Staff

Nancy Marson
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Unda Agoglla

Judy Bienkowski

Christine Martin

Barbara Mauro

Barbara Brown

Helen Colllns

Maureen DILegge

(
(above)Nakela Morris enjoyed the practical
skills she was learning.
(opposite page)Sharlf All worked on Improving his typing skills.

Security Staff. (top)Charles Roye, Donald Schneider, Gerald Goldman, Greg Wallace (bottom) Eddie
Cornelius, Warren Smalling, and VIc Dapolito

VIcki Kristiansen

Aides: (first row)Nellle Smith, Eileen Mayott, Theresa Garguilo, Marfa Sparacio (second row)Lucla Montemale,
Sheila Canty, Rosa Schwedler, Anita DIMatteo, Mary Burley (third row)Carol Calla, Sherry Balsamo, Carolyn
Santano, Catherine Metty, (fourth row) Lucy Kinney, Brenda Cooper, Diane Darmlento, Barbara Farino

Graceann Stich

Academics

(clockwise from above)John Williams worked
hard to finish his art project on time. Mr. T .
Scalzo conducted a crescendo to the concert
band. Mr. F. Fontinell with Tim Hurt and Jeanette Lanla who are members of the Bible
Study group. These three students modeled the
latest In masks for their acting class.

Academics

(clockwise from left) Mr. J . McGowan, Mr. T . Kumpf, and
Mr. R. Herold relaxed and enjoyed the outdoor pep rally.
Kevin Goodman worked on his Chemistry assignment
which was due the following period.
Greg Loehr and ian Shea used the synthesizer In the
Music Theory Lab to learn how to play the plano.
Rico Valderrama and Jason Finger worked on a science
assignment.
Mr. D. McGilvray watched to make sure his students were
programming the computers correctly.

~

Spocts

Spa.t•

~

"With hard work and dedIcation we should be up
there with the top teams In
the county," commented
Keith Kastner.
(left) Rob Roberts prepared to do 11 challenging move on the high bar.

Gymnastics

(standlng)Carlos Carsqueo, Chris Brancato, Keith Kastner, Scott Golder,
Coach Mr. J . Pfeffer; (slttlng)Rob Knapp, Dave Drew, Scott Sinram;
(kneellng)Greg Roth, Kevin Moore, Tom O'Grady, and Russell Busch (mlsslng)Rob Roberts.

''Although the team
record was only 500,
the individual performances were inspiring," commented captain Steve LaTorre.

After a 2-8 season In 1991, Bay Shore, with an entire team returning, looked forward to a
winning season. The team won Its last five matches to fashion a 7 win, 4 loss record. In Its last
match, against the League II Champions Commack, Bay Shore was victorious with a 6 1/2-2
1/2 win. This match was unique In that all six golfers averaged 41 strokes on the difficult
course, while team captain Steve LaTorre ended with a 2 over par 38. This was the best team
score at Bay Shore throughout Mr. T. Ford's coaching career.
Steve, along with his partner Zach Schmidt and freshman Adam Tucker, was selected for AllLeague honors. Matt Ward, who returns next year with Adam, played number 4 man this year.
Seniors Jeff Bunge, Tom Davlde and Mike Kuhlman alternated at numbers 5 and 6. Although
losing five starting members, Bay Shore has a promising future due to the talented members
coming "up the ranks," and will be a strong contender next year.
Golf

-..

"With a combination of young skilled
players and seasoned veterans, the
team has Improved a great deal over
the last year and will become champions," said captains Jeff Beringer
and Dan Holmes.

~

(above) Doug Meehan faked out a defender to cle11r his path to the goel.

Boys' Socce•

"The talented '92-'93 J.V.
players will give the varsity
a strong building block for
years to come." - Coach
Mr. Frank Fleischer

..

.

(left) J .V. Team: (first row) Oscar Montano, Todd Troise, Mike Castaldi,
Chris Bonomo, and Coach Mr. F. Fleisher; (second row) Eddie Scott,
Jason Fifer, Francisco Guerrero, Brian Ehlers, and David Glbblngs;
(third row) Robert Bucko, Ralph Kohl, VInnie Velez, and Tim Wldor;
(fourth row) Carlos Anaya and Robert Anaya.
(above) J .V. Captains Brian Ehlers, Mike Castaldi, and Ralph Kohl.

Boys' Soccer

(above) This spectacular feat brought the girls accolades at the
Brentwood Tournament.
(right) During the games, the cheerleaders worked to get the
fans ' support for the team.
(above right) Varsity Captains: Joann Phifer, Sherr! Stensaker,
and Rosemarie Abrams.

Cheerleading

J .V. Captains are: Krystl Corbett, Dwanetl
Brooks, and Danlelle DellaGuardla.

' 'Together everyone
achieves miracles," stated Dwaneti Brooks,
Danielle DellaGuardia,
and Krysti Corbett.

.

(first row)Katle Nock, Olga Megas, Jamlne Aponte, Noelle Broschart, Amy Marshall; (second row)Jennle Schombs, Amy Silverman,
Theresa Mancini, Michelle Catalano; (third row)Krystl Corbett, Thalia Lopez, Diane Lawrence, Dwanetl Brooks, Theresa Noon, Jessica
Martin: (fourth row)Gerriane Puntervold and Danielle DellaGuard!a.

Cheerleading

~

Gtd•' Tennl•

(left)J.V. Team: (first row)Julle Ktm, Laura Jemison; (second
row)Tara Turpel, Ann Ward, Colleen Krowl, Jaime Forlano; (third
row)Megan Hand, Kate Hucke, Alison Roth , Jennifer Slbrava,
Kathleen Roscott; (fourth row)Coach Mrs. S. Ross , Christie Costella,
Jessica V!the, and Abby Ferguson.
(above) Sue Napodano took a two-handed swing at the ball.

.
"We worked hard, played to the best of our
ability and had a successful season,'' said Kate
Hucke and Alison Roth.''

Girls' Tennis

Varsity Team: (first row)Ellle
Gerdes, Jennifer Ewald, Laurie Jao,
Courtney Leggio, Jennifer Payne,
Melissa Shaw, Lauren Fischetti;
(second row)Heather Allene, Amanda Manl!rella, Allyson Johnson,
Anne Simons, Heather Jones; (third
row)Randf Paige, R8faela Nlk8s, Mellss8 Amato, Jaime Pasquerella,
Patti Owen, Laura Kinney; (fourth
row)Lisa Lowe and Coach Mr. F.
Plttelll.

"They were spirited, enthusiastic, and hard
working. This paid off in success on the
field," commented Coach Mr. V. Agoglia.

Girls' Soccer

(left)Ellie Gerdes and Lauren
Fischetti guarded the ball
from Commack's forward.

J .V Teem. (first mw)Go"ian Mattnnore, Megan Keeron. Mockerwe TYler. Kelly
McGovern; (second row)Mochele Delisle. Tora Droocoll, Jessica Gleis· (thord row) '
('iadego. E>lcellent Emily Klrch""r , Kare Becker, (fourth)Coach Mr. V Agogloa Kristy

Greeo. Janone Cappiello. Melr.u Mayer. Angehna ScbommentJ. Tor• Hoffman. Chri..
tone Doxey. Lameko Brown, (fifth row~~ndo Grel,.,. Alexondrt1 Gaones, Hyun Ah
Park. Sh nnon Kefty , Joll Chochester, end Kerro Horrt

Girls' Soccer

~

Varsity Team: (top)C011eh Ms. E. Eckman; (mlddle)Cralg DeMott, Crelg
W11gner, Peter Kremer, Matt N11sh, James Oosterom; (bottom)Greg Sassone,
Dennis Owen, Keith Fllaskl, Ken Hurt, Mike Smith, and Tom DeLeon.

Boys' VoUeybaU

I think we are doing very well. I also think we
have a chance of tying for first place If we work
hard I U greatly miss this team after I gradaald James Ooeterom.

J .V. Team: (top-standing) Jon Levesque, Robert Suarez, Chris Cavuto,
Alex Werner, Krls Becker, Ray Fifield; (middle-kneeling) Steve Balsamo,
Craig FUaskl, Peter Oosterom; (bottom-sitting) Andy Sennes, Tim Sassone, and Coach Ms. L. Schultz.

Boys' Volleyball

Hardwork, perseverance, sacrifice, and dedication are the
words which best describe this year's Varsity Field Hockey
team. Entering into a new league, much harder and more
challenging than the last, the team culminated the season wlth
a winning record of 4-3-3, qualifying for the playoffs for the first
time In over seven years. Teamwork was never lacking from
those both on and off the field. Team spirit was a great
motivatmg factor throughout the season. Three of the starting
players: captain Kerly Durant, and outstanding defensive players Mary Persson and Lori Kowalski, will be greatly missed by
the team after their graduation. Under the coaching of Ms.
Karen Kauer, the team is looking towards another successful
season next year. All team members agree- this season will
never be forgotten .

~

Field Hockey

What a season! The bowling team had its most outstanding
record in about ten years. With a team score of 1055 points,
each team member· averaged approximately 211 points. With
that game, they achieved the highest team score that coach Mr.
J. Morrison has seen in his twenty-six years with the team.
Junior Joe Camacho finished fourth out of one hundred and
twenty bowlers at the county singles tournament. The team
finished in third place overall in Suffolk County, an accomplishment which certainly left the team with something to be
excited about. Since every member of the team will be returning next season they left the following message to their
competition: "Look out, Suffolk, here we come!"

~~~·-~r~~~

left: (first row)BIII Howard, Eric Dieckmann, Nicholas Loughlin, Joe Camacho;
(second row)Dawn Lewis, Matt Constantino, Jason Berrios, Rosemary Corozza,
Coach Mr. J . Morrison.
above: Captain Joe Camacho.

Bowling

~

(top left) Varsity Captains John P11yne, Kerry W11re, Bry11n Stewart, and Keith Pitt, entered the
field, before the homecoming game, with hlgh morale. (above) The offensive line waited for
the quarterback, Andre Williams, to give the center, John Payne, the signal to put the play into
motion.
(bottom left) After making a touchdown, the V11rslty team celebrated with triumph.

~

Football

(top left) Andre Willi11ms kept possession of the ball as he headed for
the first down.
(middle left) As North Babylon' s defensive line prepared for the st11rt
of the play, Bay Shore 's J .V. quarterback got ready to lead his team
to the goal line.
(bottom left) J V. team members joined in a huddle for ll final pep
talk and prayer before the game.
(11bove) Sheron Ryan tackled one of West Islip's players and prevented him from receiving the ball.

Football

(above) Kathleen Roscot, Becky Greiner, Laura Mina, Coach Mr. R.. Goldin, Emily Germano, Allison Troise, Chante Dally, and Karl Wireman,
looked happy and persistent as they ran through the streets of Bay Shore.

Cross Country

Girls' Team: (first row) Lorllndemalo, Racquel Acevedo, Joy Ganes, Janel DiGenero; (second
row) Coleen Buksa, Liz Heerlng, Nicole Braxton, Krlsty Fortunato, Becky Greiner, Fanecla
Barker; (third row) Laura Mina, Liz Carpenter, Allison Troise, Yashida Groce, Jackie Pasquerella; (fourth row) Karl Wireman, Tasheen Hogue, Emily Germano, Melanie Mickle, Chante
Dally, Melissa Keckler, and Coach Mr. R. Goldin.
(left) Phillip Vlgllotta, Peter Sheehan, and Sanjeev Chopra eagerly began their laps.

C'o" Counby

~

(aoove rlght)Anthony Biddle made a
successful lay-up to score for the JV
team.
(alx>ve)Varslty team captains were Bryan Stewart, Terrance McCray, and Gary
Williams (not pictured).
(right) Varsity Team: (first row)Tom
Ehlers, David Gibblngs, Orden Roberts,
Assistant Coach Mr. G. Davila, Jr.
(second row)Andre Willlams, Jabarl
Jackson, Coach Mr. B. Mahler (third
row)Kareem Farmer, Chris Tucker,
Daryl Banks, Terrance McCray (fourth
row)James Wyss, Bryan Stewart;
(mlsslng)Gary Williams, Lonnie Slater,
Zachary Schmidt

Bryan Stewart took flight to evede the defense.

~

Ba•ketball

J.V team : Keenan Stephenson, Perry Coleman, Quincy Gibbs,
Brian Ehlers, John Mulqueen, Zack Humphrey, Chris Bonomo,
Reggie Myrick, Danny Ulloa, Eric Gronert, Anthony Biddle,
Kaseem Hyman, Anthony Morris, Terell Gordon. Missing: Coach,
Mr H. Powell.

Basketball

ca

~

Tom O'Grady kept his opponent on the floor by wrenching his arm back.

Wcestling

J.V, team: (first row)Tommy O'Grady, Bobby Hulse, Allan Parish;
(second row)Cralg Filaskl, Herbert Najera, Matt Starantlno; (third
row)Coach Mr. J. Leggio, Dave Bustamante.

Varsity team: (first row)Rob Stocks, Chris Glels, Rob Knapp, Shaun Leggio, Eric Pascale;
(second row)John Stafford, Jarett Hubbard, Dwayne Dorsett, Mike Albergo, Carlos Pardo,
Brian Hoff; (third row)Greg Gordon, Don Maroney, John Payne, Jeremy Davis, Chris Pfeffer,
Coach Mr. R. Rosener; (fourth row)Justln Murray, Craig Scharf, Dw11yne Hobbs, Jed Stocks.

Wrestling

Roy McCloud strenghthened his chest by doing butterflies.

Coach Mr. T . Cox spotted Felix Gonzalez while he bench pressed.

Weight Training

TEACHER PICTURE KEY

1 Mr. A . LIBrizzi, 1970
2. Mr. J . Morrison, 1958
3. Mr. G. Domoff, 1975
4. Mr. F. Fontlnell, 1970
5. Ms. E. Eckman, 1970
6. Mr. C. Jones, 1974
7. Mr. R. Goldin, 1970
8. Mr. R. O'Neill, 1970
9. Mrs. S. Orobona, 1970
10. Mr. J . Nash, 1970
11. Mr. P. Morrison, 1968
12. Mr. R. Bell, 1963
13. Mr. C. Campbell, 1963

(above Jeft)Roy McCloud bench pressed while Coach Mr. K. Buehler spotted.
(above rlght)Mark Warth strengthened his leg muscles.
(above) With Adolfo Ouffre spotting her, Usa Fernandez toned her arms.

(above)Chrls Cancel
smiled energetically as
he did his leg lifts.
(left)ls that Tony Figueroa working on his bleeps?.

Weight T<ainlng

Gil

Varsity team: (first row)Llsa Lowe, Rachel Walker, Jen Besendorfer, Harriette
Gardner, Nadine McKenzie; (second row)Tamara Danglade, Pam Carter, Christie
Driscoll, Lameka Brown; (third row)Octavla Brown, Kelly Durant, Sheila Callaway,
Allyson Johnson, Ellie Gerdes, Coach Mr. J . Walsh.

Girls' Basketball

J .V. team : (first row)Andrea lndemalo, Jantel Roberts, Danlelle Faggart; (second
row)Giorlsha Brothers, Arneathla Strickland, Coach Mr. F. Plttelll; (third row)Klm
Bruno, Jennifer Cheung, Melissa Mayer, Natasha Mickle; (fourth row)Laura Mulroy,
Tara Driscoll; (mlsslng)Aprll Carhart, Sandy Glover, Michelle Bruno.

Pam Carter always knew how to intimidate her opponents merely by making faces.
With an exciting tip-off, Bay Shore successfully gained the ball.

Girls' Basketball

(above rlght)Kevln Lyons' passes always
reached their targets.
(above)Whenever offensive players approached, Mark V11nSchaick always passed
the ball out of his zone.

Members of the league: (front row)Mark VanSchaick, Cralg DeMott, Matt Amodeo, Joe Croce, Keith Knacke,
Howie Meehan, Brian Dieumegard; (back row)Greg Siben, Jed Stocks, Dennis Owen, Ryan Vetter, Scott Sinram.
Chris Pfeffer, Glen Rajotte, George Raynor, Jason Simone, Matt LaPenta, Brian Cohen, Greg Murray, John
Maresca, Kevin Lyons; (missing) Coach Mr. F. Pitteiil.

~

Boys' Hockey

(above left)members of the league: (front row)Stephanle
Pickett, -Erin Coughlin, Liza Fernandez, Katie Holmes,
Victoria Coughlin; (back row)Jen Ewald, Katie Fortunato,
Amanda Mazzarella, Renee Pickett, Kerrle Dibble, Laura
Kinney, Patti Owen, Coach Mrs. A. Pfeffer.
(left)Laura Kinney attempted to get the ball from Stephanie Pickett.
(above)Goalie Erin Coughlin prepared for oncoming shots.

Girls' Hockey

speed, Emily Germano crossed the
finish line first.

Boys' team: (first row)Greg Hill, Can Xing Hu, T!to Miles, Eric Fesefeldt; (second
row)Charles Loachamin, Rob Mfller, Aubrey Fane, Steve Coates, Kenny Milton,
Eric Douglas; (third row)Anthony Garafola, John Ippolito, Phil Vigliotta, Sanjeev
Chopra, Pete Sheehan, Coach Mr. G. Royce.

~

Wlnte<Tcack

Girls' Vollevball

Varsity team: (top row)Coach Mr .R.
Damore, Jed Stocks, Matt Nash, Leo
Viana, Howle Meehan, Joe Croce, Metln
Uka, Sean McCormick, Ross Devore,
Greg Slben, VInnie Flllflgenzl, Jason
Simone; (middle row)Kevin LePrell,
Mike Tierney, Doug Meehan, Keith
Knacke, Greg Marshall, Jeff Beringer,
Richard Dean, Chris VanDyke, Wtllle
Ulloa; (bottom row)Brlan Hooge, Matt
Ward, Jed Kennedy, Rob Stocks, John
Szekalskl, John Bodo!Hi, Kevin
Meehan.

Goalie Greg Marshall captured his opponent's attempted score
and threw It out to his teammates on the field .

Junior Varsity: (top row)VInf'lie Velez, Ralph Kohl, Mike Rlso, Mike McKee, Haslyn Howard,
Anthony Galvin, Gerry Barnett, Relph Costello, [n!vld Becker, Todd Seplevy; (middle row)Fellx
Gorn:alez, Tim Hurt, Scott Slnram, Jared Hibbard, Mike Vogt, Chris Cavuto, Billy Nichols, James
Williams ; (bottom row)Mike Casteldy, Rob Amato, Kory Thornberg, James Finnerty, ian Shea,
Charles Loachamin; {mlsslng)Coach Mr. J . Cody.

Boys' Lacmsse

~

Varsity: (top row)Brlan Dleumegard; Steve Wolfort, BrJan Glsh, Chi"ls Losito, John
Stafford; (middle row)John Dromerhauser, Codell Cast!Oo, Ray Fifield, Nick Bradley, Erlc Fesefeldt; (bottom row)Tom EhJe~s. Ken Mllton, Eric Diekman, Keith'
Gordon, Greg Murray; (mlsslng)Aubrey Fane, Andre Williams, Paul RQmos, Andy
Sennes, Coach Mr. P. Todaro.

Baseball

Junior Varsity: (top row)Coach Mr. V. Agoglfa. Artie Murray, John Ippolito; Roy
McCloud, Quincy Gibbs; {middle row)Rob Hawkins, Matt Newman, Anthony
Garafol11, Mike Posllllco; (bottom row)Z<~ch Humphrey, Rob Davk!e, Justin Murray,
James Ryan; (mlsslng)Brett Clyne, Eddie Flint, Kevin Lyons.

Varsity: (top row)Jalme Stewczyk, Deborah Shiffman, Michelle Graham,
Stephanie Pickett, Laurie Joo, Rose Mlcarl, Coach Mrs. A. Pfeffer; (bottom
row)Renee Plckett, Sue Napodano, Gayle Gregory, Amanda Mazzarella, Pam
Seebald, Beth Mehler; (mlsslng)Nadloe McKenzie, Charmaine Smith, Jennifer
Ewald, Cathy Longo, Megan Kearon.
Junior Varsity: (top row)Marllyn Santiago, Jessica Gleis, Jeslllca B~er, Kathy
Durant, Melinda Greiner, Melissa Mayer, Su~n Carpenter, Coach Mr. J. Pfeffer;
(middle row)Janna O'Grady, Tara Hoffman, Danlelle Della<Juardla. Usa Querela,
Andrea lndemalo, Katie Holmes, Kerl Ludwlgsen; (bottom row)Theresa Schlmmentl, Olga Megas, Melinda Anastasi, Natalie Martins, Kathleen Ro$kot, Diane
Lawrence; (mlssing) Denise D' Alessandro, Rrlsty Green, Rosa Ralda, Jennie
Schombs.

Oeborah Shiffman used her upperbody
strength while passing the ball.

Beth Mehler kept her eyes riveted to
the ball to ensure a perfect catch.

Ellie Gerdes prepared to throw out a runner during a
close play at third.

~

Softball

Allison Troise lin~ herself up and aimed
before· throwing the ball.

Keeping a close eye on the pitch, Jill Chichester was ready to hi

a home run.

Varsity: (top row)Coach Mr. J. McGowan, Ellie Gerdes, Octavia Brown, Allison ·
Troise, Karen Dromerhauser, Sheila Callaway; (middle row)Ltza Fernandez, Jen
Hulse, Allyson Johnson, Lauren Flschettl, Diane French; (bottom row)Aprll
Carhart, t<;errl Harris, Mary Perssoo.

Junior Varsity: (top row)Krlstln Sarrapede, Laura .Mulroy, t.aKelsha Jenkins, !cole
Sabo, HUda Da~s; (middle row)Ja!me O'Kane, Kim Bruno, lmelyn Fernandez, Lamika
Brown; (bottom row}Jlll Chichester, Christina Boyle, Erin Phelan, Rebecca Ramos;
(ml~!ng)Jeanette Lanla, :.Jenn Maroney, Jllf!en Murrey, Coecn Mr. F. Pltelli.

Softball

Varsity: (top}Zach Schmidt, Erk! Gonzalez, Matt Walters, Tim Stringer, Coach Mr.
J. Morrison; (bottom)Brad Callahan, Brett l.ewls, Matt LaPenta, Greg Lewis.

Boys' Tennis

DiGenaro ana Joy
Ganes ran their laps
through the halls.
(left)Randolph Howard, Rob Hines, and
Rob Callaway found
running Ins ide the
school to be just as
strenuous as running

outdoors.

Track

·

(top)Kelth Herrador, who played
Julian Marsh In " 42nd Street",
explained the rigors of being In a
Marsh production.
(above)Members of the girls '
soccer team huddled together
on the bus.

~

School Life

April Pyatt, Jen Alternative and Frank Ramos had a great time being waitresses and walters at the Spaghetti
Dinner.

School Life

. .

SPAGHETTI
DINNER
.
.
.
•

(below)Pattl Eichhorn w11s h11ppy to serve Mr. J . Morrison 11nd his wife.
(bottom rlght)Lendlng 11 h11nd with decorations, Mark Murray Inflated b11lloons while Nicole
Notaro tied off the ends with ribbon.

Although this year's Senior Banquet was cancelled, the senior class demonstrated its spirit by
conducting a highly successful Spaghetti Dinner.
Many members of the class took an active Interest
in the activity to make It one of the best In recent
years. The class got together to decorate the cafeteria, design a program, and prepare and serve the
dinners. In the end, the dinner went off without a
hitch. The walters and waitresses delivered the food
to the tables promptly and piping hot. All who
attended complimented them on their speedy service.
This year's Spaghetti Dinner was catered by Bella
ltalia of West Islip, and the food was delicious. Many
people from Bay Shore attended this function to
support the senior class. The cast and crew from
"42nd Street" even stopped by for a quick bite to
eat before their rehearsal began. Once again the
senior class put on a wonderful activity that was
enjoyed by all.

.

(above)Laura Eichhorn cut the stems
on the flowers for the centerpieces.
(above rlght)Chrls MUier, Don M11roney
and Mrs. C. Holmes thought the food
w11s zesty and tasty.

Spaghetti Dinner

(left) Katrina Hill, Sheila Canty and a friend enjoyed
the food 11nd good company, 11s well11s the ltall11n
favorites played by the D.J .

.

.

.

WEIGHTLIFTING CONTEST
.

<

Once a year, the men and women of the High
School test their muscular prowess In a fund raising
event that benefits various varsity sports. Every
winter students and teachers ask their friends and
relatives to sponsor their welghtlifting endeavors on
a per pound basis. For one afternoon the weight
room was transformed from a gym class facility to a
weight training forum. Grunts were heard from
down the hall as the men and women of Iron attempted to lift a personal best. When the noise died
down and the sweat dried, prizes were given out In
various weight categories for both sexes. Winners
were: Kerry Ware, Herb Najera, Anthony Garafola,
Karen Dromerhauser, and Allyson Johnson. A special trophy went to the lifter who raised the most
money. All participants were looking forward to
next winter when they could once again prove their
strength and endurance.

{top left)AIIIson Troise and Diane French registered the lifters
and collected sponsor forms.
(above left)AIIyson Johnson lifted a record 140 lbs. and won first
place In the girls' lightweight division.
(above rlght)Mr. Cox showed the studenta that he wes physically
fit.
{left)Uza Fernandez lifted 128 lbs. and was the runner-up In the
girls' lightweight division.

Weightliftlng Contest

'' 42nd STREET''
"Come and meet those dancing feet!" As the final notes from
the orchestra faded into the night, the sound of fifty pairs of
tapping feet still echoed in everyone's ears. Another Bay Shore
musical had debuted on the stage and left the audience members astounded. How did they do it again? How did those
students manage to learn all of those routines and make all of
those costume changes? The crew members appeared on stage
for the bows, but how did they handle the set changes so
quickly and effortlessly right before the eyes of the audience?
The sets were magnificent and just seemed to keep coming out
of the wings. The scenery, costuming, and dancing were all
highlighted by the new lighting and sound systems that en-

(above)Maggle Jones (Gina Calla)
convinced Bert Barry (Mike Vannonl) to take the show to Philadelphia with her In the song,
""Gettfn' Out of Town".
(rlght)Happlly wed, Michael Vannonl and Adrienne Patti, as
"Anytime" Annie, contemplated
the joys of their honeymoon In
"Shuffle Off to Buffelo".

"42nd Street"

hanced all of the performances. Jessica Parker portrayed the
demure Peggy Sawyer flawlessly. Her many years of dance
lessons really paid off as she stole the show during the "FortySecond Street" number. Tim Hurt as Billy Lawlor and Keith
Herrador as Julian Marsh captivated the audiences with their
interpretations and strong characters. Kristine Swenson's portrayal of the sophisticated actress, Dorothy Brock, was dynamic and moving.
The musical continuously gets better and has kept changing
right before the eyes of the community. Everyone wondered
what the staff of directors has in store for next year.

(above) Tim Hurt as Billy Lawlor tried to convince Jessica Parker es Peggy Sawyer
that they were "Young and Healthy" and should have lunch together.

MUSIC SPONSORS DANCE
One of the few activities held off-campus is the annual Music
Sponsors' Dinner Dance. Held at Captain Bill's for all of the
music students and their families, the annual function is one of
the highlights of the music program. All senior music students
are honored and recognized for their contributions to the music
program and are presented with a carnation in appreciation for
all of their years of devoted participation. There are door prizes,
raffles, and even a 50/50 raffle which made the night more
interesting.
Beginning at 6:30, the String Ensemble performed for the
crowd during the cocktail hour, and at 7:30 the band started its

selections as everyone sat down for dinner. After the meal the
raffles were drawn, and then it was party time. This was a
chance for all of the students and their parents to let loose and
have a great evening. Hats, sun glasses, and tinsel wigs were
given out to many of the dancers as the dance floor was filled
with students and daring parents who tried to "eat up" the
dance floor.
As the evening came to an end, the few remaining party
animals were still dancing and having a great time. This was a
great night for alii

(above)back row: Eric Gonzalez, Patti Eichhorn, Daniela Rlanna, Anne Simons, Heather Jones, Laura Eichhorn, Jeff
Bunge, Peter Kramer, Lori Kowalski, Craig Scharf, (front
row)Georgla Pournaras, Nicole Notaro, Dave Balsamo, Keith
Gordon and Greg Sassone all had a great time at the dance.
(left)Cralg Scharf couldn't believe he was caught out on the
dance floor.

Katie Werner and her father enjoyed a dance together.

Music Sponsors Dance
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Alumni returning to Bay Shore this October noticed many
changes to the traditional Bay Shore Homecoming. During the
parade down Main Street, only two floats were seen. Due to
insurance regulations, the school's new principal, Mr. Robert
Consigli, and the four class advisors decided that only the
seniors would be permitted to build a float . This did not prevent
the sophomore class from building a float of its own in a protest
to the school's new policy. Replacing the annual float com-

petition was one for class banners. Each grade level designed,
drew, and painted its own unique banner. After the procession
reached the High School, spectators poured into the stands to
cheer on the Marauder football team. The excitement of the
crowd grew as game time neared. Despite the cold, and a
disappointing loss, everyone who attended the after-game reception agreed that once again, Bay Shore had an interesting
and outstanding homecoming.
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(starting at top left)The senior class float showed the
mighty Marauder taming the lion from West Islip.
Debbie Shiffman, Michelle Cappiello, VIctoria Coughlin, Jen Alternative, Fran Acompora, and Michelle
Sanchez, complete with painted faces, displayed the
true spirit of homecoming. The Varsity Football team ,
led by ..,.62, stormed the field, ready for 11 homecoming
victory. Members of the class of 1993 carried one of
the two class banners. With banner unfurled, the
juniors marched proudly and quietly protested the
absence of floats In the parade.

Homecoming

~

(rlght)Denlse Green and Sam Duval stunned the
crowd as bride and groom, surrounded by their
bridal party.
(below)Becky Bonanno looked beautiful In a blue
satin dress.
(below-rlght)Dressed In red lace, VIctoria Coughlin
enjoyed the howls from the audience.

(upper rlght)Mark Murray and Laura Eichhorn
looked as If they had just stepped out of their
limousine after being married.
(rlght)Zipped up for the cold, Aurora Rivera displayed the latest In ski wear.
(far rlght)Kelth "Sinead O'Connor" Knacke and
Mary Persson revealed their "true Identities."

~

Fashion Show

New Year's
Spectacle
The theme for this year's senior class fashion show was New Year's Eve. Using
the set from the fall production of " Harvey," the decorations dressed up the
stage and helped set the mood for the many seniors who paraded across the
runway. Despite having only held two rehearsals, the annual Senior Class Fashion
Show turned out to be a hit once again. Each modeling group that appeared on
stage received thunderous applause from the audience. The Bay Shore community was shown the latest styles in clothing, from formalwear to lingerie for
both men and women. Some of the senior guys even modeled their favorite
dresses for the crowd. The evening ran smoothly and ended up with the
traditional Chinese auction with some beautiful prizes being raffled. Everyone,
who exited the auditorium that night, left with a great feeling. It was fun and
enjoyable for all of the participants and audience members as well.

(starting at top left)Jesslca Fernandez, John Payne, and Craig Scharf
waited their turn on the runway. (middle row)Monlca Skala, Dave
Balsamo, Rory Byers, Toni Torres, and Tonya Hammonds began the
show with the salute to the flag . Jason McGuigan stopped at the end of
the runway so the audience could get a good look at him. Roger Bonilla
posed for the crowd , showing off his leather jacket.
(bottom row)Sam Duval and Marla Belanta were dressed for a formal
cocktail party. Eric Pascale left the crowd In awe after coming out In just
his boxers.

Fashion Show
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Spotted in Bay Shore

(starting from top)Rob Suarez lounged by the window after a rough day In English
class . During the Homecoming Parade, Lori Kowalski gave the signal for the next song.
Working In the main office during her free periods, Sheila Callaway couldn't believe
that being a secretary was such hard work . Maggie Torres and Cindy Rodriguez
decided to hang out together on a warm fall day. Harvey, himself, joined members of
the Thespian Troupe to march in the Homecoming Parade. Alenda Addison wondered
where the rest of her science class went.

Faces in Bay Shore

S.A.D.D.
At this year's homecoming parade, the S.A .D .D .
float carried a strong message and showed the
result of drinking and driving.

Students Against Driving Drunk, or more
commonly known as S.A.D.D., became very
active this year under the leadership of advisor, Mr. William Rattiger. With a variety of
new ideas and programs, Mr. Rattiger quickly
re-activated the activity, which in the past has
lacked any large numbers of student participation. The main goal of the organization was
to increase student awareness of the dangers
of drinking and driving and drug and alcohol
abuse. By holding workshops, walk-a-thons,
car washes, and assemblies, the students
proved themselves very successful. Under the
guidance of president Dana Rappaport, vicepresident Rob Suarez, and secretary Jen Alternative, the group of volunteers employed
many different methods to advertise their
cause. In late December, they sponsored a
spaghetti dinner for the homeless families of
Bay Shore in an effort to share their kindness
with the community. In the Homecoming Parade, an automobile that was totaled in a
drunk driving accident was towed through the
streets of downtown Bay Shore in an effort to
remind students and the community of the
consequences of driving while intoxicated.
The Bay Shore chapter of SADD is the largest
it has ever been, and it Is hoped that student
enrollment and activism continue to increase
in an effort to deter this growing problem.
(above left)Rob Suarez, Rand! Paige, and Tom Ehlers prepared to
carry the S.A.D.D. banner In the homecoming parade.
(left)Diane French, Holly Cappiello, Jen Ewald, Becky Bonanno,
Alison Roth, Elizabeth Heerlng, Ray Fifield, Kim Nornes, Richard
Dean, Jessica Greiner, Jennifer Besendorfer, Michelle Bruno,
Allison Troise, Christie Driscoll, Kerr! Dibble, Dana Rappaport,
Fran Acampora, Jen Alternative, Sunshine Mills, Rand! Paige,
Tom Ehlers, Rob Suarez, Danlelle Della Guardia, Danlelle Guarasclo, Mr. Rattlger, Greg Slben, Kate Hucke, Matt La Penta, Bryan
Hodge, Jessica Loudon .

•
S.A.D.D.
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THE MARAUDER
.MARAUDER Staff
Words like copy, quad-pak, grease pencil, cropper,
rough, and pica ruler probably were not the components
of the vocabulary of everyday high school students. However, to the staff of the Marauder yearbook, those terms
became second nature. Unlike other clubs in the school,
the yearbook office was usually still bustling with activity
at 4:30 and even later on deadline days. Under the direction of Mr. Joseph D'Antoni and Mrs. Carol Jones, the
yearbook staff began their work in early September and
finished with the spring supplement in July. Publishing an
award-winning book took a great deal of time, dedication,
and hard work in order to have the book finished for the
sale in June. Publishing the yearbook was much more
than just pasting pictures on a page. It was a timeconsuming process that required careful scrutiny of every
minute detail. Before the pages could be sent in to Texas,
the staff had to meet and check all the necessary criteria
to meet the high standards set by the advisors and
editors.
By the end of the year, the yearbook staff members
were not only co-workers but also members of a closelyknit family. To get everything just right took a joint effort
between staff and advisors( It required the cooperative
efforts and time of everyone involved.
Editors-in-chief Jeff Bunge and Anne Simons made it
all work. They coordinated sections and layouts and kept
everyone on target. Their leadership and responsibilty
came to be appreciated and admired by all.

Editors-in-Chief
Jeff Bunge

Anne Simons

Section Editors
Jeff Bunge ... Opening
Anne Simons ... Seniors
Alison Roth ... Juniors
Kelly Gmelch ... Sophomores
Jessica Parker ... Freshmen
Nicole LaPuma ... Academics
Sara Nock ... Sports
Jaime Forlano ... School Life

Staff
Peter Najdek
Tim Hurt
Karen Phalen
Kristina Nifora
Kim Macey
Nadine McKenzie
Millie Moncion
Tanya Harris
Jocelyn O'Brien
Charmaine Smith
Tara Turpel

Advisors
Mrs. Carol A. Jones
Mr. Joseph B. D' Antoni

(left)Edltors-ln-Chlef Jeff Bunge and Anne Simons.
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MARAUDER

(back row)Mr. J. D'Antonl, Mrs. C. Jones, Kim Macey, Peter Najdek, Nicole LaPuma, Jesslce Parker,
Kristina Nlfora, Jocelyn O'Brien; (second row)Tera Turpel, Kelly Gmelch, Alison Roth, Jaime
Forlano. Sara Nock; (front row)Jeff Bunge, Anne Simons.

Contributing Writers
Kelly Durant
Shawn Leggio
Sanjeev Chopra
Scott Golder
Nicholas Loughlin
T ara Turpel
Karl Wireman
Phil Vigliotta
Peter Sheehan
Keith Herrador
Ming-Li Wang
Gerriann Puntervold
Don Maroney
Matt Nash
Jill Fifield
Jeff Beringer
Tim Widor
Michelle Graham
Michael Vannoni

Contributing
Photgraphers
Mr. Robert Consigli
Mr. Charles Roye
Mrs. Arlene Schwartz

(far left)Krlstl na Nlfora and Kim Macey looked In
another yeerbook for some creative Ideas.
(left)Sara Nock decided what page to put the wrestling
team on.

COLOPHON
The 1993 MARAUDER was printed by Taylor Publishing Company of Texas under the supervision of Mr. Neil
Sanders, our Taylor representative. Photographers Doug Brehm, Dave Lamb, and Alice Leshaw from Riveria
Studios took all of the official photographs and portraits. The cover was printed on white lithocote in four colors
with black and silver fractyl-foil lettering. The white endsheets were imprinted with a silver foil shield. 525
copies of the 204-page book which includes two color signatures and one four-page color tip in on #80 matte
stock were printed. A student supplement will be added to the book to cover the closing activities of the 19921993 school year. The standard type that was used throughout the book was Korinna, which was submitted on
diskette by utilizing Taylor's Type Vision and Directory Vision Software Programs. This is a student publication
under the direction of Mr. Joseph B. D'Antoni and Mrs. Carol A. Jones.

MARAUDER
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STAGE MAKE OVER
.
Looking for a new look or image? Join the female
members of the cast of "Harvey" who underwent a
major transformation for their character portrayals.
Youthful complexions became wrinkled and haggard,
and hair turned quickly to silver and white. No, it
wasn't the frustrations or pressures of creating a role
before hundreds of audience members that did this to
the young cast of adolescents. It was the makeup
wizardry of Mr. J. D'Antoni and Mrs. C. Jones. Coming
up with the appropriate makeup is an Interesting challenge that varies from show to show. With so many
older characters in the cast the makeup took even
longer than usual to apply. Students had to sit up to an
hour for each application. Everything must be just
right from the skin color, shadow lines around the
eyes, to the base under the wigs. If you'd like to know
what you will look like in thirty years, stop by the
makeup room for a free consultation.

(right) Jessica Parker had her lipstick applied by
Mr. D'Antoni before the show.

NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY
With Mr. Conslgll watching, Christine Howard completed her part of the Induction
ceremony In December.

One of the academic honors available to students at Bay
Shore High School Is being Inducted into the National Honor
Society. Each spring, juniors with grade point averages of
3.7 or greater, are Invited to apply for membership Into the
society which is basically a service organization. These
Inductees must have met all of the criteria which Includes
Involvement In school activities, athletics, and community
service functions. Throughout the year the members participate In programs designed to help the community. Some
of their activities Included cleaning up a yard at a local
hospice, serving refreshments at the High School crafts fair,
singing carols to hospitalized children during the holidays,
and conducting food drives. They also adopted a child
through the Make-A-Wish foundation. During the year they
conducted fundralsers to earn the money needed to make a
child's final wish a reality.
Mr. G. Schecter, the organization's advisor, was very
eager to work with these students. He had high expectations
for the members of the Honor Society, and was proud of
their goals and accomplishments during the year.

(left-starting from back row)Kelth Gordon, Kelly Durant,
Katie Werner, Chris Miller, Lauren Knuth, Becky Bonanno, Jeff Beringer, Jessica Greiner, Mr. G. Schecter;
(second row)Lauren Costella, Anne Simons, John Szekalskl, Renee Pickett, Lori Kowalski, Georgia Pournaras;
(third row)Kyung Park, Joanne Phifer, Danlelle Guarasclo,
Sue Napodano, Carla DellaVedova; (slttlng)Debble Carr,
Jeff Bunge, Mike Tashbook, Mike Kuhlman, Mike Albergo.
(above)Presldent- Renee Pickett, VIce President- Jeff BerInger, Treasurer- Katie Werner, Secret11ry- Anne Simons.

National Honm Society

Gil
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Me£ROVt
Proud of his accomplishments
in Bay Shore, Doug values his
integrity, honesty, and successes on the soccer and lacrosse
fields. He is prepared to face
college and the future .

Coming from a foreign country
has encouraged Kim to be determined and motivated to succeed. She is proud of being a
member of the Honor Society
and the U.S. Chess Federation.

Renee has enjoyed the many
friends she has made while an
active member of the Mock Trial and Girls' Lacrosse Teams
and as president of the Honor
Society.

Kelly learned to budget her time
by actively participating in field
hockey, volleyball, marching
band, student-athlete leadership, and peer support help.

Anne's many activities, including yearbook, soccer, student
council, Honor Society, and
music programs, have been
very rewarding for her.

Following the phrase, "A man's
reach should exceed his
grasp," Mike has distinguished
himself through his invovlement In many activities and his
membership in Mensa.

Candice attributes her success
to the support of her family.
While working two jobs, she
has managed to be active in
F.B.L.A., Interact, Honor Society, and thespian troupe.

Known for her artistic talents
and dedication to preserving
the environment, Carla has
found her four years challengIng and stimulating.

Kami's hard work, dedication,
and determination have led to
her success in her academics
and extra-curricular activities:
tennis , Honor Society, and
Mock Trial.

Becky is proud of her involvement on Mock Trial and Peer
Support Program and cherishes
her experiences on the stage.
She even plans on majoring in
theater in college.

Seniocs of Di•tlnction
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MOOT COURT
"Objection Your Honor!"
"Sustained."
These are just a few of the many phrases one would
hear when entering room 24 on Monday afternoons.
The members of the Moot Court Club prepared for
trials in which they played attorneys and witnesses In
real-life courtroom cases. The judge's role was played
by the advisor, Mr. R. Richardson. The students were
organized into teams of four and competed against
each other. They then prepared opening statements,
direct and cross exams, and closing statements. At the
end of each case, the judge gave his ruling. Following
the ruling Mr. Richardson evaluated each member's
performance and gave tips for Improving skills and
technique.
The students In Moot Court not only enjoyed participating In the trials but learning the law as well. Mr.
Richardson taught them some of the many New York
laws Involving robbery and burglary cases. All of the
students Involved In the Moot Court Club became
familiar with these laws and learned courtroom procedure In the hope of becoming a member of the Mock
Trial Team in the future.

(top)Krlstln Scharf, Deana Perrone, Tara Turpel, Allison Navratil, VIcki Gonzalez,
Andrea Montalvo, Stacy Pinkham, Karen Phelan.
(bottom)VIckl Gonzalez cross examined Tara Turpel and Deana Perrone, as judge,
listened carefully.
(left)Stacy Pinkham and Andrea Montalvo checked a law In preparation for their next
trial .

~
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MOCK TRIAL
Bang! The judge's gavel crashed against
the bench, bringing the courtroom to complete silence. The air was thicker than ever
with tension as the Mock Trial Team finally
took the podium against some of the finest
teams In Suffolk County.
Throughout the second half of the year,
members of the team spent countless
hours preparing for their roles as lawyers
and witnesses. They then proceeded to
play that part In front of a judge In a match.
Based on their convincing performances,
the judge determined whether the plaintiff
or the defendant would win the case and
which team would then advance In the
competition.
Led by advisor Mr. R. Richardson and
two attorney advisors, the members of the
team had a very successful year went on to
become county champions.

Kate Hucke and Mlng-U Wang reviewed
Mlng's testimony for an up coming trial.

(top)Trlal team: (top row)Lauren Costella, Renee Pickett, Jason McGuigan, Rebecca Bonanno,
Michelle Graham, Kaml Ward, Elizabeth Heerlng; (bottom row)Dave Balsamo, Kristina Nlfora,
Kim Macey, Kate Hucke, Mlng-U Wang.
(bottom)Liz Heerlng prepared Michelle Graham for their direct exam.

AWARENESS WEEKEND
Biannually, there are two weekends that stand apart from any
other; these are Awareness Weekends. Armed with sleeping
bags and pillows, students returned to school somewhat reluctantly at about 3:00 on Friday afternoon. Not sure of what to
expect, they quickly felt at ease with the help of their supportive family groups. Each family group was made up of a
student, an adult facilitator, and several other students. The
main goal of the weekend was to raise awareness of the plights
of others and also to discover "yourself". Throughout the
course of the weekend there were several guest speakers. Some
of the speakers were people who have HIV and described the
pain and suffering that they go through every day of their lives.
Other speakers were a drug addict and an alcoholic, who was in
a drunk driving accident which left him permanently handicapped. One of the more emotional moments occurred when
some students took center stage to discuss the personal hardships that they have endured throughout their lives. These
students were In need of friends and someone to talk to. The
Awareness Weekend aimed to provide the needed friendships
for these students. After attending the Awareness Weekend,
Jaime Forlano felt that "It was this weekend that made me
realize where my values are in life."
Liz Heerfng, Kim Nornes,
Kerrf Dibble, Mr. J.
McGowan, Rob Suarez, Dana
Rappaport, Brian Butler,
Megan Mahoney, and Jen
Doran enjoyed their dinner
In the cafeteria.

Rafaela Nlkas and Jessica Louden prepared their sleeping places for lights out.
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BIBLE STUDY

Another one of the changes to take place this
year was the introduction of a new club called Bible
Study. Although starting off with a small membership, the club, along with advisor Mr, F. Fontinell, hoped to grow in size in future years. The
purpose of the club is to analyze how the Bible
relates to every day life. The club met on certain
mornings before school in the cafeteria to hold
devotions centering around a Bible passage and a
related story. In the afternoon sessions the students
examined the literature of the Bible, and the members related personal experiences. For the student
who is looking for something new in a religious
experience, listen to the announcements in the fall
to become active in this unique and stimulating
group.
(top)Sara Nock, Jeanette Lanfa, and Tim Hurt read a passage
from the Bible, and then discussed lt.
(left)Mr. F. Fontlnell read from the Good News Bible, and related
It to the days topic.

Bible Study

Gil
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MAROON ECHO
With a varying staff of about twelve people, the Maroon Echo had a
productive year. Although they had a relatively small staff, they were
still able to preserve the paper's award winning qualities. Editors Gina
Calla, Kimberly Macey, and Johanna Brown, worked hard to get an
Issue out about every six weeks. With the help of a dedicated advisor,
Mr. C. Litwin, a news wire service, and Macintosh computers, the
paper was always the epitome of a high school newspaper. For
aspiring journalists as well as students who enjoy writing and working
for the media, the Maroon Echo Is a great "hands on" experience.
The paper covers everything from what's going on In the world and In
our school to sports and entertainment.
One of the most successful columns In the Maroon Echo Is
Johanna Brown's "Express Yourself." When asked to comment on
her column, Johanna replied, "I thoroughly enjoyed Interviewing my
classmates for the "Express Yourself" column. People always seem
so anxious to voice their opinions, which I think Is very Important. I
have not only learned valuable things from my classmates' opinions
but have also met many people through the Interviews. I'm known as
the 'Interviewing Girl', and I'm happy that my column has affected so
many."
For next year, Gina Calla and Kimberly Macey anticipated success
after gaining experience as editors this year. Johanna will be going to
college to pursue her goal In a media-related career, and she leaves
them her talent and dedication. They worked to the best of their
abilities on a newspaper that is changing right before our eyes.
(above rlght)Mr. C. Litwin, Glna Calla,
Johanna Brown, Dawn Zuchtman, Kim
Macey, Dana Rappaport.
(rlght)Dawn Zuchtman, Kim Macey, and
Johanna Brown perused their most recent
edition of the paper.
(far rlght)Gina Calla provided Dana Rappaport with Ideas for her article.

~
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STUDENT ATHLETES
.
The Student Athlete Leadership Program is an organization that worked to benefit the Bay Shore High
School in a number of ways. The students were
dedicated to teaching their peers and younger elementary school students about the results of drug
and alcohol abuse. Their most important goal was to
encourage these pupils to commit themselves to a
drug and alcohol free life.
The Athletes organized themselves into a unit which
not only did well academically but also demonstrated

'

outstanding skills on the playing field. They had an
interest in working with youngsters and were recognized by their teachers and coaches for their
achievements and accomplishments.
Another one of their goals was to gain the respect
from the youngsters with whom they frequently
spoke. Under the direction of Mr. Jim McGowan, the
students worked to educate their peers and maintain
peace throughout the school and community.

(top left)Student Athletes; Mr J McGowan, Advisor, Jen
Ewald, Katie Werner, Randl Pelge, Greg Hlll, Kerry Were,
Jessica Louden, Tom Ehlers, Ken Hurt, Fran Acompor11,
Christie Driscoll, Mett Nesh.
(left)Joann Phifer, April Cerhert, Genesis Dewson, Diane
French, KeUy Durant, Mr. J . McGowen, Shelle Callewey,
Greg Sassone, Matt Nesh, Kerrt Herrls, Mary Persson,
Keren Dromerhe~aer .
(above)Katle Werner end Rendl Paige helped Tom Ehlers
revise 11 speech to give et an upcoming assembly.

Student Athletes

HARVEY
Harvey made its debut on the newly refurbished High School
stage on November 20 and 21, boasting a six foot and a half
invisible rabbit in the title role.
Audiences enjoyed the crazy antics of Elwood P. Dowd,
portrayed by David Balsamo, as he proceeded to confuse and
befuddle his aunt and doctors into thinking that he was completely sane. The entire cast, under the guidance of Mr. J.
D'Antoni, carried off the show extremely well.

(rlght)Kelth Herrador, who played the
role of Dr. Chumley, and Becky Bonanno, who played Veta Louise Simmons,
had the crowd laughing the entire show.
(above)Backstage, Judge Omar
Gaffney, better known as Chris Torge,
prepared for Saturday night's performance.
(rlght)Harvey decided to join members
of the Thespian Troupe In the Homecoming parade.

Boasting a larger backstage crew than a performing cast, the
production was made believable because of the set, created
under the watchful eye of designer Mrs. C. Jones, which moved
with ease before the audience's eyes and received accolades
from all in attendance.
In fact, the only complaint came from Harvey. He wanted
more lines.

BACKSTAGE CLUB
An Important but seldom recognized part of the theater arts
program was the backstage crew. For twenty weeks out of the
year, they were responsible for painting, constructing, sewing,
and doing the legwork to put the scenery and special effects
together. The members all joked around and learned to laugh at
their mistakes, such as sets that fell down on top of people, or
being caught on stage when the lights came up, or props that
suddenly disappeared. During the performances, everyone had

a job. Some worked the spotlights, the sound equipment, and
the new computerized lighting board while others were part of
the running crew.
The stage, of course, was where most of the action took
place. Sets had to revolve, furniture had to come on and off the
stage quickly, silently, and In complete darkness. Although this
created many unique challenges, the applause that closed each
production made it all worthwhile.

(far left)lan Shea and Peter Nerwlnskl
smiled 11s they dismantled a piece of old
scenery so th11t the wood can be used
again.
(left) Lena Mercado proved that girls
can do as well with a saw as the boys on
the crew.

(left)Judy DIMatteo lent a hand to Debbie Carr as they dutchmanned a fireplace.
(above)Jean Amodeo couldn•t believe
how many nalls she had to remove
from a old set piece.

Backstage Club
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F.B.L.A.
Hearts pounding, palms sweating , butterflies fluttering In
stomaches- this Is what the Future Business Leaders of America felt
as they awaited the results of the district 1-S Competition held at
Hauppague High School. Time seemed to drag on as each event's
winners were called. Fifth place, then fourth , third, second; only one
left. Who would It be? Would the members feel defeat or exhillration?
All members helped lead the chapter to victory. This year county
winners were President Candice Filangerl-first Place In Business
Calculations, and Sussy Hidalgo-third Place In Marketing. In April, all
members, including other officers Vice-President Jeanine Romain
and Secretary Jennifer Stange, again experienced this thrill on the
state level in the Catskills.
Aside from the competitions, the organization also had time to
sponsor numerous fund raisers, community and social events which
kept the members (a.k.a. FBLA-ers) very busy.

(top)Always on their toes, these F .B.L.A. members checked out marketing strategies of the major record companies.
(bottom) club members: (back row)ColleenAnn Close, Robin Kahl, Barbara Barela, Ddvlsor-Mrs. Maloney, Rose Abrams; (front
row)Sussy Hlldago, Dawn Zuchtman, Jeanine Romain, Candice Ftllngerl, Jen Stange.

INTERACT
No other club or organization was as involved with the community as the three year
old Interact Club. Under the leadership of its
advisor, Mrs. M. Petralia, the club sought new
ways to raise money and sponsor activities for
all members of the community. Club president, Colleenann Close did a great job of
organizing and motivating her officers and
members so that it was a highly productive
year. With assistance from her other officers,
Robin Kahl, vice-president; Barbara Barcia,
historian and treasurer; and Jeanine Romain,
secretary, the organization sold pens during
the Homecoming festivities to raise money for
the victims of Hurricane Andrew. The winter
snowstorm didn't put a damper on the club's
spirits as the members conducted another
successful Holiday Crafts Fair. With the proceeds the club hosted a surprise movie day for
the senior citizens of Bay Shore.
The Interact Club sponsored a Senior Citizens' Valentine's Dance and its annual "April
in Paris" Dance. These activities were a great
opportunity to meet new people and bring a
smile to their faces. The senior citizens enjoyed returning to the High School to re-live
old memories and share the company of the
students.

(top left)Mrs. A . Striplin supported the Interact
Club by purchasing a pen.
(above) Noelle Broschart, Lauren Kahl, and Jen
Stange prepared for the Holiday Crafts Falr In
December.
(back row)Danlelle Guarasclo, Colleenann Close, Anne Cassara, Jeanine Romain, Michelle Graham,
Mrs. M . Petralia, Advisor. (middle row)Michelle Melendez, Lauren Kahl, Candice Fllangerl, Noelle
Broschart, Jennifer Stange, and Robin Kahl.

lntecact
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MARCHING BAND
"Are we going outside today?" This question was asked to
Mr. T. Scalzo at least fifty times a day during the marching
season. The marching season which began In the heat of late
August and continued through mid-November.
During fourth period, the band would bundle up and head
out to the football field to prepare the halftime performance.
This year, under the leadership of drum majors Kelly Durant,
Lori Kowalski, and newcomer Denise D'Alessandro, the band
played selections from "Miss Saigon," the jazz hit
"Christopher Columbus," and "I Got You (Sam and Dave)."
When they weren't preparing for the halftime show, they
were busy marching around the track to perfect techniques
and formations for the Columbus Day, Memorial Day, and
Homecoming parades.
Band members worked very hard and even had to attend
extra rehearsals on weekends to get ready for the annual
competition at Hofstra University where the group performed brilliantly and received commendations from the
judges.
This performance at Hofstra marked the end of the
marching band season until the spring when the group
returned outdoors.

(rlght)Carrle Teuffel, Jamie Crispo, and
Marlka Bodolal all marched In step during
the halftime show.
(below)Tasha Morales, Greg Giarratano,
Andrea Knussman, Thomas DeLeon, Lori
Kowalski, Jaime Forlano, Kelly Striplin,
Katie Werner, Kelly Durant, Jen Ewald,
Alison Roth, and Paul Johnson all relaxed
after the competition at Hofstra.

Katie Werner held the American
Flag as the Drum Majors salute
during "The Pledge of Allegiance."
Ricky Gelpi, Jeff Bunge, and Steve Sansone marched with pride In the homecoming parade.

~
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I CONCERT CHOIR
This year's concert choir only boasted about fifty students,
four of whom were men, but their sound was enough to fill the
auditorium on the evenings of their performances. Audience
members were impressed with the harmonizing and blending of
sound which was particulary evident in the "Hallelujah Chorus"
performed before the holiday season. The choir especially
enjoyed performing a medley from the hit Broadway show "The
Secret Garden" at the Pops Concert on February ninth. By
performing songs with a mixture of different musical styles,

from popular music to gospel, the choir appealed to a diverse
variety of people. At the spring concert the choir dazzled the
audience with a dramatically performed medley from "Les
Miserables''.
The choir received numerous honors this past year. Senior
Dave Balsamo sang as a member of the All- County Choir while
sophomores Melissa Mountain and Jessica Parker turned in
stunning performances as a part of the SCMEA choir. The choir
was awarded a plaque of recognition for its annual holiday
concert at Pilgrim State Hospital.
The choir continued the tradition of allowing students to conduct some of the
selections. Tim Hurt, Dave Balsamo, and
Jessica Parker were some of the students
to learn this skill from director Mr. C. Morrow. Mr Morrow felt that this gave the
students a real challenge and a totally different perspective on the choir. He plans to
continue this practice in the future. Mr.
Morrow also hopes to increase the size of
the choir in the upcoming years.
The Concert Choir at Bay Shore High
School has always been noted for its exceptional talent. This year's group was no
exception. Mr. Morrow was very pleased
with all of their performances and looked
forward to working with many of the same
students next year.

Members of the adjunct group,
known as the Madrigals,
included Jenn Rajkowski, Jessica
Parker, Kim Macey, Liz Germano,
Joanna Brown, Lena Mercado, and
Melissa Mountai n.

The entire concert choir posed on
the steps of their rehearsal chamber.

Concert Choir
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Best Dressed
Howie Meehan and Alecia Cardenas

Most Dramatic

Class Couple

Most Likely to Succeed

Dave Balsamo and Becky Bonanno

Eric Gonzalez and Patti Eichhorn

Jeff Beringer and Becky Bonanno

Class Athletes

Best Musicians

Most Sex Appeal

Shelia Callaway and Gary Williams

Travis Morek and Kelly Durant

Howie Meehan and Lauren Costella

Class Artists

Teacher's Pet

Nicest Eyes

Carla DellaVedova and Ken Dignon

Dave Balsamo and Lori Kowalski

Stephen LaTorre and Kami Ward

Senior Class Favorites

Nicest Smile

Most Intelligent

Most School Spirit

Mary Persson and Jed Kenedy

Michael Tashbook and Kami Ward

Dave Balsamo and Joanne Phifer

Class Eccentrics

Biggest Sense of Humor

Best Dancer

Marty Coyle and Becky Anderson

Kerry Ware and Shelia Callaway

Michael Albergo and Pam Carter

Most Friendly

Best Laugh

Nicest Hair

Kerry Ware and Denise Green

Mary Persson and Eric Pascale

Ed Artura and Kelly Durant

Thinks He's a Lady's Man
Thinks She's a Man's Lady

Nicest Car

Biggest Threat to Pedestrians

Leo Viana and Audra Falco

Dave Balsamo and Michelle Cappiello

Dwayne Dorsett and Rose Abrams

Senior Class Favorites
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Sheba Daniels and Kim Slater sold a package of juices to Shellls Hill at one of the home football
games.

B.S.O.S.S. which stands for Brothers and Sisters Organization for Student Scholarships, is a
club which originated in 1969 when social studies
teacher, Mr. Noel Certain, and a few other dedicated students felt there was a need to address
the problems that plagued the African and Latino
members of the community. Although the members focus on these cultures, today membership
is open to students of all ethnic backgrounds. Its
main objective, however, remains to promote
individualism and self-respect among people of
all races. It achieves this by creating an environment in which everyone, regardless of race,
sex, color, or creed, can feel comfortable.
This year B.S.O.S.S. stressed self-esteem and
awareness and emphasized how people must
learn to consider all sides of an issue or problem.
Student leadership and pride for one's culture
were two concepts that were constantly stressed
in the meetings. This goal was realized when the
organization presented its first Black History
Month assembly. Featuring entertainment while
dispelling myths about racism, the production
was well received by the entire school community.
The group raised money for its senior members by running activities such as holiday parties,
leadership conferences, talent shows, and formal
gatherings. B.S.O.S.S. plans to continue to make
a change.

(left)T'Neil Rogers, Shownno Seamen, ~idro Rogers and Camille Brown carried the B.S.O.S.S. bonner in the
homecommg porade.
(obove)T'Neil Rogers, ~1dre Rogers, Doreen Glenn, Shownno Seamen, Sheebo Don1els, Katrina Hill, Marguerite Wilder
Camille Brown, Nicole Block, Shellis Hill, Simone Richardson, and Octa via Brown.

~

B.S.O.S.S.

PEER SUPPORT HELP
Students at Bay Shore High School who needed help during
the year knew exactly where to go for friendly , supportive
advice and counseling. Room 122 Is where the students went
who were feeling the pressure from schoolwork, parents, or
peers. The peer support staff stood ready and eager to be of
assistance during every period of the day and after school.

In order to become a peer support counselor, students had to
attend weekly meetings, Awareness Weekends, twelve hours of
training, and seminars on days when school wasn't in session.
These volunteers found their work rewarding and satisfying and
worth all the time and training. Their goal was to make a
change in people's lives and they certainly accomplished that.

(top left)Kerri Dibble, Dana Rappaport, Kim ornes, Liz Heering,
Ken Hurt, Diane French, Allison Troise, Faith Malave, Denise
Green, Tammy Dllnglade, Jen Chung, Mr. J . McGowan, Michelle
Harrel, Candy Meltzer, John Zimmerrnan, Erin Phelan , Dllnielle
DellaGuardia, Kerri Harris, Mita Vogul, and John Michel.
(left)Uuette Geigel, Glorisha Brothers, Krupa Panchal, Megan
Mahoney, Brian Butler, Kim Suarez, Roger BoniUa, Ronale Thomas, Dllnielle Faggart, Tiffanee Wimbush, Margarita Wilder, Katrina
Hill, Stephanie Pickett, Jen Dewitt, Mary Persson, Chris Gleiss,
Carlos Pardo, Rafaela ikas, Kathy Longo, Ray Fifield
(top)Rafaela Nikas, Kathy Longo, Ray Fifield , and Dana Rappaport
listen to a guest speaker at a Peer Support meeting.
(above)Mr. McGowan taught the peer support trainees how to be
good role models for students in need .

Pee< Suppa.! Help
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DRUMLINE
One of Bay Shore High School's newest
organizations is the Drumline, or percussionists, as they prefer to be called. Under
the direction of Chet Doboe, one of the
stars of the renowned drum corp. " Hip
Pickles," the drummers have the chance to
perform as a separate entity from the band.
The group commenced rehearsals during
the summer, and continued to practice
consistently on Monday nights for approximately two hour periods. The ensemble
consists of twenty-one members who play,
snare, quint, base drums, or mallett percussion. Their premier performance was at
the winter "POPS" concert at which they
opened the evening with an exciting
"funk" tune called "Homecoming." The
group has gotten off to a tremendous start,
and they hope that they have set the precedent for drum ensembles for years to
come.

(top)Greg Sassone, and Alison Roth kept the beat moving
during a drumllne rehearsal.
(far rlght)Kelth Gordon and Peter Kramer prepared to pl11y
11 solo on their snare drums.
(rlght)Chrls Cavuto kept a watchful eye on the conductor,
so he knew exactly when to come ln.

~

Drumlin<

ORCHESTRA
Maintaining the outstanding tradition of qualIty music Is a difficult feat each year, but once
again the High School Orchestra rose to meet the
challenge and surpass all levels of accomplishment. The orchestra left its audience amazed and
uplifted after this year's winter concert with Its
rendition of Handel's "Messiah". Likewise impressive and inspiring was the viola performance
by sophomore Michael Vannoni who played the
Viola Concerto No. 1 by Karl Stamitz. Michael
received recognition across Long Island and
played with the Long Island Youth Orchestra, a
very prestigious accomplishment.
When the orchestra returned to school in the
new year, it immediately began work on its music for the Pops Concert. For this performance,
Mr. R. Burns, the conductor, selected the Intricate score from the hit movie, "Aladdin". Students spent extra time in sectional rehearsals in
order to master the superb music.
Julie Kim, Frances Sorrentino, Christina
Boyle, and Tasneem Hoque also received commendations for their performances in the Long
Island String Festival, with Julie and Fran being
selected for the All-State Orchestra in Albany.
Each year the orchestra has continued to
reach new heights and levels of achievement. As
Mr. R. Burns said, "It's tough; you will be challenged, but you can do it." He certainly was right.

(top left)Mr. R. Burns made sure that all of the violins came In on
time during a fourth period rehearsal.
(above left)Members of the string and woodwind sections joined
together to create the mellfluous sound.
(left)Georgl11 Pournaras concentrated on the music
to guarantee that she didn't miss one beat.

Occhest.a
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CONCERT BAND
Pounding drums, singing flutes, and chiming bells were some
of the many sounds that could be heard echoing through the
hallway during fourth period daily as the band rehearsed for its
annual Winter Concert. Geared to entertain younger audiences,
children were encouraged to attend the concert in their pajamas, and two of Santa's elves emerged to dole out candy
canes.
Even after the winter concert, fourth period was still as

melodious as ever as band members continued to practice
diligently and to prepare for the Pops and Spring Concerts.
As the end of the year approached there was no rest for the
band which rehearsed daily for the Memorial Day Parade,
Commencement, and the next marching band season. The
concert band was constantly working to keep up with the
changing trends in the music industry.

(above)Fioutlsts, Karl Wireman , Nicole Meyers, and Olga
Megas realized the Importance of taking their practices seriously.
(right)Jared Douglass lent a brassy sound to the band.

~

(ebove)The whole bend crowded into the bend room for a fourth
period reheerS81.
(rlght)Denielle Feggort, Andrew Karlson, Matt Ward , end Jillion Murrey followed the conductor's beton.

Conce<t Band
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STRING ENSEMBLE
The students at Bay Shore are very fortunate to
have an excellent music program. There is the award
winning marching band, an orchestra with an islandwide reputation for excellence, an outstanding choir.
and the jazz ensemble. One group that is fairly new to
the music department is the String Ensemble.
The String Ensemble conducted by Mr. Reynard
Burns, consisted of fourteen talented members who
play various types of music, ranging from classical to
contemporary string jazz. in order to expand their
knowledge of music. One of Mr. Burns ' goals was to
expose the students to different styles of music. As a
result of his determination, the ensemble is proud to
say that it was the first group to ever try to play string
jazz, and on February 6, 1993, The Bay Shore High
School String Ensemble was
the first and only string jazz
group to perform in the SCMEA
Jazz Festival.
In the few short years that
the organization has existed.
the students have had a fun
doing what they love to do
most, making music. The students have also established a
notable reputation and hope to
continue to build a tradition
that will last for years to come
to add another feather in the
music department's "cap of excellence."

(top)The High School String Ensemble.
(above)Kat1e Hurt, Ke1th Herrador, Lena Mercado, Ming· LI Wang. T11sneem Hoque, and Sue Carpenter impressed the audien e
with their high level of mus cian hip.

JAZZ ENSEMBLE
The Bay Shore High School Jazz Ensemble is no ordinary
group of instrumentalists. The band is comprised of some of
the most talented music students in Bay Shore. Under the
direction of Mr. T. Scalzo, the band of nineteen rehearsed for
two hours every Thursday evening. The Jazz Ensemble is
known for Its high level of musicianship and was recognized as
an outstanding group when it attended the SCMEA Festival in
February.
The Jazz Ensemble performed at the Winter, Spring and
Pops concerts, as well as the annual Jazz Concert in which the
Jazz Lab Band and the Middle School Jazz Band also played.
They played different types of jazz music from slow swing to
funk, and the audience loved every minute, giving the Jazz
Ensemble a standing ovation at the end of the performance.
The Jazz Ensemble not only performed at the traditional
concerts but also at the S.A.D.D. Holiday Spaghetti Dinner. The
members of the jazz band were proud of their talents and
musical accomplishments and worked hard to maintain the
level of excellence for which they are known.

(far rlght)Anthony Coughlin added
the rich mellow sound of the French
horn to Tim Hurt's saxophone and
Anton Flela's trombone.
(rlght)Greg Lewis produced a steady
beat to accompany the band.

(above)Peul Ramos took time out from practice to enjoy a dance with h
fellow trumpet player Craig Scharf.

~
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JAZZ LAB
'

Students Interested In learning how to make music and play jazz enrolled In the jazz lab, taught by
Mr. T. Nigrelli. This Introductory class emphasized
the techniques of jazz musicians and taught the
fundamentals needed to someday become a member of the popular jazz ensemble. This class, which
has continued to grow in popularity among high
school musicians, gave students the benefit of small
group instruction and an introduction to performing
jazz selections. At the annual Pops Concert audience members were impressed and surprised at
the quality of the sound and the level of difficulty of
some of the music which included such popular jazz
tunes as "How High the Moon" and "Take the 'A'
Train". With this much talent coming up the ranks
the jazz ensemble is guaranteed to remain a vital
part of the music program.

. ..
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CLASS of 1993

Georgina Benyei, Jeffrey M. Beringer
Bonilla, Joseph Bono, Nicole Mich
Kevin J. Brunner, Jessica M. Br
Holly Cappiello, Michelle Capp'e o Alecla
t ph

Rodriguez, Thomas Rodriguez, J anlne Collette RomaJnA.· tlf>
Sabiston, Joann Salentino, Ta
y Ann Salentino, M
e
id , Zachary Matthe
Robert Scharf, James Lawrence
Jennifer Selzer, Karilee Shannon, Melissa Shaw, Deborah Ann Sh fman. Anna Mari
Skala, Charmaine Smith, Agustin Soto Jr., Edeliz P. Sotomayor, Adam Jon te nha
James Stocks, Cheryl Stoutenburg, John C. Szekalski, Michael Tashbook,
mes
Theagene, Ronald Thomas, Ronale R. Thomas, Allison Troise, Jonathan R. Tuscanes, T
a
Jennifer Velez, Leonardo Viana, Craig Joseph Wagner, Corry Wallace, Cnristopher Ward, Kami Ward, Kerry Alfonso Ware,
Katherine Lynn Werner, Kai Wetzel, Gary Williams, John Williams, Jakemia Monet Wilson, Thomas Joseph Wilson Jr, Jason
Robert Wltteck, Jonnie Lynne Zammetti, Dwayne Zollinger

(far left)Michelle Hlmaya and Kerry Ware
shared a dance at Homecoming.
(left)Star-ella Arbouln's favorite part of the day
was going home.
(below left)Monlca Skala stopped to chat at
Aurora Rivera 's locker
(below rlght)Tammy Danglade, Sheila Callaway, and Pam Carter have been friends for
years.

(left)Sam Duval showed us that this nice guy does Indeed have a tough side.
(rlght)Deb Shiffman, Lauren Costella, and Becky Bonanno really enjoyed the Homecoming dance.

Senlm Candid•
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(right) The gang In this senior homeroom missed each
other when the change was made.
(below) Millie Moncion tried to hide In the gym lobby.

~
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WugR-teJL, -tRe jo~, & Rappi~s.
CVJe ~LJe ~ou, cw.d ~e OJLe so LJ~
p!Loud OtJ ~ou.
Mo~ Dad k~~ cw.d Dawu~

... Why anybody can have a brain That's a very mediocre commodity.
Oh joy, rapture, I've got a brain!
... You are under the unfortunate delusion
that simply because you run away
from danger you have no courage.
You're confusing courage with wisdom ...
Shucks folks, I'm speechless.
. . . Hearts will never be practical until they
can be made unbreakable
A heart is not judged by how much
You love, but by how much you are
loved by others
Ahhh, Ohhh, It ticks, look it ticks!

ARE YOU READY NOW?
Then close your eyes and tap your heels 3 times,
And think to yourself. There's no place like home!
There's no place like home!
There's no place like home!

Good Luck and Best Wishes to the Class of '93

people who don ' t know
anything happened."- Gordon
Journal. It's up to us to make It
happen. UNITY. 6 Costello
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Bern fer, loanof( - I 024 Union
Boulevard, Bay Shore.
Berry, Rasheed - 1612 Union
Boulevard, Bay Shore.
Bienkowski, Barbara
24
Lawrence Drive, Brightwaters.
Bof(,AmandaJ.- 93 Junard Drive,
Bay Shore.
Bonanno, Rebecca · "When you
learn to love yourself, you will
dissolve all the stones that are
cast. You will learn to burn the
Icing sky and to melt the
waxen mask. Yes, to have the
gift of true release, this Is a
peace that will take you
higher.'' Indigo Girls, Fab Four:
I love you! 303 Plymouth
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Bonilla, Roger • Peace out to all
'93 graduates! Good luck In the
future! 33 Montgomery
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Bono, Joseph • 1411 Brentwood
Road, Bay Shore.
Bordies, Nicole M. - 418 Spur
Drive South, Bay Shore.
Brewster, Felicia - 57 Smith
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Brooks, Tracy "Daold" - I will be
remembered by my agresslve
and ruff way, (you know
Barablc). I plan to attend
VIrginia Union College to get
my degree In Law. PEACE to
the Hard-Roc Posse!! Maca D,
Sugar, T-Bone, M.B., P.B., BStew, G-Roc, Little Do and Big
Will. SEE-YA!I 507 Spur Drive
North, Bay Shore.
Brown, Dianna - P.O. Box 604,
Brightwaters
Brown, Johanna L. - "Life goes
fast. If you don't stop and look
around, you might miss lt."'
Ferris Bueller. Best of luck to
my good friends and to the
entire class of 1993! Keep
smiling! 410 Asharoken
Boulevard. Bay Shore.
Brown, Marques · 79 Brook
Street, Bay Shore.
Brown, Tamfka
7 Second
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Brunner, Keoln Johnathon · To
all my boyz, we still got the
summer to party. Bay Shore
has been a hell of a place to go
to school, but I don't think I
want another year here! Peace
to the Class of '93. Good-bye
Mrs. Fagan and Mrs. Ponzl, you
are great teachers! 1464
Lombardy Boulevard, Bay
Shore.
Bryan, Jessica M. • 1369 Pine
Drive, Bay Shore.
Bunge, Jeffrey A. ·To the Class of
'93 Remember these four
years of high school, for they

are the foundation for the res
of your life. To all my friends:
A.R., J.F., P.K., M.K ., A .W.,&
G.S.- you guys are the greatest
friends! Hey Jaime: does this
phone go long distance? To
K.G .: don't forget "PUDGE."
Alison : you are a great friend. I
am glad we became close
friends during my last two
years of school. To the Class of
'93: "Time wasted Is existence,
time used Is life!" Good luck!
18 Castle Lane, Bay Shore.
Burgos, Bernie • 5 Lockwood
Road , Bay Shore.
Butler, Brian · To M .M . 101 and
K.N .: Sorry about the ankle! (It
was Ray's fault!) Anyway Bagel
Boss was always a blast! See
ya! Goodbye Bay Shore High
School! 247 Spur Drive South,
Bay Shore.

c
Callaway, Sheila - I know that I
am anxious to leave the high
school. I am really going to
miss this place. I'll especially
miss all of the good teachers I
had . "Do what you say but
don't say what you do." Peace
and happiness to Denise G,
Pam C, Tarsha G, and Tam1ny
D. 57A Second Avenue, Bay
Shore
Capone, Patrick J. · "Take me
down to the paradise city
where the grass Is green and
the girls are pretty: oh won't
you take me home." Guns and
Roses. Finally after four years
we are outta here, Class of '93.
13 Ellen Street, Bay Shore.
Cappiello, Michelle • To L.C.,
J.A., D.S., F.A., S.N., L.K., and
all my other friends, you guys
are "The best, thanxs aiot!"
You guys crack me up and no
matter what, I know whenever
we're together we will always
be laughing. I don't think Jen
will ever talk normal again.
L..aur, "Your Tops!" and to the
Debster: "Get outa here!" To
"'56 and the rest of your
buddies, I love you guys and
I'm gonna miss you all! To the
Class of '93: aim high, and
party on! (yeah right). 864
Hampshire Road, Bay Shore.
Cardenas, Alecla Monique • To
be
great
Is
to
be
misunderstood, Trust Thyselfl
It Is he who In the midst of the
crowd keeps w ith perfect
sweetness the lndependance of
solitude. FPECKHCSJWNBSH,
Peace! 19 Amherst Street, Bay

Shore.

Carr, Deborah · " Through all the
happiness and sorrow I guess
I'd do It all again, live for today
and not tomorrow, It's still the
road that never ends." Ozzle
Osbourne. Matt, Michelle
Anne, and especially Phil- love
ya! Shoo and Bllly-Biam! you
shot the Invisible swords man!
Watch out for blue dragons and
I'll see ya on the other side. 66
Shore Lane, Bay Shore.
Carter, Pamara
1330
Washington Avenue, Bay
Shore.
Ciccone, Christa Ann • 430 North
Windsor Avenue, Brightwaters.
Clementi, Rodney D. • 3 Barry
Place, Bay Shore.
Close, Colleen Ann • ·'Listen to
your heart amd may all your
dreams come true." Thanks to
all my friends, you have made
my four years here more
enjoyable and memorable.
Keep smiling '93! May all your
dreams come true! Good luck!
1057 Manor Lane, Bay Shore.
Coates, Stephen Patrick · 10
Chenango Drive, Bay Shore.
Cohen, Brian • II Florida Avenue,
Bay Shore
Cole, Michael Lydon · 49 West
Lane, Bay Shore.
Connelly, Renee- We did It!! To all
my friends- Thanks for the
memories! Kim-Good luck with
Gary! JoAnn-Remember
handball courts. Joe and MillieYou guys are the greatest! I
love ya! Dad and Terri-Thanks
for your support. I love you.
320 Atlantic Avenue, Bay
Shore
Correa, Salatiel - 2061 Union
Boulevard, Bay Shore.
Cortes, Dennis • 27 Florida
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Costella, Lauren · 71 South Bay
Avenue, Brightwaters.
Cotto, Arlene • 1690 Gardiner
Drive, Bay Shore.
Coughlin, Victoria • "This Is the
time to remember 'cause It will
not last forever."-BIIIy JoeL
K .W. and A.F.-We will go to
that light show someday. Do
you have any D.C.? C.C., D.S.,
M.C., R.P., L.C., L.K., S.N.,
J.B., and friends-we all shared
some of the best times
together. I'll cherish them
forever. But who's driving to
Estevez? Hey Erin, What a
catch! (C.M.) 86 B.S.H. All the
luck to the class of '93. 457
Ackerson
Boulevard,
Brightwaters.
Coyle, Martin J. "Marty" · Life's
a trip! What Is life and why are
we here? Christa Is my little
sugar magnolia, keep on
searching for yourself.
Emancipate yourself from

mental slavery. I'm taking The
Great Space Coaster to the
next galaxy. Farewell! 285
Windsor Avenue , Brightwaters.
Craig, Karen A. • 22 Harrison
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Crespo, Elizabeth - 446 Spur
Drive North, Bay Shore.
Croce, Joseph Thonta5 · To the
Class of 93': Thanks for the
good times and the memories.
To the Soccer team : Thanks
for a great season and a lot of
fun . To the Lax team : Thanks
for all the memories. To the
Boyz : Thanks for the
friendship. Knick Knack,
you're a great friend . Peace,
Parley , and Party! 1376
Lombardy Boulevard , Bay
Shore.

D
D 'Angelo, Christian · Do not
remain restless for I shall
return with masses of
fermented barley and bitter
herbs. "I finally realized this
whole rock thing was real .
Jerry Lee Lewis was the devil,
Jesus was an architect.
There's only one thing left to
do... Wang Dang Dong my
ding-a-long ling long .'' 190
Lakeview Avenue East,
Brightwaters.
Danglade, Tamara Tania · "If
knowledge Is the key, then just
show me the lock.' ' - Tribe
Called Quest. To everyone at
Bay Shore High School It's
been reaL To Sheila, Pam,
Tarsha, and Denise, It's the end
of the road but the friendship
and the memories will last
forever. PEACE O<JTI 73 North
Penataqult Avenue, Bay Shore.
Daofde, Thonta5 · Your future Is
like a sandcastle. The less time
you In Invest In It the easier It
will wash away .. • . Bulld
something solid '931 1072
Manor Lane, Bay Shore.
DellaVedooa, Carla
"I'm
standing here on the ground,
The sky above won't fall down.
See no evil In all directions,
Resolution of happiness,
Things have been dark for too
long."-INXS . 527 Peters
Boulevard, Brightwaters.
Dleudonne, Karly E. • 386 Spur
Drive South, Bay Shore.
Dlgnon, Kenneth H.
1410
Brooklyn Boulevard, Bay
Shore.
Doran, Laura • Best of luck to the
class of '93! To my familyyou're the greatest. C.W., C.B.,

Senior Directory
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Co119ratufations Marty
ancf tfie
Cfass of 1993
Options
Life is just a stri.n9 of options
Of cfwia.s we must l1Ulke
Different roadS to journey dOwn
Directions we can take.

Congratulations,
Arnie!

Aru! there is no peifect cfwiu
Or pre-onfa.i.nd way to go
We can't contra( OtJT cfestinies

We're very
proud of you!!
Love, Mom, Dad
Jeffrey, Bryan & Timmy

Or c!irect the rivet's flow.
But we know tfiat joy cannot e;rist
Witftout the risR. of pain.
For as flowers 6Coom in sunsliine
They wouU! c!ie. witftout the min..

Good Luck to the Class of 1993

fu!C

Life is
of cannots
But they're 6afa.nw! 6y the coufdS

Aru! wfiere there's a cfiance for eviL
Tfiere must 6e a cfiance for goocf.
Aru! when we taR.e OtJT options
Wftidiever path. we cfwose
For every cfiance of winf1in9
Tfiere must 6e a cfiance to Case.
So your U.fe is what you.llU!ke it
You. pick the pattern aruf the styfe
You. can drown in troTs aruf sorrow
Or ~ht patfiways with a smife.

Aruf we Rt1Dw Cife won't 6e

easy

From frst cry to fina! &reatfi
But remnnber tfte. aft.emnti.ve
The other sik of Cife, is cfeath

So

if you. strug9fe past tfte.
fum1Tes

Accept tfte. failiues with tfte. jim
If at tfte. eru(, you:' re smifi119

ftWu!
You:' [ fia.ve run your rna . . .
aru! won.
Lots of fove,
Mom, Dcu! & Lynn

Dear April,
The years have gone by,
but the memories will
always be there. We are
all proud of you and
wish the best to you and
your graduating class of
'93. Hope you have a
bright rewarding future.
Congratulations and
Love,
Mom, Dad and your
brother Glen

B.M ., J.K ., A.R., H.J., D.G.,
thanks for all the great
memories and for always being
there. 68 Bllrdoller Lane, Bay
Shore.
Dorsett, Dulayne · 573 Spur Drive
North, Bay Shore.
D rom erhauaer, John P. • 1040
Carll Drive, Bay Shore.
Dumala, Scott Alexander· 1295
East Third Avenue, Bay Shore.
Durant, Kelly E. • This life Is 11
test. It Is only 11 test. Had this
been an actual life you would
have received further
Instructions on what to do, and
where to go. Best of luck to the
Class of '93! To the Fab 4 and
my "twln"-Our friendships and
memories will never be
forgotten . 44 Abbott Place,
Bay Shore.
Duva l , S a muel "Llttle·Do" • I
want to say peace to the fab 4,
u know who u are. Peace to my
Boyz at B.S.H.S. Big Will or
wacko Renee, French Jose,
Joe blggerro, B-Stew, Maca D,
and peace to all the ladles that
were In my llfel I'm ghost like
Casper. See Ul 1325 Fifth
Avenue, Bay Shore.

E
Eichhorn , Laura Elizabeth •
Believe In yourself, believe In
your heart, treasure your life
and reach for the top . Best of
luck Class of '93 where ever
your future leads you
Chlcklets rule! A.S., D.C., J.F.,
P.E., H.J .• Love ya guys! D.R.Remember "Donn ... t do that!"
M arkI
LOVE
YOU.
Owhomm ... Swing, Look out!
1320 Brentwood Road, Bay
Shore.
Eichhorn, Patricia Ann • Carpe
Diem- To the Class of '93:
Strive for the best and follow
your dreams. Danl-(way way)
thanks for being there for me,
you're the best! To all my
friends I love you guys and I'll
miss you all. Eric- you're a
special part of my life and I'll
keep our memories In my heart
forever. I love you! 1320
Brentwood Road, Bay Shore.
Estrada, Maria · 17 Westside
A venue, Bay Shore.
Ewald, Joseph • Class of '93 take
your time, thin k alo t, why
think of everything you've got,
for you will still b e here
tomorrow but your dreams
may not. You got a lot of good
things happening up ahead, the
past Is gone, It's all been said,

here's what the future brings. I
know tomorrow you'll find
better things. 109 South Bay
Avenue, Brightwaters.

F
Falco, Audra · 455 Lombardy
Boulevard. Brightwaters.
Femandu, Jessica C. · To all my
frlends-1 love you and I would
have never made It without
you . P.S. Remix through the
Tulips. 116 South Penataqult
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Fescine, J odi • 11 Muncey Road,
Bay Shore.
Fifield , Jill • To Mrs. Resnick, You
are the greatest! To M.J.Thank you from the bottom of
my heart. To M.S., M.M., R.A.,
K.S., A.R., P.E., + L.E.- Thanks
for the memories. Thanks to all
those teachers who have
touched my life. Thanks Mom
and Dad! I love you all. Good
luck to the class of '93! 271
Fourth Avenue, Bay Shore.
Filangeri, Candice M . • "Life Is a
series
of hellos and
good byes. "-Billy Joel.
Although we are leaving high
school, we'll be moving on to
bigger and brighter things.
Thank you to my family and
frlends ."To Our Little Group"Never forget the laughter and
the tears. Keep In touch! 1082
Gardiner Drive, Bay Shore.
Fllasld, Kei th Robert • "There
was a point to this story, but It
has temporarily escaped the
chronicler's mind." --Douglas
Adams.
I
think
this
summarizes this thing called
high school. Fuzzy Yarbles to
you all! I love you Mom, Dad,
Jess, and Dena. Keep In touch!
991 Aberdeen Road, Bay
Shore.
Flynn, Elizabeth • 413 East Main
Street, Bay Shore.
Franco , Seth
1715 Union
Boulevard Apartment A, Bay
Shore
Fuaco, Timothy M . • 41 Center
Avenue, Bay Shore.

G
Gancedo, Joseph • 9 Pacific
Street, Bay Shore

Garmon , Vicky • 51 Second
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Geigel, LlzzeUe • " All t he times

have come here, but now
they're gone."· Blue Oyster
Cult. So much time has gone
by and these four years have
been the best of my life. A
special thanks to all my
"family" and the gang at
"cheers." It was great and I'll
never forget you. Krupa- you're
dizzy but not dumb you cocoa
head. I can't walt to open our
practice. Peace! 1343 Fifth
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Gelpi Jr., Ricardo · Thanks to all
my friends who made It
po slble for me to get through
High School, especially MG.
TD, EK.and my brother and
Mom. I would also like to thank
all those who have stood by
me. "Later days, Willie Mays."
"Frizzle fry?"-Prlmus. Peace
out! 1076 South Thompson
Drive, Bay Shore.
Ge org e s , N i ck • 439 Brook
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Gll, Dolly L • 53 South Clinton
Avenue Apartment 4W, Bay
Shore.
Glover, Tarsha • To all my fellow
classmates, we finally did It,
thank God. I wish everyone a
good future' Especially to my
homeglrls, Denise, Pam,
Sheila, Tammy, and Melissa.
Love ya! 5 Penataqult Avenue,
Bay Shore.
Gomez, Dominick • 23 Santam
Court, Bay Shore.
Gomu, Jessica M. • 1393 North
Penataqult Avenue, Bay Shore.
Gonzalu, Eric • I'd like to thank
my friends for all of the great
times we shared. Good luck to
the class of '93. Patti-thanks
for all of the special memories.
I hope we will share many
more I love you. 555 Brooklyn
Boulevard, Brightwaters.
Gonzalu, Raymond J . • 105-02
Howells Road Apartment B5,
Bay Shore.
Gordon, Gregory • 365 East Main
Street Apartment 1B. Bay
Shore.
Gordon, Keith • 365 East Main
Street Apartment 1B, Bay
Shore.
Green, Denise Gwendolyn · The
times here have made me 11
stronger person, through high
points and low points. I wish
the class of '93 success which
you have taught can be
achieved. A special wish of
peace and ha pp iness to
Tarsha, Tammy, Pam, Sheila,
and Melissa. Love Ya! 573 Spur
Drive North, Bay Shore.
Green, Gregory • 32 William
Street, Bay Shore.
Greenwald, Keith · These four
years have gone by oh so very
fast. I would like to thank my
friends for making It a blast

from the Halloween Scandal to
betting the card. Going off to
college will be hard! GOOD
LUCK EVERYONE!!! 6
Plnebrook Place, Bay Shore.
Greiner, Jessica · "Nobody made
a greater mistake than he who
did nothing because he could
only do a little." -Edmund
Burke 32 Shore Lane, Bay
Shore.
Guarasd o, Dani elle • "It's over
before you know It, It all goes
by so fast, the bad nights take
forever and the good nights
don't ever seem to last."-Tom
Petty. Thanks to my friends for
many memorable moments
and always remember, "Just
do what makes you happy."
1362 East Forks Road, Bay
Shore.
Guzman, Luis A .· 51daho Avenue,
Bay Shore

H
Harper, Sonia P. • Good luck to
the Class of '93! I'll miss you
and all the good times . To
Kaneshla- Thanks for always
being there for me. To all my
friends and family- Thank you
for lifting my spirits over the
years. Especially when I was
down . 25 Hansen Street, Bay
Shore.
Harris, Stacy-ann Mdicia · Black
Brothers keep the faith . Black
Sister's look out for the
brothers . In the Immortal
words of Rodney King "Can't
we all just get along." Unity Is
strength and In this strength
our generation will progress.
Peace out. STAY BLACK AND
WHITE! 47 Plnebrook Place,
Bay Shore.
Harris, Tanya Monique · To my
family, thank you for being
there for me. To Grandma-!
love you always, you have
helped me so much. I can't
even tell you how much I love
you, you're the best. To the
Lobby Crew C-ya, don't go
swimming too much. To Inez
and Frankie w e're gone
PEACEIII Good luck Class of
'93. 1425 Fifth Avenue, Bay
Shore.
Harris, Vi.sna " Vi.shnew" • Peace
Bay Shore. It was nice knowing
you! 3 Greenwood Road, Bay
Shore.
Hassan , Alta{ • 170 Dakota
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Hidalgo, Suasy · 1363 Brentwood
Road, Bay Shore.
Hleronymua , John Paul • 224
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''The tree of learning bears the
noblest fruit." -Unknown

Congratulations, Michael!!!
We couldn't be prouder of your accomplishments.
Although a man's reach should exceed his grasp, you've
succeeded in grabbing the Brass Ring. Don't ever let it go!
With all our love
Mom and Dad

Bon voyage to the Class of 1993.
May you all sail into a future filled with
success, prosperity, and good health.

Harriet and Irwin Tashbook

Brentwood Road, Bay Shore.
Hill, Gregory Thomas
15
Holbrook Avenue, Bay Shore.
Himaya, Michelle • To all my
friends .... It's been real. Thank
you for every thing, thank God
we're outta here. K.I.T. Good
Luckl Special thanks to my
sweetie and my parents.
PEACE. Class of "1993." 76
Chenango Drive, Bay Shore.
Hltlln, Tara · 1415 Lombardy
Boulevard, Bay Shore.
Hobbs, Dwayne· 412 Spur Drive
South, Bay Shore.
Hoff, Brian Allan - 1331 Pine
Acres Boulevard, Bay Shore.
Holdsworth, Eric W. · 47 South
Montgomery Avenue, Bay
Shore.
Holmes, Daniel C. • 467 Ackerson
Boulevard, Brightwaters.
Howard, Christine - 1400 Ohio
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Hubbard, Edward • 1333 Illinois
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Hurl., Kenneth T. · Don't go where
the path leads. Wouldn't you
rather go where there Is no
path and leave a trail behind
you? Thanks a lot for all the
great memories! Good luck to
the Class of '93! 48 Hemlock
Lane, Bay Shore.

I
Imhoff, Amanda • 203 Asharoken
Boulevard, Bay Shore.
Infante, Jose · "Stoned Is the way
of the walk"· Cypress Hill. I
would like to say peace to Tee,
Mongo, Joe, Chooch, Sam and
Rlntz, and my everyday
"blunt." I will miss all of y'all,
stay cool and to all the heads
stay "blunted." To the Class of
'93 "sorry I left you." 47
Chapman Place, Bay Shore.

J
Jackson, Jabari R. • To all my
friends, we're finally outta
here! Love, Peace, and Chicken
Grease to the Class of '93. 9
Brewster Street, Bay Shore.
Johnson, Billy Joe • Roses are
red, VIolets are blue. Flowers
might die, but not my love for
you. This goes out to my "little
princess" who Is truly
someone special. Love, Teddy
Bear. 226 North Clinton
Avenue, Bay Shore.

Johnson, Paul • 14 Rhodes
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Jones, Heather · "Emancipate
yourself from mental slavery!
None but ourselves can free
our mlnds.''-Bob Marley. "It's
been a long time comln' and a
long time gone." -Crosby, Stills,
and Nash . To my friendsThanks for a great four years.
Good luck In the future! 518
Pine Acres Boulevard,
Brightwaters.

K
Kahl, RobinA.· To Mom and DadThanks for making me who I
am today. To B.B., C.C., J.S.,
C.F., and J .R.· Thanks for all
the great memories that we've
shared throughout high school.
To my advisors- Thank you for
making me a leader. To the
Class of '93-1 hope everyone
succeeds In what they want In
the future. We're outta here!
1013 South Thompson Drive,
Bay Shore.
Kastner, Keith Elliot • 947
Gardiner Drive, Bay Shore.
Kaoanagh, James · 5 Meadow
Drive, Bay Shore.
Kay, Colleen Ann· To my family! would like to thank you for
putting up with me through all
the years. You helped me
through all the bad times that
I've gone through. Thanks. I
love you. To Joyce- Thanks for
being such a great friend. You
were always there for me when
I needed to talk to someone. I
really appreciate lt. Thanks. It
means a lot. 1432 Brooklyn
Boulevard, Bay Shore.
Kelly, Jennifer • 31 Hiawatha
Drive, Brightwaters.
Kelly, Keith Patrick · 11 Emily
Street, Bay Shore.
Kendrick, Amina Terryl · 29
Sylvan Street, Bay Shore.
Kenedy, Jed F. • What we are
becoming Is more Important
than
what
we
are
accomplishing. Class of '93
live out your dreams. 85
Concourse West, Brightwaters.
Key, Larry · 8 Cambridge Avenue,
Bay Shore.
King, Josh • 128 Third Avenue,
Bay Shore.
Kistner, Theresa M.
Congratulations to the class of
'93! We made lt. Thank you
Mlcker family, I don't know
where I would be without you!
All my love to 1428 Lincoln
Blvd. I've spent some of my
happiest times there. Good

luck to the underclassmen.
Party hard, I know I will! Good
luck to the lobby crew and
King! I love you Booga! I'm too
sexyl
1406 Lombardy
Boulevard, Bay Shore.
Knacke, Keith John· To the Class
of '93- Thank you for all the
great memories! Especially,
Lips, Hardcore, Humpty, R.H.,
S.M., J.T., and J.K .. Joe
Croce- You're the man!
Thanks! Thank you R R .
teachers and the aides I wish
everyone the best. KnlcKnak ' s out of here! 1369
Potters Boulevard, Bay Shore.
Knuth, Lauren - To all my friends,
"Some things are hard to let
go."- Tom Petty . The
combinations of our diverse
friendships were both unique
and perfect. Ours are
friendships of the highest
calibre. You will always remain
timeless, special, and
Irreplaceable In my heart. You
have all left me with more than
I ever had the right to hope for.
Best of luck to the Class of '931
14 Ridgeway Boulevard, Bay
Shore.
Kohl Ill, Robert ft. · I once
wondered If I was a character
In somebody's book. But then I
went to the bathroom and
realized that It couldn't be so. A
word to the wise, "Don't ever
tell anybody anything,
otherwise you start missing
everybody." -Holden Caufield.
See you on the other side. 531
Pine Acres Boulevard,
Brightwaters.
Kowalski, Lori Ann · The future
belongs to those who believe In
the beauty of their dreams.
Congratulations and the best of
luck to the Class of '93! I will
never forget you. 95 Hiawatha
Drive, Brightwaters.
Kuhlman, Michael Vincent • 309
Asharoken Boulevard, Bay
Shore.

L
LaMantia, Jessica · I leave you
with the brilliant and eloquent
words from Dennis Miller- "1 ...
am ... outta here!" Remember
Carla, "Don't burn the library til
you've read all the books!"INXS. Keith, don't ever
change- Captain Wonder
Bread! I love you both more
than kangaroos and Jon
Farrlss. 1091 Manor Lane, Bay
Shore
Lane, Richard Edward · P.O. Box

45, Islip.

LaTorre, Stephen J. ·To the Class
of '93- "Not to dis but let's
disperse, Yo, I'll see ya later
unless I see ya first!" -Black
Sheep. Thanks to all my true
friends for being straight up
with me and don't let the
memories stop here! To the
Frogs-Haaernt!l!! 5 Bardoller
Lane, Bay Shore.
Law, Regina • 40 Perkal Street,
Bay Shore.
Licata, Gina Marie · Best of luck,
class of '93! To all my friends,
thanks for being there. Faith,
we have been through some
rough times but we made It!
See you In the real world. To
everyone from Awareness
Weekend , remember, "You're
only young once. " 34 Oakland
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Lika, Metln · Thanks Estevez, for
all the good times! Good luck
to the Class of '93! 24 Bay
Shore Avenue, Bay Shore.
London, Slntone ft. · 27 North
Penataqult Avenue, Bay Shore.
Loughlin, Catharine J. · 1353
Ackerson Boulevard, Bay
Shore.
Ludwigsen, Jadeine Lee · "Dizzy
Blond "- My plans for the future
are to become a photographer.
What I'll miss most about the
High School are the teachers. I
love you Raymond Miles. I'll
miss you Mr."B" and Mrs.
Bedford. 7 Beldon Lane, Bay
Shore.
Luisi, Anthony • 931 Gardiner
Drive, Bay Shore.

M
Madden, Joseph • 272 North
Third Avenue, Bay Shore.
Mahler Jr., William J. - "We can
share the women, we can share
the wine, we can share what
we've got of yours, because we
done shared all of mine."·
Grateful Dead. To my friends In
'93 thanks for the memories.
Dad, Mom, and Shane I owe
you everything. "Sometimes
the lights all shining on me,
other times I can barely see,
lately It occurs to me, what a
long strange trip It's been.".
Grateful Dead. 5 Lawrence
Court, Bay Shore.
Mahr, Diana · Though you will not
be there wherever I go, I'll see
your faces and remember you
all! Jen- Thanks for everything!
To the lobby crowd and my
bathroom buddies- Never
change! To my family-Thanks
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ffiusic Sponsors
of the 'BaB Shore Schools
Congratulations Class of 1993

Thanks for your support.
Work hard, stay clean,
and live the
American Dream!
The Boss

BAGEL BOSS EAST,
INC.

Congratulations
and
Best Wishes
to the
Class of 1993
From the lfigh School
Guidance Staff

RETAIL & WHOLESALE BAGELS &
BIALYS
555 MONTAUK HIGHWAY
BAY SHORE, N.Y. 11706
(516) 666-1673
"CHECK OUT OUR FULL DELI"
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Mrs. Barbara Brown
Mr. John Hessel
Mrs. Victoria Mahr
Mr. Jess Markin
Mrs. Marina Petralia

Mr. David Phillips
Mr. Frank Plttelll
Mrs. Judy Resnick
Mrs. Marla Sconzo
Mrs. Allee Stabler

To the Class of 1993
The grades are in
And the time has come
To show this school what we've done
From the moment we came
To the second we' II leave
We have come a long way
And know how to achieve.
We all played our parts and
Did our best
And now we must face
The ultimate testTo leave this school and
Survive 011 our own
To use our courage and
Demonstrate how we've grow11.
Let's use what we learned here,
Our knowledge and our minds
To accomplish what we want
And to face what we find.
Bay Shore High
Is a part of us all
So let's stand togetherAs one we sta1td tall.
Jessica La Mantia

CONGRATULATIONS
As graduation nears, let us reflect on the past four years. The friends we've made, the things we've seen, and the places
we've gone will forever be a part of us. May we always think back on the laughter, the tears, and the excitement with
smiles on our faces and warm thoughts for those who loved and helped us all the while.
Metin Lika - President
Denise Green - V. President
Laura Eichhorn - Secretary
Joe Croce - Treasurer
Historians: David Balsamo, jeffrey Bunge, Patti Eichhorn, Erte Gonzalez, Greg Gordon, Eric Pascale, Mary Persson,
Daniela Rianna, Anne Simons, john Szekalski, and Katie Werner.
Mr. William Hofmann, Advisor.
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TERRY AND GIBSON, INC.
INSURANCE
125 lV. Broadway
Port Jefferson, New York
331-8155

69 lVe t JVIain St.
Bay Shore, New York
665-5700

160 WEST MAIN STREET

•

BAY SHORE

•

TEL: 665-7700

•

PARKING IN OUR OWN PRIVATE LOT

for everything! Mr. GoldlnThanks for all your help
through the years and for
helping me get out of here. I'll
miss all of you! Keep In touch.
3 Faro Court, Bay Shore.
MaJor, Scott · 229 Montana
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Malaoe, Faith Angela · My
Family- If you ever feel you're
at the end of your rope, tie a
knot and hang on. I'll catch
you . Let the "legends" of us
live on. It always made me
smile. P.S. I love you guys,
thanks for being aware. Hey
Glne, let's get rocked! Def
Leppard Rules Forever! 12
Shore Lane, Apartment I, Bay
Shore.
Manucalco, John PhUlip · 15
Bonnlwell Place, Bay Shore.
Maresca, John VIncent· 42 Circle
Lane, Bay Shore.
Maroldl, Blaua - The time has
finally come '93! Now we must
go on and remember the good
times we've had. We must set
our goals so that we are
successful. Thank you and
Good luck to all my friends and
my "Bathroom buddies."
Peace! 29 Pembrooke Court,
Bay Shore
Maroney Jr., Donald D. · "It
seems so sick to the hypocrite
norm, running their boring
drills; but we are an elite race of
our own, the stoners, junkies,
and the freaks."- Allee in
Chains. Being your own is
harder than It should be, don't
change for them. Maybe
someday I'll get some respect
for being myself, maybe not. I
want my respect! Keep this in
mind, "If you keep your eyes
open enough, oh, the stuff you
will Jearn! The most wonderful
stuff!"- Cat In The Hat. Good
Luck '93. 969 Gardiner Drive,
Bay Shore.
Marshall, Louie Andrew • 39
Princeton Street, Bay Shore.
Mauro, Jennie • 1018 Thompson
Drive, Bay Shore.
McCray, Terrance Lamont • 189
Montana Avenue, Bay Shore.
McDonald, Kimberly · To Renee:
we've grown apart and close
again; thanks for being here for
me and I'll always be here for
you! I'll always cherish our
friendship; remember "Ghost,"
Jove Kim. To Gary: I'm really
glad I found you. I never want
to lose you! i love you, Kim.
167 Missouri Avenue, Bay
Shore.
McGee, Patrick · 19 Meier Place,
Bay Shore
McGooem, John Patrick • To
Matt Nash and the rest of the
Haernt Frogs- Thanks for being
there and the fun times will

never be forgotten. To Sharon
Coates- i owe a lot to you and
I'll never forget how much you
mean to me. 957 Gardiner
Drive, Bay Shore.
McGrady, Catherine • 1387
Manatuck Boulevard, Bay
Shore.
McGuigan , Jason • 242 Spur
Drive South, Bay Shore.
McKay, Amy · 114 Louisiana
Avenue, Bay Shore.
McKenzie, /'fad.lne R. "/'fadlne·
Mon" • Thanks for an
extraordinary four years. To
the Girls Basketball Team- I
will never forget all the good
times we had on the court. To
the Girls Lacrosse Team
remember, "USE HER"Schnell. Charmaine, Millie,
Nancy, Edellz, and Simone
keep In touch, all the fun times
we had will never be forgotten.
Best of luck to the Class of '93.
I'll miss you all. "Knowledge Is
power." Peace-Man. 1413
Brook Avenue, Bay Shore.
McLaurin, Jason K. • 1332 North
Clinton Avenue, Bay Shore.
Meehan, Douglas J. • "I knew two
guys named Hambone and
Fllppy. Which one would you
think dolphins like more? Most
people would say Fllppy but
they would be wrong. It's
Ham bone." -Jack Handey.
Well, i meant to say ... "It's the
end of the world as we know It
and I feel flne."-REM. 430 Pine
Drive, Brightwaters.
Meehan, Howard V. "Howle" •
"What a long strange trip It's
been"· Greatful Dead. To all
my friends- Thanks for all the
memories
Soccer and
Lacrosse- I'll never forget all
you've given me. Isn't It funny
how people don't appreciate
things until those things are
gone? Best of luck Class of '93.
448 Peters Boulevard,
Brightwaters.
Mehler, Elizabeth • Everybody
should bellve In something, I
believe I'll have another drink.
(S.C.) I could never forget C.C.
or all the great times with our
"other" friends, or the times
with J.A., S.C., J.J., B.K., +
D.R. To J.K , L.D., D. G., and all
my other friends- Thanx for
always being there when I
needed you most. "You can
check out anytime you like, but
you can never leave."- The
Eagles 28 Burchell Boulevard,
Bay Shore.
Meuenholder, Michael P. - 7
Ovid Place, Bay Shore.
M~la, Pablo • 92 South Clinton
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Mickle, Simone • 41 East Perkal
Street, Bay Shore.
Miller, Chris • Good Luck Class of

'93. PEACE we're outta here!
38 Community Road, Bay
Shore.
Mobley, Darius · 77 Jefferson
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Moncion, MUdre Elizabeth •
"The color of a mans skin
makes no difference to a blind
man- why Is It so many sighted
men cannot see?" To my
sister- stay sweet. To K.A.W.1'11 never stop loving you. To
B.F.- Shah- Shah luv ya sis. To
my best of friends- Nancy,
Nadine, Renee, Edellz, miss ya
Sandy, Robbie, Reggie,
Keenan. Luv L.L- Babe. You
didn't know! I thought you
knew, I am graduating. 21
Rhodes Avenue, Bay Shore.
Monsen, /'forman J. - 45 Colorado
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Moore, Cheryl· To all my friends, I
want to wish the best to all of
you In the future, and to my
baby, no matter what happens
between us, I'll love you
ALWAYS and FOREVER
Good luck, Class of '93. 45
Chapman Place, Bay Shore.
Morek, TraDu · 8 Brook Spur
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Mulqueen, Andrew · 1376
Thompson Drive, Bay Shore.
Murray, Erika· 109 Third Avenue,
Bay Shore.
Murray, Jason • 6 Cherokee Drive,
Bay Shore
Murray, Mark · To the Class of
'93- I wish you the best of luck
In the future. To the Bay Shore
Football Team, I'll never forget
any of you. Hey guys, dinner at
my house Friday. To E.G., P.E.,
D.R. thanks for all the good
times. Laura, I LOVE YOU! 25
West Garfield Street, Bay
Shore.
Musacchio, Robert · 51
Minnesota Avenue, Bay Shore.

N
/'fapodano, Suzzanne · 340
Atlantic Avenue, Bay Shore.
/'fash, Matthew · "Before you try
to fly, always remember to
open the doors."-Super
Grover. Haernt Frogs, I could
never have made It without
you. Don't forget Cedar Point.
Don't forget all the great times.
To my family, thanks for being
there for me. Party on '93!
Halrple? Zank Ul 6 Pacific
Street, Bay Shore
Nguyen, Kim Th1 Hoa · 8 Ellen
Street, Bay Shore
Nguyen, Tien /'fgoc • 1383
Penataqult Avenue, Bay Shore.

/'fo{tell, Sandra · 332 Brook
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Notaro, Nicole AUuon - To the
Class of 1993: Within all of us
Is a dream, and If we believe In
ourselves and In our hearts,
that dream will someday
become a reality. To my
teachers: "Thank you" for
believing In me
and
encouraging me to do my best.
To Mike, Patti, and Georgia:
Don't ever forget the great
times we had In the "Pit"! I'll
never forget you. 1444
Manatuck Boulevard, Bay
Shore.

0
Oakes, Peter J. · 51 Second
Avenue, Bay Shore.

Oosterom, James · This has been
the best four years of my
school life. I will never forget
my friends or the good times
we had. Tracey-Thank you for
always being there for me, I
love you. Good luck to the
Class of '93! 1319 Manatuck
Boulevard, Bay Shore.
Ortiz Jr., Samuel • 23 Santam
Court, Bay Shore.

p
Pacheco, James · 23 Brookdale
Drive, Bay Shore.
Panchal, Krupa • Guilty to !st.
degree of B.W.A. Good luck to
the class of '93. Sandy- How
about lunch at the Ritz? Lizyou cocoa head. April- Stop
giggling. Renee- Did you get
any mall? Mrs. Bedford- To our
unique conversations. To the
"Bathroom Buddies"- It has
been weird, very weird . You're
the greatest. 31 Deb Court, Bay
Shore.
Papandrea, Joseph · 1367
Richland Boulevard, Bay
Shore.
Pardo, Carlos · 1459 East Forks
Road, Bay Shore.
Park, Kyung S. · "Every man got
the right to decide his own
destiny. And In this judgement
there Is, no partiality-"
Skipper. If you follow the herd,
you'll end up stepping In their
S"'!-. Be original, be yourself.
To all my real friends- NEVER
SELLOUT, NEVER FORGET
YOUR ROOTS, and "Be true to
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Congratulation ,
1Yicole,
\lay you continue to
fill the world with
mu ic . .. H'e are very
proud of you.
Love,
Atiom, Dad and Bailey

Congratufations ] eff!
You liave aLways macfe us proud! May
your future 6e filiecf with much
happiness and success.
Love,
Mom, Dad and David

John
and the Class of '93
Congratulations and best of luck as
you follow your dreams.
Love,
Dad, Mom, luanne and Greg

Heather- ''Surfs
Up''

eo~g~~~ioi1S

"Get up - Stand up"
"Stand up for your Rights"
"Don't Give up the Fight"
We love you,
Mom, Dad, Courtney,
Ruffles and Bunnie
Congratulations to the
Class of '93

rutd iRe CWss otr 'Qg

MowCD

You're the Best HoneyLove ,
Mom, Dad, Jamie
and Frisco

BOOSTERS
Congmtufations Lauren,
Ma.y a[[ your dreams come. true.. We are so prow! of you.!
Love, Mom, Dcu! cuu! Eric.
Dearest Victoria.,

Here it is, almost
June,
Our little girl has
grown-up so
soon.
From a pretty baby
with blond
curls,
To a beautiful woman
headed out in the world.
Once more a graduation,
she's passed the
test.
Now she's out of Bay
Shore
with all the
rest.
Congratulations to
Barbara
and the entire graduating
Class of '93
Mr. and Mrs. Bienkowski

Ma.y Goc! Bliss cuu! make sucassfuC your every
((Never 9ive up til[ you're JWsftec!."
Love, Dcu! cuu! Mom

~ -

Jill - We are protu! of you cuu! we lOve you.
Love, Dcu!, Mom, Jenn, Ra.y, Stepfi..
Congmtufations Ncu!ine. cuu! the Cfass of '93. Best Wishes
in your future enc!eavors.
Love, Mom, Dcu! cuu! Keny-Ann.
Ccuu!ice, Happiness is our wis fi for you. Ma.y a[[ your
c!rea.ms cuu! fiopes come. true.. Witfi. mudi. lOve cuu! pru!e,
Mom cuu! Dcu!

Congmtufations
to the Cfass

&

Best Wishes

of '93
From the Cfass of 1995

((T~s won

Jocdynn.,

OUT

are c!onei joy's souf fits in the

pnae cuu{ ~fiter!

c!oin9."

Forever Love, Mom, Dcu!, Allson

If you ((liaven't 6ut ~ cfue" - 90 out cuu! foui them.
Tfie:re' s ~ wfiofe worf4 out there.
Tfie Fafco F~mify
Congmtufations, Jason
Be fiappy in wllat you cfwose to c!o, then. you will liave
sucass in fife.
Love, Mom
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"A HORIZON IS
NOTHING SAVE THE
LIMIT OF OUR
SIGHT."
R. W. Raymond

Rosemarie,
You are the light in our eyes, the
smile on our faces, the joy in our
hearts. Your determination and
perseverance have always made
us proud.

Reach beyond your
horizons.
Good Luck to the
Class of 1993

Good luck and may
all your dreams come
true. Reach for the stars
and hang on tight. Keep
smiling your beautiful
smile, for like you,
Princess, it is truly
"unforgettable."
We love you,
M om, Dad, Bobby '93

Love, Mrs. Parker

Congratulations, Kerry
Great Job!
Best Wishes ,
All of our love,
The Ware Family

Craig #65
and the Class of '93
We are so proud of you.
Reach for the stars Love,
Dad, Mom, Bonnie and Nana

~

Senla< Dlcectmy

~I

You, ~pt" a goof awJ ~~.
w~ ~ "I!Jt8 plfiJU.d aw1 ~.ov~ !Jou,
VI!Jt8 • •

Tk Kag FOMdlg

yourself and you will never
falll " - Beastie Boys . 1402
Potter Boulevard, Bay Shore.
Pascale, Eric - 1339 Brooklyn
Boulevard, Bay Shore.
Payne, John - To all the people
I' ve partied with may they
travel to the Impact Zone and
beyond I Good luck to the Class
of'931 115 North Penataqult
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Pellln, Susana M. · 48 Arkansas
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Peplto, Brian J. - 1358 Lombardy
Boulevard, Bay Shore.
Persson, Mary - The most
beautiful discovery true friends
make Is that they can grow
separately without growing
apart. To the Fab 4-1 love you
guysl You're the bestll Beepher? Uh ... lce cube anyone?
How's about a banana? Okay
now, who took my bed? Punch
It Margaretll Best of luck to the
Class of'931 Unity Forever! 20
Meier Place, Bay Shore.
Pfalzgraf, Karen - In my high
school years, I began to see ...
the doors start to close, the
lights on, but nobody's home,
free days of frolicking In the
grassy knolls . Eating
mushrooms and listening to
Janes, feeling the gray mutt
rub against my leg sleeping till
the end of the day. All I can
say; love comes In colors, I
can't
deny
smashing
pumpkins. To my Ray Ray, I
love you. 1376 Pine Drive, Bay
Shore.
Pham, Thug - Wowll can't walt for
my graduation day. Thanks for
all the good times. Special
thanks to my foster parents
and Mrs. Wright who's always
supporting and helping
throughout the year. I plan to
attend Molloy College. I'll never
forget Bay Shore High or the
Clllss of '93! Good luck to the
class of '94! 1383 Penataqult
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Phifer, Joann - Peace to the Cheer
Squad and the F.P.l LOVE VA
GREATLY I
Yeahrlghtyeahokayl Cheer
Seniors: I only have one thing
to say: BATHROOM FLOOR!
To F.P.: Prosper In your future.
K-log: no one compares to you.
Special note: D.O. GROW UP
and J.M. you're mine forever.
13 Amherst Street, Bay Shore.
Pickett, Renee - "Yesterday Is
already a dream and tomorrow
Is only a vision. But today lived
wisely, can make every
yesterday a dream of
happiness and every tomorrow
a vision of hope." To everyone
who has made these years
memorable: Thanks. To the
Fab-4: Remember Atlantique:

the shooting stars, squat, don't
sltl Shut up, no one moved
your bedl The size of a thumb?
Or maybe Tom Thumbl You
girls are so slllyl Good luck to
the Class of '93. 941 Manor
Lane, Bay Shore.
Plralno, Stephanie - Good luck to
the Class of '931 We have had a
great four yearsl To Michele
Sanchez, Good luck In the
reserves ! To Debra Torres,
Good luck In twelfth gradel 89
Huron Drive, Bay Shore.
Pitt, Keith - I will miss all of my
friends and I will also miss
being a part of Bay Shore
Football. Goodbye Porky, Pig,
Forehead , Chunk, and The
Dragon. Signed, The Caveman.
1433 Pine Acres Boulevard,
Bay Shore.
Pizarro, Joseph "Joe" - Peace to
all my peoples whose straight
out the Getto. Peace to all the
Honeys' especially "shortie."
To all the Getto MacksP: Never
forget where you came from."
47 Chapman Place, Bay Shore.
Pope, Catherine - Jeff: I love you
foreverll I will always
remember usll Bennlgans ,
camping, etc., you are my best
friend for llfel Joe : My
everything buddy. R.C., L.G.,
and all my other true friends,
these past four years have
been a blastl Thanx for all the
wonderful memories . P.S .
Don't get lost. We'll all be
waiting by the keg. 25 North
Clinton Avenue, Bay Shore.
Pournaras, Georgia
1385
Manatuck Boulevard, Bay
Shore.
PorDell, Dlallo D. "Dickie" Haaernt frogs : (Breath,
Schmack, Dog, Pablo, Moose,
and Mattman) It was the worst
of times, It was the worst of
times, but the jolt, frogs, and
all-nlghters made 'em a whole
lot better. "Remem ber the
- - - - - Is gonna come
and go, but friends will always
be there." Mike Munseh. KEEP
BADNESS ALIVE, HAAERNTI
20 Abrew Street, Bay Shore.
Pyatt, April- 58 Colorado Avenue,
Bay Shore.

Q
Qulntyne, Cerise Marfa - 469
Brooklyn Boulevard, Bay
Shore.

R
Rahaman, Saeeda

I wish
everyone luck for the future.
Mr. MeG.: Thanx for making
fun of my shoes. I'll remember
you always. To J.P., A .C., &
N.S.: The F.P. will always be In
effect. D.O.: Stop sweatln ' the
F.P. To J .M .: She 's playing
hard to get! To everyone else: I
love you! Keep the peace! 37
Oakwood Boulevard, Bay
Shore.
Ratcliff, Sean- To all the brothers
of Bay Shore and you know
who you are, learn to kick
some knowledge before It's too
late. Like Boyz 2 Men, "It's so
hard to say good-bye
especially when you're at the
end of the road. " Peace and
good luck Class of '93. 14
Santom Court, Bay Shore.
Rettaiiata, Amie- 82 Shore Lane,
Bay Shore.
Rianna, Daniela - To Patti and
Laura: Thanks for all the
memories. Especially Italy!
Way, Way! To Mom and Dad:
Thanks for all of your support.
To the Class of '93, Good Luck
In all you dol 26 California
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Richardson, Simone - 15
Holbrook Street, Bay Shore.
Rivera, Aurora E. - "And I'll take
with me the memories to be
my sunshine after the rain ... It's
so hard to say goodbye to
yesterday." Boyz 2 Men. To
the Cheerleaders : The
memories and the love that we
share will be dear to my heart
forever. To my dearest friends:
M.S., R.A., J.F., N.S., J.P.,
J.F., remember BP and round
pan, especially BATHROOM
FLOOR! Best of luck to the
class of '93. See ya' round Lll'
sis!! 1065 Courtland Drive, Bay
Shore.
Rodriguez, Anthony - Leaving the
Class of '93 will be a new
adventure for all so everybody
stay cool and "blunted." I just
want to say " Peace to all my
boyz, to my close friends: Joe,
Rick, Jose, Sam, Big-Will, Tee
don't let your heads swell keep
In touch! To the Class of '93
keep on smokln' the Bota
Bless. See ya. 1416 Brentwood
Road, Bay Shore.
Rodriguez, Carlos Jaoier - 21
Santam Court, Bay Shore.
Rodriguez, Inez - 21 Santam
Court, Bay Shore.
Rodriguez, Luciano - 23 Redmond
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Rodriguez, Nancy - 8 Princeton

Street, Bay Shore.
Rodriguez, Thomas
105-07
Howells Road apartment 3G,
Bay Shore.
Romain, Jeanine C. - "The only
useful knowledge Is applied
knowledge .' R. O 'N eill .
Remember that throughout life
and never forget O 'N eill's
class. To all of my friends,
especially our group, Thanks
for all the memories, you 've
made my high school years
something special that I will
never forget. Stay cool, See ya!
I'll miss you alii 6 Henry Place,
Bay Shore.
Rosado, Raymond · 2 Harrison
Place, Bay Shore.
Rosen, Deoan - " Some people
think that If they go too far
they'll never get back to where
the rest of them are. I might be
crazy but there's one thing I
know, you might be surprised
at what you find when you go!"
Frank Zappa. To all you snazy
people, remember " Life moves
pretty fast, If you don't stop
and look around once In a
while , you could miss lt."
Ferris Bueller. 348 Plymouth
Avenue, Brightwaters.
Ruhl. Michelle Christina - The
B.R. Crew 2 the Lobby Crew:
It's been real. You know who
you are. To my best friends
Jen & Mandy: Thanks for
always being there, and
remember everything gets
better from here . 208
Asharoken Boulevard, Bay
Shore.
Ruiz, Eric · 25 N. Clinton Avenue,
Bay Shore.

s
Sabella, Kerrl A. - 21 Brentwood
Road, Bay Shore.
Sabiston, Jeremy Roger - 46
Princeton Street, Bay Shore.
Salentina, Joann
1371
Penataqult Avenue, Bay Shore.
Salentlno, Tammy Ann - To Anna,
Sandy, and April: Thanks for
always being there and making
these the best four years of my
life. I'll always remember you.
Keep In touch! 18 Center
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Sanchez, Michele Lynn - To
Stephanie Piraino: Thanks for
being there. I love you like a
sister. 27 Fifth Avenue, Bay
Shore.
Sanders, Nicole - 84 Millay Lane,
Bay Shore.
Santaigo, Marla- 7 Ross Avenue,
Bay Shore.
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Free Estimates

(516) 669-8719

Nock Brothers
Fine Landscaping
COMPLETE LANDSCAPE
SERVICE
DESIGN & IRRIGATION

Con:gratufations
ancf Best Wishes
totfte
Cfass of 1993

Tfie. Ba.y Shore. Hi91i Schoo(
SNOW REMOVAL

CLIFF & DAVE

Pare.nt-Facufty Association

SUNSET DRUGS

Congratulations
Class of '93
We've known you for
a long time, and we
are very proud of you.

SOUTH SHORE
OUTDOOR STORE, INC.
Plaques and Trophies
Athletic Equipment
Team Uniforms
62 W. Main Street
Bay Shore, N.Y. (516) 665-4806

-
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134 West Main St., Corner Ocean Ave.
Bay Shore, NY 11706
665-0790

Prescriptions -B Vitamins -B Cosmetics
Baby Needs • Greeting Cards
Ample Parking in Rear of Building

Good Luek 1b off of goal
Leggio's
Grocery & Deli
LEGGIO'S FAMOUS HEROES AND
CATERING
305 4th AVENUE, BAY SHORE, NY
665-1606

Ghe Circle is Complete!
'Kathleen ffiarB '80
Stephen Fred '80
ffiichael John '81

~Patrick

Joseph '90

'Bridget Cavin '91
ffiatthew ffiurraB '93

Heartfelt Thanks to the faculty and staff for
an outstanding education.
The Nash Family

'Go all graduates:
ffiaB Bour blessings outnumber
'Ghe shamrocks that grow
And maB trouble avoid Bou
U1herever Bou go.
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Congratulations, Peanut,
and the entire Class of '9 3
Best of everything in the future.
Be loving, set high goals, work hard,
enJ·oy life, and remember those who
are less fortunate.
Love,
Mom, Dad and Casey

Co119ratufations!
Two sets of gurgCes ana goos,
Four 6ri£Jfit ana s liini119 eyes,
Two futures ricli witfi Cove
Ana sweet surprise Our pride muftip(ie!f 6y two
For wFw ana what you are

Make your own memories
You' [[ catch your 6ri[iant star!
Forever Cove,
Mom ana Dad

Sawtelle Jr., WUliam Frank Goodbye, I hopei To A L.,
You've been a very bad boy
today master, Christmas only
comes once a year. To
everybody else, stay out of
trouble. " Give and take, Has all
we learned been wrong, Look
around at what we've been
given, maybe we've taken too
long ." Queensryche. Later!
309 Fourth Avenue, Bay
Shore.
Scharf, Craig • " On your roads In
life may all your lights be
green," '93, Good Luck next
year and In all the years to
comel 1038 South Thompson
Drive, Bay Shore.
Schmidt, James Lawrence· 1464
Richland Boulevard, Bay
Shore.
Schmidt, Zachary M. • To all my
friends, It has been one bad
trip! But "Yesterdays got
nothing for me . "-Guns n
Roses. I'll see you this summer!
Peace!! 861 Aberdeen Road,
Bay Shore.
S c iammarella, R ichard J . • 1102
Manor Lane, Bay Shore.
S cully, Robert " Skulldog" • To
the Class of '93: Thanks for all
the good times we shared and
everything we did. To Mr. B.
and Mr. Todaro: Peace. To Mr.
T.: I enjoyed playing on your
baseball team. Peace! 15 May
Street, Bay Shore.
Sears, Jason M . · 61 Center
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Selz er, Jennifer · 85 Belford
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Shannon, Karilee · 5 Dove Lane,
Bay Shore.
Shaw, Melissa · 19 Sylvan Street,
Bay Shore.
Shiffman, Deborah Ann • To all
my friends: After all the
arguments that we've been
through, I finally came to the
conclusion that we are all
HEFFERS! You are all one of a
kind, and I love you all. Sue,
don't worry; you'll master that
singing voice someday.
Mlchellster, no, you get out of
here. Lauren, yours will always
be the biggest. Class of '93:
Thanks for all the great
memories. 2 Jaro Court, Bay
Shore.
Siddons, Anna-Marie · To A pril,
Sandy, Tammy, and Amy:
Thanks for always being there,
you guys are the best. Diana
don't forget about A&J. Best of
luck to the Class of '93. 1459
Lombardy Boulevard, Bay
Shore.
Simmons , Ricardo E .
1416
Brentwood Road, Bay Shore.
Simons, Anne Marea
"Imagination Is more
Important than know ledge,"

Einstein. To the Class of '93:
This Is our time. Before
realities become so, you must
first dream the possibilities.
Remember; A truly wise man
never plays leap frog with a
unicorn. To my buddies In the
lair: beware the roaming
Normans and don ' t forget
Farcus. To all my friends and
my family, I thank you for all
your love and support.
Heather: Funkey Doodle! JUDY
LIVES! 1079 Courtland Drive,
Bay Shore.
Skala, Monica · Hey A .R., R.A. ,
J .F., J.P., N.S., J .F ... What do I
do now that I'm on my own?
What we did together beats
anything I've ever done on my
own. Thanks for all the great
memories. Don ' t forget...the
round cake or the bathroom
floor! Mom, Dad, Jamie, and
Frank- I wouldn't have made It
without you. C-ya. 16 Tern
Court, Bay Shore.
Smith , Cha rma ine D . " Shah·
Shah "
Thanks for the
wonderfully Interesting four
years. I want to wish all the
underclassmen good luck In
their upcoming years. To all
my friends, DUE TO THE
FACT THAT WE ARE OUTTA
HERE I'll miss you and all the
good times we had. To the
Girls' Lacrosse Team: Thanks
for the great seasons. "Go to
goal ROACH." To Edellz:
WHOOW! I DIDN'T ASK YOU
THAT!" To Rover: Keep
barking up the tree 'cause the
cat ain't coming down. I love
you all, Shah! 24 Tudor Lane,
Bay Shore.
Soto Jr., Agustin · 94 Second
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Sotomayor, Edeliz P. " Lease of
Ed" · To all my friends In
BSHS: I will miss you dearly.
DUE TO THE FACT THAT I
am now graduated, To
Charmaine: WHOOW, I
DIDN'T ASK YOU THAT!! To
my Fiance John Wiliams: I
LOVE YOU with all my heart
and I'm glad you came to
school with me. 203 Adams
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Steinhauser, Adam · GOODNITE! 27 Ridgeway Boulevard,
Bay Shore.
Stewart, Bryan • 10 Dartmouth
Drive, Bay Shore.
Stiles, Catherine Ann • Quiet:
Thank you for the worst three
years of my life. I'll never
forget this horrible place. 685
Brookhaven Avenue, Bellport.
Stocks, Robert James · 54 Shore
Lane, Bay Shore.
Stoutenburg, Cheryl • To all my
friends I say "What's up?" We
finally made It to our senior

year! Good luck to all of you In
your careers as well as your
personal business! Personal
thanks goes out to Mrs. Kaplar:
you are the only teacher who
could really push me to do my
best and the one I admire the
most. Thank you for always
being there to give me the push
I needed . Love Cheryl. P.O.Box
1307, Bay Shore.
Stumpf, Matthew · 12 Kenneth
Lane, Bay Shore.
Szekalski, John • Often In life we
don't see what we have until
we've lost it. Don't take life or
anything for that matter for
granted . So live life to the
fullestl Good luck Class of '93!
987 Manor Lane, Bay Shore.

T
Tashbook, M ichael Stuart · "For
I dlpt Into the future, far as
human eye could see; saw the
vision of the world, and all the
wonder that would be,"
Tennyson. "Never to be
completely Idle, but either
reading, or writing, or praying,
or meditating, or working at
something for all In common."
Paul Verlalne. A special thanks
to all who guided and
encouraged me. Godspeed,
class of '93!! 902 Manor Lane,
Bay Shore.
Taylor, James David · To all my
nubian brothers and sisters:
Let's get out there and start
breaking
chains.
79
Reddington Street, Bay Shore.
Tt:]ada, Alexandra · I want to
thank all my friends, especially
Marla, Jimena, M ichelle, Kim,
and Judy. Thanks for being
there for me and most of all,
my honey Rick: I'll always love
you no matter what! Good luck
to the class of '93! Peace
everyone! 39 Beldon Lane, Bay
Shore.
Theagane , Jeffrey T .
65
Newbrook Lane, Bay Shore.
Thomas, Ronald • 8 Seafield Lane,
Bay Shore.
Thomas, Ronale R. · 48 Redington
Street, Bay Shore.
Troise, Allison · Destiny Is not a
matter of chance, it Is a matter
of choice. It Is not a thing to be
waited for, It Is a thing to be
achieved. Good luck to the
Class of '93! 930 Manor Lane,
Bay Shore.
Turner, Jennifer L. • 9 Sylvan
Street, Bay Shore.
Tuscanes, John · "Long you live
and high you fly, smiles you

give and tears you cry . All you
touch and all you see, Is all
your life you' ll ever see." Pink
Floyd. K .O.T .R.T . 37 Lakeside
Lane, Bay Shore.

v
VanDina, Tracie L. · " Look around
and choose your own ground
for long you live and high you
fly, and smiles you give and
tears you cry and all you touch
and all you see Is all your life
will ever be," Pink Floyd. To all
my friends: thanks for the
memories. 555 Pine Drive, Bay
Shore.
VanSchaick, M ark A.
1055
Thompson Drive, Bay Shore.
Vega , R icardo • 220 Gunther
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Velez , Jenn i fer • 1314 Elayne
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Viana, Leonardo R . ·Take It from
me, you never know how good
you had It until It's gone. Ski
Trips, Camping Trips, Surfing,
Lax, and Soccer- Thank you
for all the good times. Who
wants
to
hear
me
philosophize? " ... Things we've
never seen will seem familiar,":
G.D. 32 Maple Avenue, Bay
Shore.

w
Wagner, Craig · Well It's finally
over, but I can say I'll miss it.
Thanks to all my friends who
made It so memorable: K.P.,
J.A., J.O., K.G., P.J., L.D.,
L.K., F.A., M.C. 1425
Manatuck Boulevard, Bay
Shore.
Wallace, Corry · 50 North Clinton
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Ward, Christopher • 31 Girard
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Ward, Kami • 31 Girard Avenue,
Bay Shore.
Ware, KerryAlfonzo " MACA·D" ·
I want to say What's up!? I'm
definitely glad we're graduating
from here. Peace! 1 William
Street, Bay Shore.
Werner, Katherine L. • "Time
passes much too quickly, when
we're together laughing,"
Chicago. I'll never forget all the
memories I've gathered over
the last four years. Thanks for
making It so unforgettable. To
Lauren, Kelly and Mary, you
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Congratulations Billy
We are so very proud of
you and always will be.
You are a terrific son.
Keep believing in your
goals, and they will come
true.
XXOO Love,
Mom and Dad

Learn from HesterdaH
Live for todaH
'Dream of 'Gomorrow.
CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE CLASS OF '93
U1e wish HOU health;
U1e wish HOU happiness;
U1e wish HOU love and
laughter.

'Robert Consigli, Arlene
Schwartz

CARNEY
ELECTRIC
BAY SHORE, N.Y.
John Carney, Pres.
(516) 665-8972

guys are the greatest friends
ever. I'll remember the times
we shared together always. To
the class of 1993: Good Luck,
Best Wishes and Forever
happiness . 471 Richland
Boulevard, Brightwaters.
Wetzel, Kai · 11 Kenneth Lane,
Bay Shore.
Williams, Gary · 18 William Street,
Bay Shore.
Williams, J ohn Marcus · It was
pretty embarrassing coming
back for another senior year.
Everyone kept saying " Your
still here?" I look at this as an
opportunity to be with my
fiance , Edellz Sotomayor .
PEACE to the Class of '92 and
especially to my new Class of
'93! 26 Redington Street, Bay
Shore.

z
Zammetti, Jonnie Lynne · We're
out of here!! To the bathroom
crew : you ' ll be missed . To
Gary : you ' ve given me the
world , I love youlll To my
family : All I can say Is thank
you & I love you . " Let the good
times roll" , Keep them
guess i ng . 1021 South
Thompson Drive, Bay Shore.
Zollinger, Dwayne · 10 Wilbur
Street, Bay Shore.

Wil s on , Jakem ia Mo n e t
" Mookie" · Thanks to my
girls for being there. You guys
know who you are. 544 Spur
Drive North, Bay Shore.
Wilson Jr., Thomas Jos eph · 454
Peters
Boulevard,
Brightwaters.
Wittick, Jason Robert · 1020 Carll
Drive, Bay Shore.

Carlos Pardo

The Bay Shore Educational
Secretaries Association
extends

CONGRATULATIONS
AND
BEST WISHES
TO THE
CLASS OF '93
. and especially to four
of "our children"
Barbara Bienkowski
Carla Della Vedova
Daniells Guarascio
Howard Meehan

11

BREAK A LEG''
CLASS OF 1993
Witli Best Wislies
to Our Senior

Thespians
Mr. J. D'Antoni
Mrs. C. Jones
Thespian Troupe 2963
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1Rose wRo blli~g sllitSfu~ -to & ~o-es O{J otRelts,
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THE JUNIOR CLASS OF '94
WISHES
THE SENIOR CLASS OF '93 ...
CONGRA TULA liONS and BEST OF
LUCK
Co119ratufations, KeUy!
You fiave done so mucfi, and
fiave done it aU so weLL We're
very proud of you.
Love,
Mom, D~ Kerri & Kathy

Congratulations, Michael
and the Class of '93
We are very proud
of you.
Love,
Mom, Dad and Kathy
Senior Directory

DB and
the Class of '93
"The world is before you and you need not take it or
leaue it as it was when you came in . .. "
- James Baldwin

We wish you all - all the love and luck in the world.
Love, The Holmes Family
Chris, Don, Brennan, Jennifer & KT.

Cmtgttiw~ Alilk«gf
w~ ~ of! VMg p'CIJU.Ii of goa. flop~
of! !JfJUJfJ ~ ~ ~.
Lov~ okog~,

MOW!, Dad rwJ 8;/fg

if

--------- R~P~~
153 West Mam Street
Bay Shore, N.Y. 11706
(516) 665-6884

Best of Luck to the Class of '93
from
Riviera Photographers

Your Yearbook PhotographersDoug Brehm - Dave Lamb - Florence Brehm

lbu ... Our Children and

Suffolk Transportation Service, Inc.
Suffolk Transportation Service, Inc.
10 Moffitt Blvd.
Bay Shore, NY 11706
(516) 665 .. 3245
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